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Abstract

A major impediment in having robots working alongside humans in natural disasters

or accidents, is the natural communication between the teammates. Humans possess

natural skills, e.g. language and gesture, to communicate and share information robots

are not equipped with. Robots are neither able to directly communicate with humans

nor understand and interpret their natural language instructions. Besides, humans are

not able to understand robotics’ sensory data or imagery. They require specific tools

and software solutions to analyze, evaluate and visualize their teammates’ raw data on

displays.

In order to improve the interaction in mixed human-robot teams in rescue missions, in

this dissertation, we focus on how humans and robots can naturally work and communic-

ate together as teammates, such as in human teams. By introducing a cognition-enabled

mixed-initiative infrastructure, we show how humans and robots are able to handle the

communication and interaction barriers, and improve the natural interaction in disaster

scenes. This infrastructure comprises an interactive visualizable belief-state map serving

as a shared common vocabulary to humans and robots, a novel human-machine inter-

face enabling natural tasking of robotic teammates via various communication means,

and robotic plan executives consisting of advanced inference mechanisms for generating

intelligent behavior.
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Zusammenfassung

Bei Einsätzen von Mensch und Roboter Teams in Naturkatastrophen stellt die Kom-

munikation zwischen den Teammitgliedern ein großes Hindernis dar. Während Menschen

anhand von Sprache oder Gestik in der Lage sind miteinander zu kommunizieren und

ihr Wissen auszutauschen, besitzen Roboter diese genannten Fähigkeiten nicht. Sie sind

weder in der Lage mit Menschen zu kommunizieren noch ihre Sprachbefehle zu ver-

stehen und auszuführen. Zudem, sind auch Menschen nicht fähig die von Robotern gen-

erierten sensorischen Rohdaten zu verstehen. Sie benötigen spezielle Hilfsmittel und

Programmausrüstungen, um diese Rohdaten zu analysieren, zu evaluieren und auf Bild-

schirmen zu visualisieren.

Um die Interaktion in Mensch und Roboter Teams bei Rettungseinsätzen zu verbessern,

setzt diese Dissertation den Schwerpunkt auf die natürliche Kommunikation und die

Zusammenarbeit von Menschen und Robotern, sowie dies bei Teams mit Menschen mög-

lich ist. Wir stellen ein kognitionsfähiges mixed-initiatives System vor, welches in der

Lage ist, die Interaktions- und Kommunikationsschwierigkeiten in Mensch und Roboter

Teams zu bewältigen und den Einsatz solcher Teams in Krisensituationen zu verbessern.

Das System besteht aus einer interaktiven visualisierten belief-state Karte, die als ge-

meinsam geteiltes Vokabular dem Mensch und Roboter Team zur Verfügung steht, eine

neuartige Mensch-Maschine Schnittstelle, die das natürliche Tasking von Robotern an-

hand von natürlichen Kommunikationsmitteln ermöglicht, und Planausführungssysteme

für Roboter, die aus fortgeschrittenen Inferenzmechanismen bestehen und die Generier-

ung von intelligentem Verhalten ermöglichen.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

After the advancements in industry and technology the role of robots in our society

keeps expanding and diversifying. While in the past they were applied as machines in

automation inside structured factory assembly lines to accomplish tasks for humans,

nowadays, they work with humans by taking over different roles as companions and

assistants. They perform tasks either automated, e.g. as collaborative robots (cobots),

or together with humans by sharing the same workspace and objects to accomplish

common goals. There are several applications for robots interacting with (Dautenhahn,

2007), or assisting humans in complex scenarios (Bluethmann et al., 2003). In the last

decade, a new research field was created, called search and rescue robotics, dealing with

robots that have been designed for the purpose of inspecting disaster areas, assessing the

situation, and searching for and locating victims (see Figure 1.1).

FIGURE 1.1 Examples of rescue robots deployed in the SHERPA project.

First, they have been tested working in the rubble of the World Trade Center where

they have been deployed as intelligent co-workers to replace human workers in danger-

ous zones (Casper and Murphy, 2003) (Murphy, 2004b). Afterwards, they have been

deployed in many other postdisaster scenarios, such as at the Hurricane Katrina in
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2005 (Murphy et al., 2006) or the Christchurch earthquake in New Zeeland (Murphy,

2014). Another disaster accident was the tsunami following with the Fukushima Daiichi

nuclear powerplant that showed again the importance of rescue robots as invaluable ad-

dition to the disaster response (Nagatani et al., 2013). They were sent in to monitor the

level of radiation and attempted to begin the clean-up process. Due to their complement-

ary advantages, the interest in the synergy between humans and robots as teammates

is tremendously increasing. Rescue robots are not just replacing and keeping humans

out of the rubble, but they are also assisting humans by providing information about the

ongoing progress and imagery. On the one hand, robots are equipped with sensors, com-

puting power and powerful actuators to carry out repetitive, high-load tasks tirelessly

and with high precision. They are able to travel long distances very fast, enter into deep

or small voids, excel in speed of mathematical computations, and retrieve and reason

about large amounts of data. On the other hand, humans possess excellent cognitive

skills and are generally superior in situational awareness and decision making. They are

able to deal with abstract concepts or understand and adapt fast to new situations. Con-

sidering their technological advances, the idea of using rescue robots in several disaster

situations is important for the society and supported in many international research and

education initiatives, e.g. Rescue Robot League (Pellenz et al., 2015), RoboCup (Kitano

et al., 1997) and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

Due to the advances in technology of robotic systems, the vision of robots seamlessly

working alongside humans in complex or hostile scenarios is attractive and important,

however, its realization is still challenging and requires also a lot of scientific advances.

An example is the communication capabilities of humans and robots. While humans are

able to communicate via language and gesture, and share information with other hu-

mans, robots are not able to communicate naturally. They are not equipped with skills

to understand and interpret natural language instructions. Neither are they capable of

interacting in the same way as humans nor do they have the required knowledge, e.g.

common sense, to correctly understand and perform human instructions in the task con-

text. Instead, robots generate raw data that is not comprehensible to humans. Humans

require additional computers, devices and tools to analyze, evaluate and visualize this

data that is crucial to understand what the robots’ sensors perceive about the environ-

ment. They need specific software to evaluate the sensors and imagery of their robotic

teammates to correctly make decisions and conclusions. To bridge the interaction gap

between humans and robots, robots require some intelligence to tackle problem-solving,

language-understanding and to face logical reasoning barriers. In the words of Prof.

Robin Murphy, a rescue robot developer and researcher (Pransky, 2019),
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“Existing rescue robots are good enough, not perfect, but good enough. What we are
working on and what we find the biggest gaps are in two areas. One is the software, and
this cuts across all types of robots. The software needs to be smarter, and we need more

artificial intelligence.”

Employing robots with intelligent behavior in natural disasters, human-robot rescue

teams can achieve more robust operability in unstructured terrain than in human teams.

For instance, robotic teammates would be able to analyze and evaluate their sensory data

on their own. They could make conclusions and extract essential information, e.g. the

locations of interest, beforehand. They could also support humans in reasoning and mak-

ing decisions, e.g. about performed or new actions. In combination with their physical

strengths and capabilities, robotic teammates could operate more robust and intelligent

when working alongside humans in rescue missions.

Consider a mixed team composed of a human team leader who guides a team of

various flying drones and a ground robot in order to find a missing person in the Alps

(see Figure 1.2).

The robotic teammates have abilities in flying around and taking pictures of the ter-

rain. They are able to scan and explore the area from different views and angles. The

human operator is free from heavy loads and can focus on her/his own skills, e.g. situ-

ational awareness and decision making. She/He can evaluate the taken pictures, extract

potentially useful information and reinstruct her/his teammates, e.g. to take new pic-

tures of unscanned regions.

This idea of team constellation stems from the European project SHERPA (Smart col-

laboration between Humans and ground-aErial Robots for imProving rescuing activities

in Alpine environments (Marconi et al., 2012)). This project is a search and rescue pro-

ject for finding injured persons trapped by avalanches in Alpine environments.

Concerning the communication capabilities of the teammates, on the one hand, we

would like to have robotic teammates using and being aware of their capabilities that

are above humans’ abilities to communicate in a clear way. For example, robots are able

to create and visualize 3D models of the environments on screens or displays. This visual

representation, e.g. of geographics, would help the human team leader and also other

robots to have a common understanding of and analyze the terrain from robots’ per-

spectives, in terms of what they see and perceive. They should be able to present their

decisions or impressions and views of the terrain to humans during or after the interac-

tions. On the other hand, we would like the human team leader to be able to commu-
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FIGURE 1.2 Artist’s conception of a mixed human-robot rescue team in the Alps.

nicate with her/his robotic teammates effortlessly and naturally. An effective means to

communicate with each other is the use of voice and gesture commands that humans

often employ to describe environments or instruct other people. We would like robotic

teammates to be able to understand and ground humans’ instructions into their own

perception and action loop. Additionally, we would like to have teammates to be able

to access and process a common vocabulary on different levels of abstraction by using a

same platform. This platform should serve as a visual common ground the whole team

has access on and can work with. For instance, robotic teammates can use this platform

to retrieve mission-related information appropriate for their executive systems. The hu-

man team leader can visually follow robotics’ activities and sensory data to understand

her/his teammates’ action executions. She/He is able to gather knowledge about the

teammates and the terrain, and task her/his teammates by using the map.

We believe, that using our infrastructure in rescue missions teammates are able to im-

prove their performance and their understanding of the mission, and gain awareness on

different levels. For instance, they are able to share their knowledge about their roles,

capabilities, responsibilities and positions with each other (group-structural awareness).

They are able to access information about who is around and what they are up to (in-
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formal awareness). Especially, they are able to link referenced objects in human instruc-

tions with perceived objects in the environment, understand the meaning of instructions

and reason about dynamic objects, e.g. whether they have already been detected (situ-

ation awareness). Also we believe, developing effective human-robot rescue teams that

combine the strengths of both will achieve a higher impact in rescue missions than any

human or autonomous robot could achieve alone. Thereby, we refer to the results gained

during our research in the project SHERPA. During the project reviews, we have tested,

evaluated and performed our systems and algorithms, and we were able to successfully

present a mixed human-robot team interacting, working and intelligently performing in

a rescue mission. More details about the evaluation can be read in Chapter 6.

So, in order to improve the interaction in human-robot rescue teams and enable ro-

botic teammates to use their capabilities to communicate with humans, in this disser-

tation, we focused on how humans and robots can efficiently and effectively work to-

gether as teammates, such as in human teams. Thereby, we present a mixed-initiative

infrastructure that comprises different components to handle the communication and

interaction barriers in mixed human-robot teams. We have investigated, designed and

analyzed an interactive visualizable belief-state map that serves as a common platform

to humans and robots to share, update, access and visualize information during and after

the mission. This map encapsulates all the beliefs of the different teammates and sup-

ports humans and robots in sharing and understanding information about the mission,

the terrain and the whole team. For enabling humans to naturally task and communic-

ate with robots via voice and gesture, we propose a novel interface for human-robot

teams. This interface supports humans in naturally interacting with their robotic team-

mates without considering the specified semantics in their utterances. Based on human

instructions, this interface translates instructions into plan descriptions comprehensible

to and executable by robotic teammates. They can directly use this plan descriptions

for their executive systems to understand and contextualize expressions in human in-

structions with their own perception and action loop. Furthermore, we have extended

the robotic executive systems with a set of advanced inference mechanisms in order to

enable robots to do reasoning. They are able to reason about their own and other robots’

action executions and capabilities in order to intelligently behave and perform tasks with

foresight.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 1.1, we will explicitly de-

scribe the problems arsing when having a mixed human-robot team and will introduce

our contributions to handle these problems. By applying our contributions on an exem-

plary rescue mission, in Section 1.2, we will demonstrate how a mixed human-robot
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team is able to efficiently and naturally perform tasks, such as in human teams. In the

next section, we will present the different contributions of this dissertation in detail. And

in the last section, we will outline the structure of this whole thesis.

1.1 Problem Definition

A major challenge in mixed human-robot rescue teams is the interaction also declared an

exemplar domain within Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). Humans as well as robots use

different means of communication and interaction. While humans communicate with

and understand gestures and natural language, robotic teammates generate sensory

data containing parameters, such as 3D poses in space. Humans describe their envir-

onments with abstract terms to communicate or give instructions, e.g. “take a picture of

the forest”, robots are not able to understand. They neither have the corresponding skills

nor the knowledge to handle abstract terms in human instructions. Additionally, humans

working alongside robots are also not able to understand what their robotic teammates

think or even what they know about the current mission. Due to the low-level repres-

entation of robots’ sensory data, humans need specific devices or computers to analyze,

visualize and understand the raw data. For instance, they need appropriate software

tools to analyze and validate the sensory data and the imagery to make correct decisions

and conclusions about findings or next possible steps. Additionally, they require a lot

of experience and expertise to correctly evaluate the data and make decisions. Such as

presented by Robin Murphy in her talk (Murphy, 2015)

“Having rescue robots assisting humans is important, due to their capabilities to gather
and visualize sensory data to humans on the display. However, the evaluation of data re-
quires different agencies with different expertises through out the response phases in order
to response fast and in parallel.”

During our research, we paid a lot of attention in the nature of human-robot relation-

ship as teammates and its impact on our future. we have focused on how to improve the

interaction in a mixed human-robot rescue team, such as shown in Figure 1.2. we have

investigated how the human team leader is able to communicate with her/his robotic

teammates in a natural way, e.g. instructing via voice and gesture. On the other hand,

we have also considered the robotic teammates how they can share their activities with

and inform the team leader, e.g. when tasks are not or cannot be performed. Especially,

how they can improve the efficiency of the mission, e.g. by being foresightful or by doing
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the first analysis of sensory data on their own.

So, in order to improve the interaction in mixed human-robot rescue teams, we define

and call two challenges Challenge A and Challenge B. Challenge A is to enable robots to

understand instructions of humans expressed in a natural way. Challenge B is to enable

robots to effectively communicate back to humans in a way that humans will understand.

To tackle these two challenges in this dissertation, we will present a cognition-enabled

mixed-initiative infrastructure for human-robot rescue teams to accomplish rescue mis-

sions. This infrastructure was developed together with the members of the Institute for

Artificial Intelligence, and was extended in the context of this dissertation with contribu-

tions to handle the challenges arising in our mixed human-robot team. The infrastructure

comprises different components that contribute to the improvement of the mission (see

Figure 1.3).

FIGURE 1.3 A sketch of the cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure providing
different contributions to face the communication and interaction challenges in human-
robot rescue teams.

In order to face Challenge A, we have provided a novel human-machine interface to

enable humans to naturally communicate with their robotic teammates (Contribution

A). Human instructions are often underdetermined and abstract. They need to be cor-

rectly translated and properly performed by the team members in the context of the
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situation. This interface supports the human team leader in issuing instructions to her-

/his robotic teammates by using different communication modalities, e.g. gesture, voice

or text. It generates based on the high-level commands corresponding action plan para-

meters robotic teammates are able to comprehend and perform.

In order to master Challenge B, we introduce two contributions: With Contribution

B, we have provided an interactive visualizable belief-state map, serving as a common

information platform, the robotic teammates can use to visualize information, e.g. their

beliefs, intentions, decisions and actions. This platform serves as a bi-directional com-

munication channel among the teammates they have unlimited access on to exchange

information and gain awareness during the mission. The human team leader can also use

this platform to understand her/his teammates’ action executions and activities. To sup-

port robotic teammates in performing their activities with foresight and visualizing their

decisions to the human team leader, we have provided advanced inference mechanisms

to robotic teammates (Contribution C). By using these mechanisms robotic teammates

are able to apply their strengths and capabilities in the most effective way, in terms of

acting and responding flexibly to changes, e.g. in weather conditions or in task execu-

tions, as well as evaluating and presenting their data to humans in a comprehensible

way during the mission. The corresponding information can, then, be shared on the

interactive visualizable belief-state map.

In the next section, we will show based on an exemplary rescue mission in a large-scale

simulated environment how our mixed human-robot rescue team is able to tackle the

upcoming challenges by applying the Contributions A, B and C. We will show how our

team is able to perform, test and validate those contributions in a complex and virtual

mission without facing high costs or hardware maintainance problems.

1.2 Exemplary Rescue Mission

In this exemplary rescue mission, we will show how our mixed human-robot rescue

team is able to find a missing person in a short time. We will show how the team is able

to successfully handle the challenges, introduced in the previous section, by using our

contributions.

After information about a missing person lost in the Alps while flying a hang glider

received the base station, the station sets up one of its rescue teams to look for the

missing person. This rescue team is composed of a human team leader who guides her-

/his robotic teammates by speech and gesture instructions through the environment. An

illustration of the mixed human-robot rescue team is shown Figure 1.4.
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FIGURE 1.4 A sketch of the rescue team members, their different roles and capabilities.

Based on their roles, strengths and capabilities, the team members are assigned dif-

ferent nicknames. The human team leader, called BUSY GENIUS, is characterized by ex-

perience and incomparable cognitive capabilities that cannot be completely imitated by

her/his robotic teammates. However, her/his role and responsibility to clearly and safely

guide her/his robotic teammates through the terrain as team leader might keep her/his

presumably very busy and likely distracted by the demanding rescuing activities. The

robotic team includes a mobile-chain driven ground robot, called INTELLIGENT DONKEY,

that can carry heavy loads and is equipped with charging capabilities useful for the small

quadrotors. Beside starting from and landing on the DONKEY, those quadrotors are able

to perform short distance search and surveillance. They can fly over the region very fast

at low altitude in order to detect man-made items, such as gloves or skis. While the

red quadrotor, also called RED WASP, is able to receive signals from beacons to detect

the person’s location, the blue quadrotor, called BLUE WASP, is able to take pictures of

people as well as affected regions. Those pictures can be sent to the DONKEY depending

on its operating distance, and transferred to the BUSY GENIUS. Another robotic teammate
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that is able to construct maps and mark artefacts is the large multi-purpose autonom-

ous helicopter, called HAWK. It can scan areas in certain zones and search for victims or

human-specific items.

After the rescue team is set up and sent to the accident area, the team is in charge of

finding the missing person with his fallen hang glider in the terrain in a timely manner.

To check the large-scale region of the hang glider, the BUSY GENIUS uses the interactive

visualizable belief-state map (Contribution B) running on a tablet. The map enables to

get a first glimpse of the environment and enables the human to see and follow her/his

teammates’ activities during and after the mission. For instance, by asking the map with

“Show me the location where the hang glider possibly crashed” or “Show me the last

GPS signal received from the hang glider”, the BUSY GENIUS is able to retrieve and see

the corresponding information on the map. The result can be visualized on the map,

such as shown in Figure 1.5.

FIGURE 1.5 Visualization of the position of the last GPS signal of a hang glider on the
map.

After the BUSY GENIUS sees the terrain and gathers a first glimpse of its extent, she/he

can start to interact with her/his robotic teammates. By using the human-machine in-
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terface (Contribution A), she/he is able to naturally instruct her/his teammates. She/He

can point or issue natural language commands that her/his teammates can directly un-

derstand and execute. An example is given in Figure 1.6 where the BUSY GENIUS points

towards the lake and naturally instructs the HAWK to move to the location of the last

received hang glider’s signal.

FIGURE 1.6 Visualization of human operator instructing her/his robotic teammate by
pointing into the scene.

This human-machine interface serves as a platform the BUSY GENIUS can use to send

high-level information, e.g. natural language instructions, that directly generates and

sends low-level information, e.g. plan parameters, to robotic teammates comprehensible

to their subsystems.

After the BUSY GENIUS instructed the HAWK to search for the hang glider, the HAWK starts

to fly into the pointed direction. While flying in the direction, it uses the interactive visu-

alizable belief-state map to send and visualize its coordinates based on time and space

for the BUSY GENIUS to follow its route. An example, how this scene based on the robot’s

activity looks like on the map is shown in Figure 1.7.
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FIGURE 1.7 Visualization of the HAWK’s trajectory marked by yellow dots when starting
to scan the lake.

By using the map, the BUSY GENIUS is not just able to track the activity of her/his

teammates, she/he is also able to receive information about their detections, their abilit-

ies and how well they performed tasks. The map is endowed with inference mechanisms

that processes, computes, evaluates and visualizes information. For instance, informa-

tion about robot activity data and about regions already scanned or not scannable be-

cause some obstacles cover them, can be evaluated by and visualized on the map, too.

The results based on the sections of the river that are already scanned by the HAWK can

be seen in Figure 1.8.

Also other data, e.g. information about robotic teammates’ capabilities, such as “which

robot has a beacon receiver” or “which robot has a camera to take pictures” that are

often task-related, can also be retrieved through the map by using its mechanisms (More

information can be read in Chapter 3 in detail).

After the BUSY GENIUS retrieved and evaluated the corresponding information about
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FIGURE 1.8 Visualization of the sections of the lake that have already been scanned by
the HAWK.

the hang glider via the map, she/he instructs the wasps to move to different bridges

close to the location of the hang glider’s crash. The different locations, where the wasps

are sent to, can also be visualized and checked on the map (see Figure 1.9).

After the RED WASP and the BLUE WASP perform the human instruction and scan the

different bridges, the RED WASP receives through its beacon receiver a beacon signal.

Informing the BUSY GENIUS about this situation, she/he reinstructs the BLUE WASP to

move to the RED WASP’s location to take a picture of this scene (see Figure 1.10).

With the support of the DONKEY transmitting the picture to the interactive visualizable

belief-state map, the BUSY GENIUS can watch and clarify whether her/his assumptions of

seeing the missing person over there are correct. Even though, the BLUE WASP has the

capability to take pictures, it is not able to transmit this data to the BUSY GENIUS alone,

due to its limited capabilities for data transmission. In order to transmit the correspond-

ing data, it requires additional capabilities other teammates have, e.g. the DONKEY. The
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FIGURE 1.9 Visualization of the different bridges the wasps have been sent to.

DONKEY has the ability to directly transmit data to the map, due to its high network cov-

erage. So, whenever the BLUE WASP is in its grasp, the DONKEY is able to directly transmit

and visualize the data over the network on the map for the BUSY GENIUS.

In order to improve and increase the team performance and support robotic team-

mates in taking the initiative to act autonomously and behave intelligently, we intro-

duce a set of advanced inference mechanisms (Contribution C). These mechanisms are

provided and integrated into robotic executive systems that enable robots to be aware

of their own and each others’ abilities when performing joint tasks. For instance, robotic

teammates are able to be sensitive to the mission, act and evaluate their imagery on

their own, and also make decisions without being instructed. They can support each

other in being proactive in the mission, e.g. when specific capabilities to perform a task

are required they own.

So, after the BUSY GENIUS instructs the BLUE WASP with “Take a picture”, the DON-

KEY autonomously moves to a location close to the BLUE WASP in order to assist with

transmitting the picture data to the map (see Figure 1.11).
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FIGURE 1.10 Visualization of the BLUE WASP when arriving at location of interest to take
a picture where RED WASP has already received a beacon signal.

By retrieving information about the traversibility of the road, the DONKEY is able

to check whether it can pass every road segment by validating its motion capabilities

against the environmental conditions, e.g. the calculated slope (see Figure 1.12).
After the DONKEY approaches the BLUE WASP and forwards the required information

to the map, the BUSY GENIUS receives the data and confirms the location of the victim.

So, the rescue mission succeeds.

Taking this example into account, we showed how rescue missions can be conduc-

ted efficiently and fast. Using the Contributions A, B and C, we showed how a team of

different robots working alongside one human can accomplish rescue missions. The ro-

botic teammates are not just instructed by the human team leader, but they also interact

with her/him and autonomously perform tasks. First, they are able to consume, under-

stand and perform human instructions. Second, they monitor each other and employ
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FIGURE 1.11 Visualization of DONKEY approaching BLUE WASP to assist with transmitting
the picture data to the BUSY GENIUS.

their capabilities efficiently and effectively during task executions in order to improve

the performance of the overall rescue mission. Third, they are able to share their de-

cisions, intentions and actions with the human team leader and visualize all the import-

ant information on the map. Also, the human team leader is able to naturally instruct

her/his teammates by using pointing gestures and voice commands without consider-

ing the words applied in her/his instructions. Having a team that is able to be aware

of each other and each others’ decisions, intentions and actions during rescue missions,

seamlessly facilitate the interaction in search and rescue.

1.3 Contributions

In this dissertation, we will show how rescue missions can efficiently and effectively be

accomplished in mixed human-robot rescue teams by applying our Contributions A, B

and C. In Section 1.1, we have described the different challenges arising in a mixed

human-robot rescue team and how the team is able to handle these by using our solu-
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FIGURE 1.12 Visualization of calculated slopes of roads marked by arrows.

tions. With our contributions, we explicitly refer to the areas of shared awareness, reas-

oning and interpretation of natural language instructions in order to enable humans and

robots to naturally collaborate and interact in rescue missions. Below, we will explicitly

introduce the different contributions of this thesis in detail:

1. Contribution A: An interface for humans and robots to ensure effective and

natural taskability in rescue operations. Having a commanding infrastructure

for humans to be able to naturally communicate with robotic teammates, is es-

sential in human-robot rescue teams. Instructions are often underdetermined and

ambiguous. They need to be correctly translated, specialized and properly per-

formed in the context of the situation. In order to enable robotic teammates to

interpret high-level instructions at a human level, we propose a novel interface for

human-robot teams. This interface supports the translation of high-level instruc-

tions into action plan descriptions comprehensible to and executable by robotic

teammates. It enables humans to naturally interact with their robotic teammates

without considering the specified semantics in their utterances. They can effort-

lessly issue instructions in natural language or use pointing gestures that are often
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abstract, vague or ambiguous. Robotic teammates can use this interface to under-

stand and directly translate human utterances into action plans executable by their

control systems. They are able to contextualize expressions in human instructions

with their own perception and knowledge in order to directly perform human in-

structions. This novel interface does not just support the natural communication

between one human and a group of robots, but it also provides the necessary

information to the robotic teammates to understand and perform human instruc-

tions. Robotic teammates do not require additional hardware and tools to under-

stand the human team leader. They just need to interface with the human-machine

interface to retrieve the corresponding information at their needs of abstraction

level. This novel interface was built upon the work (Schermerhorn et al., 2006)

allowing robots for quick responses, for processing action sequences, and for de-

tecting and acting to important syntactic and semantic ambiguities in natural lan-

guage instructions. We extended this interface in the domains of search and rescue,

multiagent-systems, and gestures calculation and estimation. In Chapter 4, we will

introduce the interface’s structure and show how it supports the communication

between the different parties.

2. Contribution B: An interactive visualizable belief-state map to enable shared

mission awareness for human-robot rescue teams performing search and res-

cue activities. We investigate, design and realize an interactive visualizable belief-

state map with information about the mission, the terrain and the team that the

mixed human-robot rescue team can use as a platform to share information. This

map provides a bi-directional communication channel among the teammates. Here,

they are able to communicate, interact and understand each others’ behaviors, in-

tentions and actions in order to gain awareness during the mission. Humans can

use this map to naturally interact. They are able to naturally describe scenes by

using qualitative spatial relations in their instructions in order to indicate refer-

ence objects in the terrain. Those instructions can be highlighted on the map and

the corresponding information can be accessed by the robotic teammates to per-

form the task. Robots can retrieve information, e.g. geographical or topological

information, in order to create better models of their environment. They can dir-

ectly transform these models into plan descriptions actionable by their executive

systems. Additionally, robotic teammates are also able to acquire and share inform-

ation, e.g. about regions of forest, locations of interest or undetected areas in the

terrain by visualizing this information on the map.
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By designing this map, we provide a shared common vocabulary to the teammates

they can share, access and retrieve information on in order to successfully perform

tasks. They are able to get information about the presence of objects and activities

in the shared environment and are able to understand how and which tasks are

completed. With this map, we provide a form of awareness to the team members

they can rely on. Based on the different types of awareness mentioned in (Drury

et al., 2003), our map captures awareness on various levels, such as task aware-

ness, group-structural awareness, situational awareness, etc. This extension is im-

portant for our team to be able to retrieve information on different awareness’

levels required at the extent to their understanding. This map is built upon the

work (Yazdani et al., 2018) allowing teammates to visually present information,

directly interacting with the information, gaining insights to draw conclusions,

and ultimately making better decisions. In the context of this dissertation, we have

extended the map with reasoning and inference mechanisms and heterogeneous

knowledge sources. In Chapter 3, we will show how the map is represented, which

inference mechanisms it consists of and how it supports the teammates in creat-

ing awareness on different levels. These mechanisms enable teammates to make

inferences and decisions as well as reason about tasks, like which areas could not
be scanned by the robotic teammate, in which direction did the human point to or

which regions were assigned by the human instruction, in order to understand and

be aware of each others’ activities and the mission’s progress.

3. Contribution C: Advanced inference mechanisms for behavioral flexibility and

adaptability of robotic teammates in rescue missions. In rescue operations, hu-

mans are often affected by stress and work overload that lead to wrong decision

making and decrease mission performance. Having robotic teammates working

alongside humans as partners and autonomously reasoning about and perform-

ing human instructions is in high demand in such operations. Being aware of

and employing their capabilities productively during the task execution, such as

responding to task interruptions or taking pictures and recharging other team-

mates without being teleoperated or controlled by humans, is necessary. In order

to support robots in applying their capabilities in the most effective way, in terms

of acting and responding flexibly to changes during the mission, we investigate,

design and introduce advanced inference mechanisms. Those mechanisms facil-

itate inferences based on the corresponding task in order to enable robots to do

reasoning on a symbolic and physical level as well as to make decisions about next

actions. On the one hand, robots are able to reason about humans’ decisions in
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situational contexts, e.g. whether this decision increases the mission progress. On

the other hand, robots are able to proactively approach and assist other teammates

in performing tasks that require the capabilities of more than one robot. They are

able to adapt their behavior and actions to the situational demands of the task by

reasoning about their capabilities and acting with foresight to help teammates to

successfully complete tasks. Using these inference mechanisms, robotic teammates

are able to recognize specific tasks, where the capabilities are needed by others,

to correctly perform tasks. These mechanisms just not support robotic teammates

in being attentive towards tasks of other teammates, but they also equip robots

with a form of self-awareness in order to be able to identify when help in per-

forming tasks is needed. To our knowledge in the area of rescue robotics, we have

not seen the existence of self-awareness in rescue teams. A lot of effort is spent

in the area of performing tasks either supervised, teleoperated or a combination

of both. Our solution of equipping robotic teammates with self-awareness in res-

cue missions, would effectively and efficiently improve the rescue mission. They

are not just able to recognize redundant or incomplete tasks, but they can also

proactively approach other teammates in order to provide assistance and support

in task execution. In Chapter 5, we will show how our inference mechanisms are

structured and how they improve the self-awareness and task executions of robotic

teammates.

In the next chapters, we will show how humans and robots are able to naturally commu-

nicate with each other by using our contributions. The human operator can use different

communication modalities to interact with her/his teammates, such as in human teams,

without considering the applied words within her/his instructions. The robotic team-

mates are not just able to autonomously perform tasks, they are also able to intelligently

behave and reason about the correctness of tasks. In Chapter 6, we will evaluate the

feasibility of our proposed contributions in an exemplary rescue scenario in a large-scale

simulated environment.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This section summarizes the content of the chapter and provides a reader’s guide. While

the purpose of this thesis is to be read in a linear fashion, we took care of writing each

chapter mainly self-contained. So, it is in the interest of the reader who may also decide

to concentrate on single parts.
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Chapter 2 introduces a cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure for mixed human-

robot rescue teams. This includes an overview of the different components and a basic

technical system implementation at the end of this chapter.

Chapter 3 presents an interactive visualizable belief-state map for mixed human-robot

rescue teams. It introduces the different knowledge bases, ontologies and geospatial in-

formation the map is endowed with. It presents the different queries the map provides

to reason about environmental information and teammates’ activity data. For a more

detailed literature review, the reader may refer to the end of each chapters.

Chapter 4 describes a novel human-machine interface that enables natural tasking of ro-

botic teammates. In this chapter, the interface’s structure and components are presented

in detail. For a better understanding of natural tasking, this chapter shows exemplified

instructions that can be handeled by the interface.

Chapter 5 shows the plan executive system robotic systems are equipped with. This

system provides a sublayer that comprises advanced inference mechanisms to endow ro-

botic systems with intelligent behaviors. These mechanisms are classified based on their

functionalities and will be introduced in detail.

Chapter 6 presents the feasibility of all the contributions within the cognition-enabled

mixed-initiative infrastructure based on an exemplary rescue scenario performed in a

large-scale simulated environment. The contributions within this system are evaluated

and analyzed.

Chapter 7 outlines the literature relevant to this thesis, and defines the work and all the

contributions within the scope.

Some parts of this thesis have already been published in (Yazdani et al., 2014), (Bozcuoǧlu

et al., 2015), (Yazdani et al., 2017b), (Yazdani et al., 2017a) and (Yazdani et al., 2018).

These publications were funded and supported in part by the EU FP7 research project

SHERPA with the grant number #600958.
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CHAPTER 2

System Overview

In our research, we pursuit of having teammates that efficiently and effectively perform

tasks and share significant information with humans, e.g. in human teams. Such as in

mixed-initiative systems described in (Ferguson and Allen, 2007), our teammates should

be able to flexibly interact with each other and contribute to the mission based on know-

ing what is best. They should be able to support the mission, e.g. in taking the initiative

by controlling or leading the mission as required.

In this thesis, we propose one approach to designing a mixed-initiative system where

teammates are able to flexibly adapt their interaction style to effectively and successfully

contribute to the overall mission. On the one hand, our teammates are able to assist and

support each other while executing actions. On the other hand, they are able to take the

control in performing tasks when more than one capability for finishing is required. An

illustration of such a system is shown in Figure 2.1.

This system was developed together with the members of the Institute for Artificial

Intelligence. It was created in the context of the European project SHERPA and was suc-

cessfully presented within its final project review. The human operator interacts with

her/his robotic teammates by using either the human-machine interface or the interact-

ive visualizable belief-state map. The human-machine interface consists of a microphone

for natural language commands, a gesture tracking and a graphical user interface for

typing text commands. The human can use the interface to directly issue instructions to

the robot that interprets human commands into semantic action plan descriptions com-

prehensible to robotics’ executives. The interactive visualizable belief-state map serves

as mediator between the human and her/his robotic teammates. It provides a graph-

ical web interface, called OPENEASE (Beetz et al., 2015b), that supports the human in

understanding her/his teammates actions and behaviors during the mission. After the

instructions are interpreted and generated into action plan descriptions, they are for-

warded to the executive systems that are part of each robot. These executive systems

equip robots with capabilities to communicate with the human operator and autonom-
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FIGURE 2.1 An approach of a mixed-initiative system for mixed human-robot rescue
teams.

ously perform tasks. They consist of mechanisms to ground symbolic descriptions given

by action plan descriptions into robots’ perception systems. During the mission, robotic

teammates are able to access the map via their plan executives in order to update the

map’s belief-state and retrieve task-relevant information for planning and navigational

activities.

In this section, we will introduce the several components of this system briefly. The

research and scientific results described in this chapter are also presented in (Yazdani

et al., 2018).

2.1 Human-Machine Interface

For the realization of Contribution A, the human-machine interface is used that plays a

key role in human-robot communication. It serves as a communication mediator between

the human operator and her/his robotic teammates, and supports robots in understand-
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ing human instructions. It enables humans to naturally instruct her/his teammates via

voice, gesture or written commands, and to translate commands into action plan descrip-

tions comprehensible to robotic executive systems. The interface consists of a parser and

an interpreter that parses, interprets and generates abstract representations of human

instructions (see Figure 2.2).

FIGURE 2.2 Sketch of the human-machine interface’s components.

After the human issues an instruction the parser parses the instruction into lexical

expressions. We decided to use a temporal and dynamic logic natural language parser

(TLDL) (Dzifcak et al., 2009) because it parses instructions lexically into temporal and

dynamic logic expressions that represent goals and actions specified in the natural lan-

guage directive. After the expressions are generated they are forwarded to the interpreter

to translate the expressions into robotic action plan descriptions. We built the interpreter

during our research in tight cooperation with the parser. The interpreter comprises a set

of reasoning and inference mechanisms that translates the parser’s parsed expressions

into the corresponding descriptions in the context of the task. By accessing correspond-

ing data from the map, the interpreter retrieves and fills the parsed expressions with

semantical information, and generates and sends the descriptions to robotic executives.

In Chapter 4, the human-machine interface and its components are presented in detail

whereas this section gives a short introduction.

2.1.1 Temporal and Dynamic Logic Parser

The TLDL parser enables to transform human instructions into logic expressions that

represent goals and actions for robotic systems. Those expressions are based on lambda-
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expressions and can be used for further variable binding and substitution. An example

shows the instruction

“Go to the library and look for a blue book”,

the corresponding action script the TLDL generates is

go_to(library);look_for(location, blue_book).

This action script can, then, be acknowledged and performed by a robot. In order to

parse instructions for a mixed human-robot team in the search and rescue domain, we

extended the TLDL parser with results acquired from an empirical study in a search

and rescue task application (Yazdani et al., 2017b). These extentions allow the human

operator to naturally utter complex instructions used in search and rescue applications

without any effort. After the parser generates lexical semantical expressions out of hu-

man instructions, these will be forwarded to the interface’s interpreter in order to run

the corresponding reasoning and inference mechanisms. More details about the parsing

routine and our extentions can be read in Section 4.1.2.

2.1.2 Interpreter for Human Instructions

After the parser parses human instructions into and sends lexical expressions to the

interpreter, the interpreter calls its mechanisms. The mechanisms are able to evaluate

and add semantics to the parsed expressions. They are classified into 3 sublayers called

reasoning and processing, monitoring and storage layer (see Figure 2.3).

Reasoning & Processing

Monitoring

Storage

reason about and process parsed expressions,
and generate robotic action plan descriptions

monitor control and data flows between other
layers’ mechanisms

store and provide corresponding data required
by other mechanisms for further execution

FIGURE 2.3 Sketch of the interpreter’s sublayers.

The processing and reasoning layer comprises mechanisms handling and making in-

ferences about parsed instructions, and generating action plan descriptions executable
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by robotic teammates. The monitoring layer includes mechanisms calling and controlling

all the data and control flows between all the other mechanisms within the other layers.

It is able to retrieve and provide corresponding data from the interactive visualizable

belief-state map to other mechanisms. It is able to exchange the data between the mech-

anisms within the different layers and provide essential data, e.g. pointing gesture data,

to the mechanisms of the processing and reasoning layer during the runtime. Consider

an instruction given by the human operator, such as “Go to that tree”. The human op-

erator might use diverse communication means to point towards a specific tree, e.g. by

using pointing gestures, natural language references or clicking on interactive objects

of the map. When uttering this instruction, the human-machine interface directly sends

and stores this data into the storage layer of the interpreter. While interpreting the hu-

man instruction, this data can, then, be accessed by the monitoring mechanisms and

provided to the reasoning and processing mechanisms for further task interpretation

and action plan generation. During our research, we partly introduced the interpreter

in (Yazdani et al., 2018) and extended the interpreter in the scope of this thesis with

additional inference mechanisms and functionalities, e.g. to handle different viewpoints

of the human operator as well as any other robotic teammate (More information about

the interpreter’s sublayers and all its mechanisms can be read in Section 4.1.3 in detail).

2.2 Interactive Visualizable Belief-State Map

The realization of Contribution B is done with the interactive visualizable belief-state

map as an instance of OPENEASE providing a comprehensive world representation for

the different teammates. The map serves as a data platform for the human operator and

her/his robotic teammates, they can share information on and gain awareness. It can be

loaded at the beginning of the mission in order to provide environmental information

and common-sense knowledge to the whole team. The human can issue instructions or

ask questions robotic teammates can respond to by visualizing the corresponding inform-

ation on the map. OPENEASE provides a graphical user interface and a big database. This

interface consists of a semantically annotated world map integrating geographical and

geometrical data originating from Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Open-

StreetMap (OSM). The big database includes different data sets, such as semantically

annotated robot activity data, that can directly be displayed on the interface. In Fig-

ure 2.4, an illustration of the interactive visualizable belief-state map is shown.

In the context of our research, the map’s big database was renamed to SHERPA data-

base that includes an extended version of the knowledge processing system (KNOWROB)
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FIGURE 2.4 An illustration of the interactive visualizable belief-state map and its big
database.

for robots. KNOWROB was built in our institute for robotics in household domains (Tenorth

and Beetz, 2009). It contains an extensive ontology conceptualizing the robotics and

household domains, and providing a vocabulary in order to describe in a coherent format

events, temporal information, actions, objects, etc. Together with a set of mechanisms

essential information can be processed, displayed and passed to robots. In the context of

the SHERPA project, we have extended KNOWROB with concepts from search and rescue

domain. This extension was, then, used by our robotic teammates to access correspond-

ing information required to their executive systems to correctly perform tasks and update

additional information in the SHERPA database and the world map.

In addition to the graphical user interface and the SHERPA database, the map provides

correct models of the terrain that can be used by the different teammates to interact.

For instance, the human operator can directly and interactively access the models by

clicking on the map. The information about the objects can robots, then, use for their

own action and perception routines to correctly operate in the terrain, e.g. calculating

the traversibility of roads.

In Chapter 3, we will present our extensions based on our contributions to the inter-

active visualizable belief-state map in detail.
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2.2.1 Graphical User Interface - OPENEASE

As the graphical user interface, in our research, we decided to use OPENEASE that is

a web-based knowledge service, and provides and visualizes human and robot activity

data. It contains semantically annotated data of the environment, a robot acts in, the

tasks it performs and the behavior it generates that are provided to the whole team

during the mission. In Figure 2.5, the OPENEASE as a platform is visualized.

FIGURE 2.5 Sketch of OPENEASE.

In the figure above, the section (1) represents the Prolog console that includes the

called queries and their results in text form. The section (2) is the text box that users

can use to write and execute new Prolog queries by using a query button. Section (3)

includes a list of predefined queries users can click on. In section (4) is the 3D visual

canvas indicated that will be visually updated anytime when the user executes a Prolog

query. By using markers, that highlight the route of the robot, the user can have better

understandings of her/his robotic teammates’ actions and behaviors, e.g. the route taken

by the DONKEY.

OPENEASE consists of an ontology, e.g. an encyclopedic knowledge base that provides

a conceptual model of manipulation activities, and corresponding software tools to

query, visualize and analyze the activities. Robotic researchers can write additional on-
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tologies and queries for their own application (see Figure 2.6).

FIGURE 2.6 Sketch of OPENEASE as a common platform for robotic researchers to col-
laborate with robotic teammates.

The ontologies are written in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al.,

2004) to describe and structure different knowledge representations. These ontologies

integrate semantically annotated data about the given tasks, the robots, the actions and

the environment, robots are acting in. OWL ontologies are built upon and extends the

primary exchange syntax, e.g. RDF/XML, by providing additional vocabulary along with

formal semantics. This vocabulary makes it easier for robots and machines to automat-

ically process and integrate information, e.g. available on the web (McGuinness and van

Harmelen, 2004). It is able to add more vocabulary for describing properties and classes.

Examples are: among others, relationship between classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality

(e.g. exactly one), equality, richer typing of properties, characteristics of properties (e.g.

symmetry), and enumerated classes.

A small example of an ontology is shown in Figure 2.7.
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FIGURE 2.7 An exemplary ontology.

During our research, we extended OPENEASE and its SHERPA database with additional

ontologies, queries and task-related data, e.g. about robot and human activity data, and

semantical annotated information originating from GIS. We decided to keep all the new

data and sources using the OWL format because of its characteristics of formal semantics

and its different levels of expressiveness. It is syntactically well defined and enables an

efficient support in inferencing. From the research, OWL is the most popular of ontology

language. It has the biggest community and the most spreading and applicable semantic

Web language.

2.2.2 SHERPA Database

The SHERPA database is a collection of information about human and robot activity data.

The activity data is recorded by symbolic logs that include subsymbolic joint and sensory

data stored inside episodic memories. Robots as well as humans can use these memories

as resource of experience data to learn and perform complicated tasks faster and more

efficient. The information inside those memories is accessible through KNOWROB quer-

ies. These queries enable to reason about the teammates’ activity data and provide new

information to the teammates to correctly perform tasks. An example is illustrated in

Figure 2.8, where through the map the SHERPA database can be accessed to retrieve and

visualize robot activity data for a specific period of time.

2.3 Plan Executive System

The plan executive system is installed on and equips each robot with capabilities to

translate human instructions and autonomously perform tasks. Instructions can directly
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FIGURE 2.8 An illustration of the query request and process between the SHERPA database
and the interactive visualizable belief-state map.

be issued to the plan exeuctive system, either by using different communication means,

e.g. uttering instructions via the human-machine interface, or by clicking on objects on

the interactive visualizable belief-state map. In Figure 2.9, a sketch of the robotic’s plan

executive system is shown.

The plan executive system comprises the Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine (CRAM)

and RoboSherlock that are developed in the Institute for Artificial Intelligence and suc-

cessfully integrated into the executive system. They were executed and tested in a sim-

ulated rescue mission with a mixed human-robot team at the final review meeting of

the SHERPA project. CRAM equips robots with a set of mechanisms to reason and make

control decisions about human instructions. It contains a plan library and a geometric

reasoning engine for grounding symbolic descriptions into robots’ perception action do-

main. The robotics’ perception domain is handled by ROBOSHERLOCK that runs on each

robot. ROBOSHERLOCK combines different sources of the perceived information and hy-
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FIGURE 2.9 Sketch of the robotic’s plan executive system.

pothesizes about what the robot agent is currently perceiving to support in decision

making. In tight integration with CRAM, robots are able to visually reason about and

autonomously perform tasks without being controlled with any human low-level com-

mands as through telepresence. Robots are able to use the query-answer mechanisms

provided by ROBOSHERLOCK to receive task-relevant information about detected objects

in a scene.

2.3.1 Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine

CRAM is a software toolbox and enables the design, the implementation, and the de-

ployment of cognition-enabled autonomous robots performing everyday manipulation

activities (Beetz et al., 2010) (Mösenlechner and Beetz, 2011) (Beetz et al., 2012). It

equips autonomous robots with lightweight reasoning mechanisms that can infer con-

trol decisions. It allows robotic systems to act more flexible, reliable, and general than

control systems that lack of such cognitive capabilities. In order to transfer symbolic

concepts into plan parameters, CRAM provides symbolic descriptions, called designators
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(see Listing 2.1).

LISTING 2.1 An example of designators.
(an action

(to move)
( destination

(a location
( right-of

(an object
(type tree ))))))

There are three classes of designators: action, location and object designators. Action

designators (an action) are general actions, such as moving or manipulating actions.

Location designators (a location) describe goals, destinations or locations where the

robot needs to move. Object designators (an object) refer to objects that can be ma-

nipulated or perceived in the environment.

During the exemplary rescue mission, the plan descriptions are generated by our

human-machine interface and transferred to the CRAM executive of the corresponding

robot to perform the task. The executive system contains a geometric reasoning engine

and a plan library for grounding symbolic descriptions into robots’ perception-action do-

main. In the context of the SHERPA project and in this dissertation, we have also exten-

ded CRAM with advanced inference mechanisms (Contribution C). These mechanisms

enable robotic teammates to support each other in task executions, such as intelligently

acting and behaving by recognizing joint activities and autonomously performing tasks

(More details about the extensions within the robots’ executive systems are presented in

Chapter 5).

2.3.2 ROBOSHERLOCK

ROBOSHERLOCK is a robotic perception system for performing human-scale everyday

manipulation tasks (Beetz et al., 2015a). It is an open-source software framework and

demonstrates the potentiality of a paradigm for real-world scene perception. In ROBOSH-

ERLOCK perception is handled as a query-answering problem where queries can be issued

and answered by specialized perception algorithms, called experts. When a query is is-

sued different sources of information are combined in an ensembles of those experts in

order to hypothesize about what the robot is currently perceiving. By integrating back-

ground knowledge about the environment, ROBOSHERLOCK allows to disambiguate the

affected scenes and not the acquired raw data by the robots. The framework enables
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a simple integration of knowledge-based reasoning about the terrain into processes of

visual perception. In the context of the SHERPA project, ROBOSHERLOCK was extended

for working with multiple robots performing and operating tasks in parallel. An ex-

ample how ROBOSHERLOCK supports the robots in detecting entities during the mission

is shown in Figure 2.10.

FIGURE 2.10 Illustration of ROBOSHERLOCK detecting and displaying the kite on the map.

In the exemplary rescue mission shown in this figure, the HAWK directly detected the

kite after the BUSY GENIUS tasked to search for the kite. In the scope of this thesis, we

will use ROBOSHERLOCK as a visual representation and knowledge source of the robotic

systems to display the information for the human operator on the interactive visualizable

belief-state map.

2.4 Basic System Implementation

The implementation of the cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure is based on

the Robot Operating System (ROS) that is an open-source framework and enables the

creation of complex and robust robot behavior across different robotic platforms (Quigley

et al., 2009). It is a middleware and provides essential services, such as hardware

abstraction or low-level device control, and many libraries to develop language- and
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platform-independent tools for robotic applications. In our research, we used and worked

with ROS for our human-robot application because it serves as a standard for a wide

variety of robots in research and industrial contexts. A sketch how ROS has been integ-

rated into the mixed-initiative infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

FIGURE 2.11 ROS integration in the cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure.

ROS provides processes, called ROS nodes, that can perform computations. Those

nodes are integrated in each component of the cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infra-

structure in order to enable the exchange of data. By using its ROS nodes, for example,

our human-machine interface is able to access and exchange data between the interact-

ive visualizable belief-state map and the plan executive on each robotic system. This is

important in order to fill knowledge gaps in human instructions during the task inter-

pretation, and be able to directly generate and send action plan descriptions to robotic

teammates.

For being able to store and visualize the gesture data and other dynamic data, e.g.

teammates’ activities data, we have used the transform library (tf) of ROS (Foote, 2013).
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This library enables handling multiple coordinate frames over time in the context of ro-

botics applications. It maintains the relation between coordinate frames in a tree struc-

ture buffered in time and provides transformation points, vectors, etc. between any two

coordinate frames at any desired point in time. In Figure 2.12, an example of a tf tree is

illustrated.

FIGURE 2.12 Sketch of the tf tree, the different coordinate frames and their relations.

Such as shown in Figure 2.12, the /hang_glider frame defines the position of the per-

son flying the hang glider relative to the map. By using this information, the teammates

are able to find the hang glider’s position based on its last signal sent. In order to refer

to absolute positions in the world within the simulator, we have used the world frame.

It has no parent frame, so, its values are always (0, 0, 0), e.g. (x, y, z). The map frame is

anchored to a point in the real world, such as latitude and longitude. In our exemplary

simulation scenario, we used the cartesian geographic system instead of the geographic

coordinate system. Beside the hang glider’s position, the positions of the teammates are

also permanently sent to ROS topics.

Alongside the ROS integration, in our research, we additionally used a simulator in

order to run, test and validate the complete mixed-initiative infrastructure in a virtual

mission without facing high costs or hardware maintainance problems. On top of this

simulator a ROS interface layer was built in order to be able to communicate with the

simulator and especially with the rescue robot team. This interface layer was built by

the Institute for Artificial Intelligence for the purposes of the SHERPA project and was
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presented and tested in its final project review.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced an approach to designing a mixed-initiative system for

human-robot teams developed by the members of the Institute for Artificial Intelligence.

This system was developed in the context of the European project SHERPA and was

successfully presented within its final project review. It enables an efficient and natural

interaction between teammates, and increases the performance in teaming. Humans can

naturally communicate with robotic teammates, such as in human teams. Robots are able

to peform tasks and provide task-related information to humans, e.g. taking pictures of

the environment.

The system consists of several components that cover topics based on natural lan-

guage understanding, knowledge representation and reasoning, and cognition-enabled

task execution. These components are listed and described in this chapter. We showed

how humans can issue commands, e.g. natural language commands, written commands

or as clicks on the map’s interface, by using the human-machine interface described in

Section 2.1. Human instructions are often vague, ambiguous and incomplete. In order

to enable robotic systems to understand those instructions, they require corresponding

knowledge to fill gaps in human instructions. The interface consists of a parser and an

interpreter that parse and translate human instructions into plan descriptions compre-

hensible to robotics’ executive systems. It accesses and retrieves corresponding data from

the map to fill knowledge gaps in human instructions required by the robotics’ executive

systems.

In order to share information and provide shared common awareness between several

teammates, we introduced the interactive visualizable belief-state map presented in Sec-

tion 2.2. This map is an instance of OPENEASE and integrates, beside the SHERPA data-

base, a semantical annotated world map containing geospatial and geometrical data.

This data can be used by robotic teammates to understand the environment and perform

tasks, respectively. By transforming this data into 3D models of the environment, robots

can use those models for their action and perception routines. Beside accessing and pro-

cessing geospatial data from the map, robots are also able to visualize task-related data.

For example, when the human operator issues an instruction, the robotic teammate can

share its task interpretation and action execution by visualizing the appropriate inform-

ation on the map. In order to enable robotic teammates to handle human instructions,

in Section 2.3, we introduced the plan executive systems robots are equipped with. The
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human instructions are directly translated into robotic plan descriptions, and forwarded

to and processed by the CRAM system introduced in Section 2.3.1. The CRAM sys-

tem contains a geometric reasoning engine and a plan library for grounding symbolic

descriptions into robot’s perception-action domain. The perception domain is handled

by ROBOSHERLOCK running on each robot. This perception system combines different

sources of the perceived information and hypothesizes about what the robot agent is

currently perceiving to support in decision making.

The basic implementation of the complete cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infra-

structure is described in the last section of this chapter. For its realizing the infrastructure

ROS was used that provides libraries and tools in order to create robot applications and

coordinate information between distributed robotic systems.
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Interactive Visualizable Belief-State Map
for Human-Robot Rescue Team

The interactive visualizable belief-state map serves as a common vocabulary for our

mixed human-robot rescue team. It works as a bi-directional communication channel

among the teammates. The human operator is able to use this map in order to ask ques-

tions, get answers and is able to follow the task executions of her/his robotic teammates.

The robotic teammates are able to retrieve high-level information included in human in-

structions, and share and display the corresponding information on the map.

Consider the instruction “Search that lake for a kite”, the human operator tasks the

HAWK (see Figure 3.1).

FIGURE 3.1 A sketch of the communication and understanding barriers between humans
and robots.

This instruction contains referenced objects, such as “lake” and “kite”, that are se-

mantically annotated and part of the common-sense knowledge of humans. Humans are

able to connect language to vision or vice versa. For instance, when humans refer to ob-

jects in the environment or man-made items, they often conjure pictures in their head,
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e.g. as mental image or mental picture. Often, they have specific pictures of objects, even

though, these are not in their view. While robots are able to reproduce images, however,

they are not able to connect what they see to what humans say. They do not have the

knowledge and skills required to solve and understand spoken language.

By employing the interactive visualizable belief-state map where knowledge at dif-

ferent levels of abstraction can be accessed, humans and robots are able to interact.

They can access this data to naturally communicate, and understand each other and the

mission (see Figure 3.2).

FIGURE 3.2 A sketch of the interactive visualizable belief-state map serving as a commu-
nication mediator between humans and robots to naturally interact.

The words “lake” and “kite” the human team leader refer to in her/his instructions can

be resolved by the robotic teammate by accessing the geographical information available

in the map. Information about the object’s location or size, the robot can use to create

and directly transform better models of its environment into its plan descriptions action-

able by its executive systems. During task executions, it can, then, visualize task-relevant

information by uploading and updating the map’s current shared belief-state in order to

keep the BUSY GENIUS up to date in the ongoing mission.

In this chapter, we will show how the map is represented and structured which in-

formation and knowledge bases it provides, and how the mixed human-robot rescue
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team can interface it.

3.1 Representation of the Interactive Visualizable Belief-State

Map Data

The interactive visualizable belief-state map serves as a knowledge resource of the com-

plete mission the mixed human-robot rescue team can use to interact, understand each

others’ languages and actions, and gain awareness (see Figure 3.3).

FIGURE 3.3 Illustration of map’s knowledge bases and interfaces the teammates have
access on.

This map is equipped with multiple data sets built from ontologies, knowledge bases,

geographical and mission information available as activity data. As described in Sec-

tion 2.2.1, we used OPENEASE as cloud platform to store and exchange comprehensive

data about human-robots’ episodes, e.g. how they perform specific tasks. In OPENEASE,

we extended its software tools for querying, visualizing and analyzing the recorded activ-
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ities of the teammates. As the map’s base, we used a static environment map that integ-

rates all the knowledge originating from knowledge bases, ontologies and geoinforma-

tion systems.

In the next section, we will introduce how the static environment map, its data, e.g.

the knowledge bases, the ontologies and the mission information, it is equipped with,

and we will show its query and inference mechanisms used to model and process the

data.

3.1.1 Static Environment Map

The base of our interactive visualizable belief-state map builds the static environment

map that is a world map represented as a 3D mission scene. Its surface is applied with

textures that comprises interactive objects semantically annotated and associated with

poses and attributes in the terrain (see Figure 3.4).

FIGURE 3.4 A visualization of the different layers within the interactive visualizable
belief-state map.

Interactive objects can be trees, lakes and roads having specific positions and attrib-

utes. Attributes specify the conditions of the objects. For instance, an attribute of a road
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could be its traversibility whether it is “good” or “less good” traversable. The static envir-

onment map comprises a lot of data originating from ontologies, geographical informa-

tion and knowledge bases. An illustration of the map is shown in Figure 3.5.

FIGURE 3.5 An illustration of the static environment map consisting of different layers of
knowledge.

The ontologies and knowledge bases that we have used, in this thesis, for modeling

the map are from OSM, GIS and KNOWROB. We combined and extended all the data and

knowledge with additional knowledge originating from the search and rescue domain in

order to provide a common vocabulary for the mixed human-robot rescue team they can

refer to, and access and share information on during rescue missions. Due to the sim-

ulated exemplary rescue scenario, presented in Section 1.2, the map does not relate to

any real world map. Thus in the interest of our research, we have investigated different

geospatial data sources and have manually created the geospatial data for this map that

can be loaded into and processed with GIS tools in the beginning of the mission.

Ontology

An ontology is a structured and formal representation of knowledge in a certain domain.

It is often used to effectively model and retrieve information, and enable the under-

standing of text through semantic analysis. In our exemplary rescue mission, the mixed

human-robot rescue team uses ontologies in order to communicate with each other at
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different levels of abstraction. While the human team leader is able to refer to objects

in her/his instructions, her/his robotic teammates are able to link the referenced objects

to and retrieve data stored in the ontology, such as its model, its size and its shape (see

Figure 3.6).

FIGURE 3.6 An illustration of the different levels of knowledge the human operator and
her/his robotic teammates require to communicate.

In Figure 3.6, the human operator issues the instruction “Search that lake for a kite”

by clicking on the interactive object lake on the map. By explicitly clicking on this object,

the map’s mechanisms are called, and access and provide the corresponding low-level

information from the ontology to the robotic teammate. Low-level information could be

the shape and size of the lake. After getting this information, the HAWK is able to retrieve

this data and proceed with the task execution. As already described in Section 2.2.1, we

decided to present all the knowledge within our map in the OWL format. It describes

classes and properties, and provides concepts of namespace, import, cardinality relation-
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ship between classes and enumerated classes.

To provide the mixed human-robot rescue team a formal specification for knowledge

representation in the search and rescue domain they can work on, we have used and

upgraded our interactive visualizable belief-state map with the OSM ontology (Codescu

et al., 2011) and data for linking geographical information, e.g. waterways, forests, with

geometrical objects. The OSM is a collaborative project to create a free world map. It is

supported by an OSM community that includes many people all over the world (Haklay

and Weber, 2008). OSM contains a database for collecting and storing geographical data

in maps required by statistical analysis or route calculations.

Using the OSM ontology, we are able to structure data as a graph which core elements

are nodes (points), ways (polylines), closed-ways (polygons) and relations. Relations

are described between elements or entities, such as roads assigned to multiple path

segments. Nodes and ways have attributes, called tags, to describe the kind of objects,

e.g. forests or lakes. By using a list of associated key value pairs, the meaning of elements

can be refined. An example shows the presentation of forests in OSM described as an

area covered by trees. We can use different key value pairs for describing a forest as seen

below:

(1) <tag:landuse=”forest”>

(2) <tag:natural=”wood”>

Depending on the forestry use, we use these two valid tags to describe areas covered by

trees. The term forest is marked in OSM as an area of managed forests whereas wood
is marked as an area of unmanaged forests with no forestry use. These tags and the

relations of entities are described in the OSM ontology to classify objects in types and

structures as concepts. A list of valid tags, maintained by the collaborative community

effort, can be seen in (Openstreetmap, 2017). By integrating and linking these concepts

given in the OSM ontology to other ontologies, we are able to provide semantic inform-

ation to those concepts as well as fill knowledge gaps in ontologies.

In order to not restructure, transform or change the whole OSM ontology, we de-

cided to integrate and extend another ontology with concepts originating from search

and rescue applications. For this purpose, as presented in Section 2.2, we have extended

KNOWROB with specific concepts in search and rescue domains, and interfaced it with

the OSM ontology. By combining and enabling the reasoning in both ontologies, ro-

botic teammates are able to understand human instructions. They can retrieve semantic

data in order to directly transform human instructions into low-level parameters com-
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prehensible to their plan executives. An example of the integration of the OSM and the

KNOWROB ontology is shown in Figure 3.7.

FIGURE 3.7 An illustration of the different ontologies, KNOWROB and OSM, their classes,
their links and their extensions framed red.

In this figure, the types of the objects in the OSM ontology are defined from the set

of subclasses of Thing. In the KNOWROB ontology all the objects refer to the class called

SpatialThing-Localized that is itself a subsubclass of Thing. Based on search and res-

cue domain, we have extended this ontology by creating and linking new subclasses

to the corresponding subclasses in OSM. These subclasses are visualized with spheres

marked and framed red. For example, the class Road in the KNOWROB ontology refers

to the subclass v_road in the OSM ontology. Additionally, these subclasses can be used

to directly access data in GIS by creating instances of corresponding subclasses. An ex-

ample shows the new created subclass Road in the KNOWROB ontology that is a subclass

of SpatialThing-Localized and refers to the subclass v_road in the OSM ontology. A
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corresponding code snipped of the ontology extension in KNOWROB written in OWL is

shown in Listing 3.1.

LISTING 3.1 A code snippet that extends the OWL ontology in KNOWROB.
1 <owl: Class rdf:about ="& knowrob ;Road">
2 <rdfs: subClassOf
3 rdf: resource ="& knowrob ; SpatialThing - Localized "/>
4 </owl:Class >
5
6 <owl: Class rdf:about ="& knowrob ;Road">
7 <rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource ="&osm; v_road "/>
8 </owl:Class >

In Listing 3.1, the subclass Road defined in KNOWROB in line 1 and in OSM in line

6 are both described by rdf -tags that specify the structure of the classes. The owl-tag

is used to describe the semantic relations between the classes. The tags &knowrob and

&osm are abbreviations of namespaces used to write code more compact and readable.

In Table 3.1, the most important namespaces used in this work is listed.

Namespace Description

knowrob
http://knowrob.org/kb/knowrob.owl#

KNOWROB namespace to specify data
originating from KNOWROB ontology

osm
https://raw.github.com/doroam/planning-
do-roam/master/Ontology/tags.owl#

OSM namespace to specify data com-
ing from OSM ontology

unreal
http://knowrob.org/kb/unreal_log.owl#

Unreal namespace to specify data
coming from simulation

TABLE 3.1 Namespaces, their abbreviations and descriptions used in the context of the
SHERPA project to present the various data sets stored in the different ontologies.

Beside combining and integrating different ontologies into the interactive visualizable

belief-state map for human-robot communication, we have also added geospatial data

to the ontologies. This data provides and links 3D models to the ontologies retrievable

by the teammates during the mission.

Geoinformation

Geoinformation, also called geospatial data, defines collective data that has a geographic

component, e.g. locational information of coordinates, address, etc. Other geospatial
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data can also originate from GPS data or satellite imagery. The most common paradigm

for geospatial data represented in GIS is vector data constructed as points, lines or

polygons (Bolstad, 2002). Points are XY coordinates and generally described by latitude

and longitude using a spatial reference frame 1. They can be peaks, features of interest or

information about entities and objects based on their types, e.g. the address of a house.

Lines, also called polylines, are one-dimensional lines used for linear features, such as

location of roads and railroads. Line features can measure distances and are often used

to specify the distance between two regions. The polygons, also called areas, are based

on lines and can be used to define regions of trees, such as forests or other areas (lakes

and oceans). In Figure 3.8, the terrain of the scenario referenced with geospatial data is

visualized.

FIGURE 3.8 An illustration of the scenario map with georeferenced data in QGIS.

In this figure, the terrain is referenced with geospatial data. The roads are marked by

lines, the forests and lakes are marked by polygons. Mountain peaks and buildings that

represent positions or locations are marked by points and small triangles.

The corresponding GIS tool that we have used for analyzing, processing and generat-

ing geospatial data is Quantum GIS (QGIS) (QGIS Development Team, 2009). QGIS is

1An exemplary reference frame is the World Geodetic System (WGS84) that is a standard coordinate system
for the earth and is used in cartography, geodesy and also in navigation including in Global Positioning
System (GPS)
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a computer-based information system that allows to construct and georeference print-

able maps with spatial entities and objects. Also other maps, such as elevation maps or

heightmaps, can be analyzed and visualized in QGIS (see Figure 3.9). They can be ex-

ported into 3D modeling systems, such as Blender (Blender-Foundation, 1994), in order

to create 3D models.

FIGURE 3.9 Visualization of the heightmap of the mission map in QGIS .

Providing this geospatial data to rescue missions, it can be extracted and new virtual

regions, such as roads or paths, can be generated. Information to predict traversable

paths for navigating through the terrain or locations and positions, where the robot

can land, can be generated and processed. An example about traversable paths that

can be predicted and modeled in GIS is given by GPS tracks of hikers. Those tracks

are traditionally captured as environmental data by a GPS device. GPS tracks can store

waypoints and routes in a way that is easy to process and to convert to other data forms.

Those tracks are often stored into the GPS exchange format (GPX) and can be handeled

by OSM. In this work, we have transformed the GPS tracks into shapefiles (ending .shp)
and loaded those tracks into QGIS and Blender to create and load 3D models into our

interactive visualizable belief-state map that can be used by the teammates’ decision

makings. The teammates can use this information to calculate and determine whether

traversable paths exist. The human team leader can consider this information when
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instructing her/his robotic teammates to take specific roads. In Figure 3.10, some GPS

data that is loaded into and processed by QGIS (left) and Blender(right) is shown.

FIGURE 3.10 Visualization of GPS tracks as shapefile (left) in QGIS and extraction/load-
ing this data (right) into Blender for creating 3D models.

In addition to vector data, GIS also provides another form of spatial data, called raster

data. Raster data is structured as an array or a grid of cells, often referred to as pixels. It is

suitable for dynamic data or information that do not have strict boundaries or locations.

With raster data it is possible to model surfaces, such as the elevation of the terrain or

the temperature. For the rescue scenario in Example 1.2, we have created a 3D model

of the rescue scene that can be used by the human operator to not just interact with

her/his teammates, but also understand and interact with the terrain. The 3D model of

the scene was generated from a heightmap. This map is provided by the Unreal Engine

simulator (Qiu and Yuille, 2016) and loaded into the 3D creation suite Blender in order

to create the 3D model (see Figure 3.11).

We have also loaded geospatial vector data into Blender in order to generate addi-

tional 3D models, such as polygons for lakes or forests, or polylines for roads. The vector

data, also stored as shapefiles, can be loaded into Blender with the corresponding addon

called BlenderGIS (BlenderGIS-Addon, 2014) which bridges the gap between Blender

and geographical data in order to generate 3D models.

In Figure 3.12, an example of geospatial data of the lake loaded (left) in QGIS as

polygon, and loaded and created as a 3D model (right) in Blender is visualized.

The transformation of this data into 3D models can the human operator use as visual

information when instructing robotic teammates. The robots can use these models for

their executives in order to determine the structure, shape and size of the lake when

performing tasks.
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FIGURE 3.11 An illustration of a 3D environment model generated out of the heightmap
in Blender.

FIGURE 3.12 Visualization of the lake as polygon shapefile (left) in QGIS and extract-
ing/loading this data (right) into Blender for creating 3D meshes.

After the models are created, we are able to load and visualize them on the interact-

ive visualizable belief-state map. Take as an example the visualization of forests on the

interactive visualizable belief-state map shown in Figure 3.13.

The corresponding models were extracted and loaded from the Unreal Engine simu-
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FIGURE 3.13 Visualization of forests provided by geospatial data in GIS.

lator in QGIS and Blender. They can be visualized for the team on the interactive visu-

alizable belief-state map in order to be able to describe different regions and types of

forests, and have a better understanding of the terrain and its conditions. For example,

the robotic teammates can use the height of the forests as parameters for their plan ex-

ecutives system to fly above. Although the coordinates of entities’ locations, e.g. location

of forests, are presented with the GIS geographic coordinate system (longitude, latitude,

altitude), during our research, we decided to use the cartesian coordinate system. It is

supported by many simulators. At the beginning of the SHERPA project, we developed

mechanisms to transform values from geographic into cartesian coordinate systems to

manage the coordinate frame transformation in the simulation. We have used the North
East Down (NED), also known as local tangent plane, geographical system to represent

state vectors. It consists of three numbers: the first represents the position along the

northern axis, the second represents the position along the eastern axis and the third

along a vertical position. To comply with the right-hand rule the down was chosen as

opposed to up.

In the context of the exemplary rescue scenario given in Section 1.2, we have decided

to directly work with the cartesian coordinate system, due to the workoverload in the

transformation.
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3.1.2 Mission Information

The mission information encompasses the activities of teammates, such as their goals,

their actions, their decision makings and their beliefs. Those activities are stored as epis-

odic memories available and accessible through the interactive visualizable belief-state

map. The episodic memory that is also seen as a memory of autobiographical events,

involves conscious recollection of previous experiences together with their context, in

terms of time, place, associated emotions and other contextual knowledge (Tulving,

1972). It represents our memory of experiences and specific events in time in a serial

form. Accessing this memory, we are able to reconstruct the actual events that took place

at any given point of teammates’ lives.

In the context of our research, we have recorded and integrated episodes of the human

team leader and her/his robotic teammates as mission information into our interactive

visualizable belief-state map. The episodes support the team in reasoning and making

decisions about their own and each others’ activities. The team can use those episodes

to learn and perform complicated tasks faster and more efficient. For example, the hu-

man team leader can use her/his teammates’ episodes in order to evaluate how well

they performed a specific task. Robotic teammates can use the episodes of the human

operator in order to check and inform her/him about wrong or redundant decisions, e.g.

when she/he has already instructed another robot with the same command. The epis-

odes, generated in our exemplary rescue mission, are recorded as instances of symbolic

concepts in the KNOWROB taxonomy and stored in OWL format. In Figure 3.14, a sketch

of the symbolic concepts based on robot activities recorded as episodes is indicated.

The instance of Driving_123, that is based on symbolic concepts, is specified in the

KNOWROB taxonomy, and stored as episode in the SHERPA database. This instance is an

action that was performed by the robot and includes a startTime, endTime and a des-

tination goalLocation accessible through the SHERPA database. The database consists of

a MongoDB (Chodorow and Dirolf, 2010) that is accessible and updatable by differ-

ent teammates. The MongoDB is an efficient schema-less and high-volume database in

order to store higher volume data, such as robot sensor and pose data. It stores the

higher volume data into files in the data-interchange format JavaScript Object Notations

(JSON) that is easy readable for humans and writable for other machines to parse and

generate new files. During the mission, the different teammates are able to use and

reason about this data through the interactive visualizable belief-state map by querying

the SHERPA database for data required to their task execution. Robots, for example, can

use this data to reason about actions that have already been executed in order to perform
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FIGURE 3.14 Visualization of robot’s activities recorded as episodes stored in the
SHERPA database.

upcoming tasks more efficient and faster. Humans can retrieve this data to understand

robots’ decision makings and action executions as well as gain a shared understand-

ing and awareness of the mission. For recording the episodes, we are using a logging

mechanism described in (Winkler et al., 2014) (see Figure 3.15).

This logging mechanism automatically records symbolic-level knowledge, e.g. tree of

tasks inside high-level plans, task parameters, and failure and success states, of each

goal. It automatically annotates the episodes with semantic symbolic concepts given in

the KNOWROB taxonomy. In the context of our research, we have extended the logging

mechanism to record additional ontologies and episodes, e.g. with information about the

interpretation of human instructions and how robotic teammates interpreted and per-

formed the instruction. We have stored the recorded episodes into the SHERPA database

accessible and updatable by the teammates during the mission. These episodes enable

the team to automatically reason and make decisions about its own as well as other
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FIGURE 3.15 Illustration of the logging mechanism used in OPENEASE to create and
store episodic memories as instances of symbolic concepts of the rescue robots specified
in KNOWROB taxonomy into MongoDB.

teammates’ activities, e.g. to determine which parts of an area have already been detec-

ted. An example is shown in Figure 1.8 on page 13, which visualizes the sections of the

lake already scanned by the HAWK. Due to the flying route of the HAWK and the location

and size of the lake, the human team leader is able to use the map and its database

to reason about those sections of the lake the HAWK has already scanned. She/He can

use this visual representation as a form of feedback to understand the task execution.

She/He can check which parts of the lake have been scanned yet in order to task another

teammate to scan the unscanned sections. Also robotic teammates can automatically re-

trieve the corresponding information and optimize their task execution, e.g. to not scan

a region twice. In order to be able to access and filter out essential information from

the episodes required for improving the communication in the rescue team, we have
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developed, implemented, evaluated and executed new mechanisms. These mechanisms

enable to reason and make inferences about the episodes by using and calling specific

queries.

In the next section, we will introduce the queries and the corresponding inference

mechanisms that the team can use to gain awareness and optimize its interaction.

3.1.3 Query and Inference Mechanisms

During our research, we developed and added new queries to the map’s query-interface

(introduced in Section 2.2.1) in order to support teammates in understanding each other

activities and decisions. The human operator can use these queries to ask for mission-

related information, e.g. location of the hang glider, whereas the robotic teammates can

use those to visualize information or access data required by their executive systems. An

example of a query is shown in Listing 3.2.

LISTING 3.2 Query to visualize the hang glider’s location.
show_gps_location (E, Obj , T):-
mng_lookup_transform (’/map ’, Obj , E, T), !,
jpl_call ( show_obj_pos , [’posOf_hang - glider_Accident ’, T], _).

Such as shown in the listing above, the queries are written in Prolog and use a

Java-Prolog-Interface (JPL)2 to directly call Java applications. The JPL-interface is a bi-

directional interface between Java and Prolog, and enables Prolog applications to exploit

any Java classes, instances or methods without requiring any metadata or wrappers to be

set up first. The current JPL-interface’s version works with SWI-Prolog and is designed

in two layers: A low-level layer to interface to Prolog and a high-level layer that is a Java

interface for Java programmer. The JPL-interface shown in Listing 3.2, for example, is

able to exploit a Java method, called show_obj_pos(A, B) having two parameters. An ex-

ample how the JPL-interface interfaces with the interactive visualizable belief-state map

is shown in Figure 3.16.

In this figure, the map’s query interface is shown that the human operator can use

to receive mission-related information, e.g. the hang glider’s location. When the human

operator clicks on an instruction on the query-interface, this instruction calls based on

the human instruction the corresponding query written in Prolog that starts the reason-

ing. The query directly calls the JPL-Interface that connects to the Prolog Engine and

exploit the Java methods. The Java methods are the inference mechanisms that enable

the reasoning about human and robot activity data. By calling the specific method, the

2https://jpl7.org/index
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FIGURE 3.16 A sketch of the JPL-interface interfaces with the queries of the interactive
visualizable belief-state map.

data can, then, be accessed from the SHERPA database, and processed and visualized on

the map.

In the next section, we will present some queries in order to show how the human-

robot rescue team can use to have a better understanding of each others’ activities and

gain awareness of the rescue mission. We will show some queries for retrieving environ-

mental information and some queries for getting information about teammates’ action

executions.

3.1.3.1 Exemplified Query for Reasoning about Environmental Conditions

In order to understand the environmental conditions and get a first glimpse, the team

can use the map and ask questions. The human operator, for instance, can ask a question

for visualizing all the forests given in the map. To visualize the forests, we implemented
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a query that lists and displays all the regions of type forest. The exemplified query is

shown in Listing 3.3.

LISTING 3.3 Query to retrieve all regions of forests.
?- findall (M,

( owl_individual_of (Polygon , knowrob :’Forest ’)),
marker ( object ( Polygon ), M),
random (R), random (G), random (B),
marker_color (M, [R, G, B, 0.8]) ,
marker_update (M)), _M).

The human operator can call this query by using the human instruction “Show me

all the forests given in the map”. The predicates findall, owl_individual_of and

random are already specified in Prolog. The predicate findall produces a list of all

the instantiations stored in Polygon that satisfy the list of goals with the predicate

owl_individual_of(Polygon, knowrob:’Forest’). This predicate returns individuals

as Polygon of the given class Forest. The predicate random generates random floats

that can be used by the marker_color predicate to visualize the different polygons with

various colors. The predicates marker, marker_color and marker_update are defined

in KNOWROB and convert the individuals into marker objects that can be visualized and

updated in different colors within the map. This query can be used by the human team

leader to mark and visualize all regions of forests on the map for better understanding

the terrain. The complete query, its result and its visualization on the map, e.g. how it is

shown to the human team leader, is illustrated in Figure 3.17.

The human operator can also ask questions, for instance, for locations that serve as

accomodations for the missing person, possibly, to take shelter from the weather con-

ditions, e.g. fall of rain or windstorm. The corresponding query to call the human in-

struction “Show all the areas the human could take shelter from the rain” is shown in

Listing 3.4.

LISTING 3.4 Query to visualize all roofings serving as shelters.
?- findall (M,

( owl_individual_of (M, knowrob :’Roofing ’),
add_arrow (M, _),
add_text (M, _)), S).

The first predicate findall produces a list of all the instantiations stored in M that sat-

isfy the list of goals with the predicate owl_individual_of(M, knowrob:’Roofing’).

This predicate returns individuals as M of the given class Roofing. The two predicates

add_arrow and add_text are visualizing all the individuals by using pointers and their

names. All the individuals of type Roofing are, then, visualized, stored and listed in
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FIGURE 3.17 Visualization of the forests and the corresponding query on the interactive
visualizable belief-state map.

the parameter S of the query. The corresponding visualization on the map is shown in

Figure 3.18.

Such as shown in the figure above, all the roofings listed in the parameter S have

specific names with different labels. An example shows the cottage that has a label

and an id, named Cottage_1R5kR. In order to differ between the interactive objects, I

endowed the objects with specific semantic labels. In addition to retrieving information

about the terrain conditions, also these queries can be used to understand the teammates

action executions, behaviors and intentions when performing tasks.

In the next section, the queries we have written to support teammates in reasoning

about each others’ activities will be introduced.

3.1.3.2 Exemplified Query for Reasoning about Teammates’ Action Executions

By using our queries the teammates can watch and understand their task executions

on the map. They can see how well they performed a task and whether they are able

to optimize their task execution, e.g. by not scanning a specific region twice or by just

scanning regions that could not be scanned because of some obstacles. An example
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FIGURE 3.18 Visualization of the roofings serving as shelters from the weather conditions.

shows the query in Listing 3.5. This query can be used by the human operator to ask

for the regions that have not been scanned yet by the RED WASP when performing the

instruction “Search that bridge for the missing person”.

LISTING 3.5 Query to mark the regions the RED WASP has not scanned yet.
?- owl_individual_of (Act , knowrob :’SearchArea ’),

rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’startTime ’, Begin),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, End),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed_H9cB ’),
rdf_has ( knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed_H9cB ’,

srdl2comp :’succeedingLink ’, Lnk),
rdf_has (Lnk , srdl2comp :’urdfName ’, literal (L)),
regions_not_scanned (L, Begin , End , Arr ).

The query in Listing 3.5 can be accessed with the instruction “Show me the regions

the RED WASP could not scan”. This query includes predicates that are defined in Prolog,

such as owl_individual_of and rdf_has. The first predicate checks whether an action

given with Act exists that satisfies the description according to knowrob:’SearchArea’.

If one action exists, a set of predicates will be performed that checks whether this action
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matches different conditions, e.g. whether it was performed by the RED WASP. If the

RED WASP performed the action, its link, that carrys its beacon device, will be returned

and provided to the predicate regions_not_scanned. we have defined and added this

predicate to KNOWROB in order to enable reasoning about the trajectories of teammates.

This query takes as parameters the link of the beacon device and the timepoints the

action started and ended. It returns a list of regions stored in Arr that could not be

scanned by the RED WASP. This part of query is shown in Listing 3.6.

LISTING 3.6 JPL call of the query for marking all regions the RED WASP has not scanned
yet.
regions_not_scanned (Link , TPBegin , TPEnd , Regions ):-

get_all_timepoints (Link , TPBegin , TPEnd , TPAll),
setof(Obj ,

( owl_individual_of (Obj , knowrob :’Roofing ’)), Objs),
regions_not_scanned (Objs , TPAll , Ret ).

regions_not_scanned (Objs , TPAll , Ret ):-
jpl_call (’regionsNotScanned ’, [Objs , TPAll], Ret ).

Before computing all the regions that have not been scanned yet by the RED WASP,

we gather all the required information to correctly reason about robots data. First, we

generate a list of all the timepoints from the timepoint the action started TPBegin till the

timepoint the action ended TPEnd. The corresponding predicate get_all_timepoints
has already been defined in KNOWROB. After all timepoints have been calculated and

stored within a list TPAll, we need to consider also regions that might serve as roofings

for persons, e.g. when taking shelter from the rain. This information is not automatically

available, e.g. in geospatial data. It is represented in common-sense knowledge and

needs to be available to robotic teammates. By semantically annotating and adapting

the knowledge bases within the interactive visualizable belief-state map, we are able to

add meanings to the corresponding objects, e.g. buildings or even bridges, as roofings.

After the adaptations within the map’s data sets are done, we are able to query all the

objects within the interactive visualizable belief-state map that serves as roofings, e.g.

for a person to take shelter from the weather conditions. The corresponding predicate

setof is similiar to the predicate findall but returns a sorted list. After the objects are

returned, we are able to call with the last predicate regions_not_scanned an inference

mechanism with a JPL-call jpl_call(’regionsNotScanned’, [Objs, TPAll], Ret)
to specifiy all regions that have not been scanned yet.

In order to determine the undetected regions, we have used the timepoints when the
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RED WASP was flying above those regions. By visualizing at each timepoint the position

of the robot, where it was, we are able to highlight its complete trajectory. A trajectory

consists of a list of positions depending on time and space. We can use the trajectory

of the robot to send rays to the ground starting at each position. For the calculation of

reflected rays triggered by obstacles, we have used the ray tracing approach introduced

in (Appel, 1968). This approach is a rendering technique for generating an image by

tracing the path of light. It works kind of a laser beam pointed from a starting point to

a specific direction until it is reflected by any object. In our example, when rays will be

reverberated from obstacles above the area, those will be stored into and returned as a

list. In Figure 3.19 the ray traces send to the ground based on robot’s trajectory is shown.

FIGURE 3.19 Visualization of the ray traces based on RED WASP’s trajectory.

In this figure, the complete trajectory of the RED WASP marked by yellow dots is shown

that represent the positions based on time and space. From each position rays are sent

to the ground marked red. If any object is hit, the corresponding object will be returned

and visualized on the map. After the query in Listing 3.5 is called, the regions are marked

on the interactive visualizable belief-state map that could not be completely scanned by

the RED WASP, e.g. because of serving as roofings. In Figure 3.20 the complete query and
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its visualization is shown.

FIGURE 3.20 Visualization of unscanned regions based on RED WASP’s trajectory.

Such as shown in Figure 3.20, the regions the bridge and the cottage could not com-

pletely be scanned by the RED WASP.

In opposite of reasoning about unscanned regions, we are also able to provide inform-

ation about regions to teammates that have already been scanned. This information can

be used by the robotic teammates to optimize the scanning task, e.g. to not scan specific

regions twice. The exemplified query is shown in Listing 3.7.

Beside the predicates owl_individual_of and rdf_has, this query includes the pre-

dicate get_all_detected_regions that calls an inference mechanism to determine all

regions scanned by the RED WASP. Instead of sending to the ground and considering the

ray traces reveraberated from obstacles above the area, this mechanism marks just the

regions with the color green. In Figure 3.21, the regions marked green and the corres-

ponding query that visualizes the regions already scanned by the RED WASP is shown.
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LISTING 3.7 Query to mark the regions the RED WASP has scanned.
?- owl_individual_of (Act , knowrob :’SearchArea ’),

rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’startTime ’, Begin),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, End),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed_H9cB ’),
rdf_has ( knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed_H9cB ’,

srdl2comp :’succeedingLink ’, Lnk),
rdf_has (Lnk , srdl2comp :’urdfName ’, literal (L)),
get_all_detected_regions (L, Begin , End , Arr ).

FIGURE 3.21 Visualization of scanned regions based on RED WASP’s trajectory.

3.2 Related Work for Mapping

Environmental models are needed for a wide range of robotics applications from do-

mestic service to search and rescue robotics. They are proper representations of the real

world and enable robotic systems to plan and execute their tasks. In the past, most mod-
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els were designed for improving robot navigation and localization in the environment.

Some of the most popular approaches for map representations are metric and topolo-

gical maps. Metric maps capture geometry features of the terrain. They were introduced

in 1980s by Moravec and Elfes (Moravec and Elfes, 1985), as Occupancy grid-maps, that

produce accurate metric maps of the environment. Topological maps represent distinct-

ive points, such as qualitative and symbolic locations, and describe the topological con-

nectivity of those points. They were presented in 1988 by Kuipers and Byun (Kuipers

and Byun, 1988) and are nowadays applied in different areas of robotics, such as swarm

robotics (Dirafzoon and Lobaton, 2013). While both types of representations exhibit ad-

vantages and limitations in terms of costs in large-scale environments and are not suit-

able for precise localization, a combination of both representations, called hybrid maps,
has been created. Hybrid maps combine the best of both representations, the accuracy

of metric maps with the scalability of topological maps. One of the most comprehensive

works on hybrid maps for mobile robots was presented by Kuipers in (Kuipers, 2000) in

which a Spatial Semantic Hierarchy model was introduced that comprised multiple qual-

itative and quantitative knowledge representations of large-scale space. Earlier research

on human spatial reasoning skills and cognitive maps were done in (Kuipers, 1978).

Metric and topological maps are sufficient for presenting the structure of the environ-

ment for basic functionality, such as robot navigation, but do not indicate any knowledge

about the environment, e.g. about objects in the world, their properties and their rela-

tions. Progress in robotics research enables robots to use beside basic navigation abilities

also cognitive and social skills that are required, e.g. to interact with humans (Dauten-

hahn, 2007) or assist humans in complex scenarios (Bluethmann et al., 2003) (Murphy,

2004a). In addition to the metric and topological information, robots need semantic in-

formation in their representation of the world that specify human concepts about places,

objects and their relationships. In recent years, semantic mapping has become a very

active research area. Semantic maps contain relevant information about the world, e.g.

spatial information and domain knowledge, that support robots in understanding hu-

man environments and the way they operate in those environments. Robots are able to

gather, store and represent semantic information about their environment to humans

as well as perform high-level tasks based on this semantic information. An example is

shown in (Pangercic et al., 2012) where a sub-map of semantic maps called semantic

object map is used to store task-relevant objects. It is presented as a hierarchically struc-

tured object where the parts are also objects represented as geometric 3D models with a

3D position and orientation. Those maps contain a set of queries that can be used by ro-

botics to ask and retrieve information about their surroundings. In the literature, metric
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maps are upgraded with semantic information to generate efficient robot behavior and

knowledge representation of spatial knowledge in order to support robotic systems in

navigation and task planning (Zender et al., 2008) (Pronobis and Jensfelt, 2012). Also

other works on semantic mapping on which instead of metric maps vision were used,

e.g. to recognize objects (Nüchter and Hertzberg, 2008) from resulting point clouds to

build semantic maps containing high-level information similar to that extracted by hu-

mans (Filliat et al., 2012).

In the scope of mapping spatial information, the use of ontologies has gained a huge in-

terest. An ontology defines a formal and explicit specification of shared concepts and

knowledge. Examples are given in (Baader et al., 2003) and (Gruber, 2007). It in-

cludes machine interpretable definitions of basic concepts in a specific domain and re-

lations among them. One of the goals in developing ontologies, is sharing a common

understanding of the structure of information to people or software agents (Musen,

1992), (Gruber, 1991). Researchers often use ontologies as a common vocabulary when

sharing information between parties in a specific domain. There are different works

about ontologies used between humans and robots in order to achieve a shared sym-

bol grounding, such as sharing the same terms to define the same physical entities.

In (Beeson et al., 2014), for example, an approach is introduced where a robot uses a

long-term memory stored in an ontology to learn and remember properties, locations

and functions of objects. Those are interacted by a homeowner during normal activities

in a home environment. By using and updating its long-term memory the robot is able

to link its low-level perception and action representation to symbolic terms used by hu-

mans. Another example, where an ontology is integrated into a planner in order to solve

space sharing problems between humans and robots is presented in (Belouaer et al.,

2010). By taking spatial information into account, this ontology models spatial repres-

entation and reasoning for better mediation between humans and robots. In (Kobayashi

et al., 2010), a system is presented that relates to two different ontologies. This system

was tested on a full programmable humanoid robot that communicated with humans

in various topics with voice and performed related actions based on these topics. The

robot used the wikipedia ontology from japanese wikipedia in order to extract general

concepts and relations in the dictionary for natural language understanding, and a robot

action ontology that was developed for robot action control. Due to the huge progress

and interest in the areas of knowledge representation and reasoning through ontologies,

a working group sponsered by IEEE-RAS has been created that is called ontologies for

robotics and automation (ORA, 2012). The purpose of this group is to define a standard

that provides an overall ontology and associated methodology for knowledge represent-
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ation and reasoning in robotics and automation. An example is presented in (Paull et al.,

2012) where the work in progress on the development of ontologies or autonomous sys-

tems is described. The focus in this work is on cooperation, coordination and commu-

nication of multiple vehicles. Beside the integration of ontologies in mapping, another

trend goes to interactive mapping where robots and humans actively interact with each

other and with the environment to perform joint tasks. In (Booij et al., 2008) interactive

mapping is shown where a human actively communicates with and guides a robot in the

environment. At the beginning, the robot builds a low-level spatial representation of its

environment based on its vision sensor readings while the human provides the corres-

ponding labels for concepts, such as this is a living room. By using the labels, the robot

is able to augment and anchor this data to its perceptual representation of its environ-

ment (Saffiotti and LeBlanc, 2000). There are different works and ways presented where

humans interact with robots in order to create maps from low-level to high-level envir-

onment representations. In (Du et al., 2011), for instance, humans are equipped with

specific consumer depth camera, e.g. kinetic style, to create 3D models of the environ-

ment for enabling non-experts to scan their personal space. This system supports the

human in offering feedback and hints, tolerating human errors and alignment failures,

and obtaining complete scene coverage. In (Wang et al., 2017) an approach based on 3D

mapping and virtual reality was proposed where a rescue robot constructs 3D maps in

real time. This map is automatically transmitted to the virtual reality system the human

can use to interactively decide to generate commands in order to control the robot’s

movement remotely for performing rescue tasks. The human can obtain a strong sense

of immersion and, thus, can better understand robot’s working environment. Another

tendency in mapping, especially in psychology and different cognitive disciplines, is the

view on robotic learning termed "Learning by Interacting" (Wrede et al., 2009). A few

works that use this strategy for human-robot joint map acquisition processes are presen-

ted in (Peltason et al., 2009) and (Nicolescu and Mataric, 2001). However, there have

also been introduced multiple approaches that deal with the problem of mapping in out-

door terrains, such as the computation of traversibility of the terrain (Kostavelis et al.,

2012) or the segmentation of frames of street images to generate semantic labels (Sen-

gupta et al., 2012). Other works have been focused on creating semantic maps based

on human-robot collaboration. In (Bastianelli et al., 2013) and (Randelli et al., 2013), a

multi-modal interaction framework for semantic mapping has been introduced in which

a human adds semantic labels to places and objects in order to support the robot in ac-

quiring and grounding knowledge about its environment. Also other approaches exist,

based on human activity recognition, in indoor environment where a robot is able to re-
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cognize human activity by using motion data from wearable motion sensors mounted on

a human (Li et al., 2012). Pre-learned models of the furniture type and the robot current

pose enable robotic systems to create a reliable metric map with semantic information.

While many works and approaches are available about mapping and the results are

enormous valuable and important for research, technology and even industry, however,

most approaches focus on indoor experiments on which the search space is limited and

the different objects are clearly arranged. Humans are able to correct the robot if it

wrongly assigns semantic information to objects by interacting in order to generate the

correct corresponding behavior. However, in outdoor environments, where the terrain

complexity and the task conditions are different, human intervention is not simple even

impossible. Checking the generated information during the mapping and the corres-

ponding robot behavior at the same time is difficult and time consuming in complex

scenarios, such as in rescue missions. Also labeling the target objects without even know-

ing about the shape or size of the object to perform the task is challenging. Take the

example of labeling a location with “this is a forest”, without knowing the size and

the shape of this forest, e.g. where it starts and where it ends. Thus, grounding sym-

bolic knowledge into the perception routines of robotic systems require more than just

semantic information about elements. By accessing 3D models of the terrain through

geospatial data, robots are able to bridge the gap between symbolic descriptions extrac-

ted by humans and robots action-perception routines. Providing robotic systems with

information about their spatial environment in form of GIS data, robots are able to un-

derstand and resolve tasks. The interest in integrating GIS data into the world represent-

ation of robotic systems which can utilize and operate intelligently and effectively on the

data, is increasing. Many approaches have been developed where GIS data have been

used in order to improve the navigation and planning strategies in real outdoor environ-

ments (Mirats et al., 2009). In (Asama et al., 2009), for example, an information infra-

structure for earthquake disaster mitigation in urban areas has been developed, multiple

robots can access and share information about the disaster terrain on to perform tasks

efficiently. Another example is shown in (Kimuro et al., 2009) where a specific GIS for

robots, called R-GIS, has been constructed that provides robots with environmental in-

formation. On the one hand, it is able to manage and present environmental information

for robot planning. On the other hand, it handles the processes how to capture and store

this information perceived by robots and their sensors in the environment. Assigning

geospatial data to the forest, e.g. polygon of the forest, robots are able to perform tasks

correctly by having pre-defined models, respectively.

The usage of geospatial data in research has a huge impact. For instance in high risks
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situations this data can be used as potential routes and help indentify evacuations routes.

However, sometimes geospatial data is now enough to make decisions about the envir-

onment. More data often generated by robotic teammates, e.g. sensory data, needs to

be added, analyzed and provided to humans to understand the data and gain insights

for further tasks. This data is often in raw format and complex. Many human experts

are needed to use their expertises to manage, analyze and visualize this data for gain-

ing findings and finding patterns in data. This is often a time consuming process and

combined with high costs, e.g. in hardware and in staff. A promising field that allows

humans to gain insights, draw conclusions and make ultimately better decisions on the

available data sets, is called visual analytics (Thomas and Cook, 2005). This field covers

areas from interaction, cognitive and perceptual science, knowledge discovery, geospa-

tial analytics, etc. Its idea is to combine data analysis with the capabilities of humans to

visually obtain clusters, patterns and trends in data. It supports humans not in turning

information overload into useful information, but also enables humans to make effect-

ive decisions in time-critical situations. Humans are not just able to see the data, but

they are able to interact with, e.g. by selecting the polygon of the forest for further in-

structions. Beside finding spatial relationships and pattern in geospatial data (Andrienko

et al., 2016), (Keim and Sips, 2004), virtual analytics have been used in different works.

An example is shown in (Kum-Biocca et al., 2019), where virtual analysis was used to

create a general-purpose interactive data visualization platform for collaborative inter-

action with scientific data. Its goal was to additionally leverage human perception and

spatial cognition and make data patterns tangible, manipulable and more accessible.

Another work presented in (Shneiderman et al., 2009), shows a user interface that was

developed to optimize the barrier between the humans, e,g, what they want to accom-

plish, and the computer, e.g. understanding of the human’s task.

The interactive visualizable belief-state map enables sharing information about spatial

descriptions, mission tasks and the activities of the team as well as provides mechanisms

to reason and make inferences about this information. Furthermore, it serves as a com-

munication mediator between humans and robots where they can share and visualize

information to comprehend the behavior and action intentions of each other. They can

use the map to achieve shared awareness about the ongoing mission and to interact with

each other. They are able to gather information about themselves, e.g. such as how did

a robot behave and perform a task, and which regions did it scan. Robots can use the

map for improving their problem-solving behavior by autonomously making inferences

and decisions to solve problems that arise during task execution. They can display and

highlight this information to humans on the map. Humans can use this map not just to
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issue instructions, but they are also able to watch robotic teammates how they interpret

and execute those instructions. They are able to see what their teammates are capable

of by asking what they are able or not able to do during the task interpretation. By shar-

ing and accessing the gained information about robotic world representations, humans

have a better understanding and insight into the problem-solving and decision making

of their teammates as well as their internal capabilities, e.g. which sensors do they own

or what do they need to perform a specific task.

3.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we introduced the interactive visualizable belief-state map as a common

vocabulary that enables a natural and effortless interaction between human and robots

in search and rescue missions. Here, they can communicate, interact and understand

each others’ behaviors, intentions and actions to gain shared awareness during missions.

It consists of a static environment map represented as a 3D mission scene with applied

textures on the surface of the terrain, such as described in Section 3.1.1. It integrates a

lot of information stemming from ontologies, geographical information and knowledge

bases. The human team leader and her/his robotic teammates are able to refer to, and

to access and share this information during the rescue mission in order to perform tasks

more efficient. In Section 3.1.2, we introduced the mission information that is integrated

into our interactive visualizable belief-state map. This information encompasses activit-

ies of the human-robot rescue team, e.g. goals, actions, beliefs and decision makings.

Recording these activities, human and robots are able to reason and make decisions

about their own and each others’ behaviors during the mission. These team activities

are stored as episodic memories that represent the team memory of experiences and

specific events in time in a serial form. By accessing this memory, teammates are able

to reconstruct the actual events that took place at any given point of the mission. In

Section 3.1.3, we presented and showed some queries and their corresponding infer-

ence mechanisms for supporting teammates in reasoning about the map’s database and

filling knowledge gaps in instructions. These mechanisms are high-level functions that

enable reasoning about, processing and analyzing various data, e.g. robot activity data

or environmental data.

The interactive visualizable belief-state map serves as a bi-directional channel among

the teammates where they are able to communicate, share information about their be-

haviors and actions in order to achieve a mutual understanding and to ensure awareness

during the mission.
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A Human-Machine Interface for
Human-Robot Rescue Teams

When working in human-robot teams, robotic teammates need to understand and per-

form human instructions that are often underdetermined and ambiguous. They include

referential and symbolic descriptions, e.g. of entities in the terrain, that are not compre-

hensible to robotic teammates because of their lack in natural skills and common-sense

knowledge. Take the example “Go there” shown in Figure 4.1, where the expression

“there” refers to a target object or a direction in the terrain.

FIGURE 4.1 A visualization of the different ways the human operator can instruct robotic
teammates.

The human operator is able to take different communication means to instruct her/his

robotic teammates easier by pointing to a direction or by clicking on a region on the map.

To correctly perform this instruction, robotic teammates require environmental context

and background knowledge about the applied words. Supporting robotic teammates in
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understanding human instructions and ensuring natural interaction in our human-robot

team, in this chapter, we introduce our human-machine interface for human-robot rescue

teams. Our interface enables a natural communication between the human team leader

and her/his robotic teammates. It recognizes, parses and interprets human instructions

into the context of the task and generates the corresponding action plan descriptions

comprehensible to robotic teammates. An example of the human-machine interface’s

structure and its interpretation procedure is shown in Figure 4.2.

FIGURE 4.2 A draft of the instruction interpretation procedure of our human-machine
interface.

Our interface is equipped with different mechanisms and tools, e.g. a speech recog-

nizer, a parser and an interpreter, for translating instructions into corresponding action

plan descriptions comprehensible to robotic teammates. The speech recognizer trans-

forms the vocal speech into a textual form processible by the parser. The parser generates

from the textual input lexical items. These items are semantic expressions representing

goals and actions specified in the natural language directive. The generated expressions

are, then, forwarded to the interpreter that starts the actual task interpretation. The in-

terpreter performs different reasoning processes on the lexical items before generating

and sending the plan description to the robotic teammates for execution. To fill know-

ledge gaps within the generated expressions, the interpreter queries and accesses the

data stored within the interactive visualizable belief-state map. Robotic teammates can

access and retrieve this knowledge through their action plan descriptions generated at

the end of the interpretation procedure. The action plan description includes semantic

information that robotic teammates need for their subsystems to correctly understand
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and perform the task, e.g. where they need to move, how they need to behave and which

objects they need to take into account.

Our human-machine interface is able to translate natural formulated human instruc-

tions into the context of the task. Its grammar and its vocabulary cover and refer to

the instructions used in the exemplary rescue mission 1.2 on page 8. More informa-

tion about its grammar and its vocabulary can be read in the remainder of this chapter.

In Section 4.1, we will introduce the human-machine interface and its components it

is equipped with. From Section 4.1.1 to Section 4.1.6, we will technically describe the

interface’s components in detail. By showing two examples of human instructions, in

Section 4.2, we will present the complete translation procedure from human instruc-

tions into robotic action plan descriptions in detail. In Section 4.3, we will present some

related works available in the literature, and define our work and contributions within

the scope.

4.1 Overview of Human-Machine Interface’s Components

Our human-machine interface is essential for the natural tasking of robotic teammates.

On the one hand, it enables the human team leader to naturally instruct her/his team-

mates by using voice and gesture commands. On the other hand, it interprets under-

specified human instructions into action plan descriptions comprehensible to robotic

subsystems. Our human-machine interface comprises a speech recognizer to transform

speech to a textual form, a parser to generate lexical expressions representing goals and

actions, and an interpreter to semantically and contextually interpret underspecified hu-

man instructions into robotic action plan descriptions.

4.1.1 Recognizing and Transforming Voice Instructions into Text

The speech recognizer creates the corresponding text from speech for further processing.

Instead of writing a complete new speech recognizer, we decided to use, integrate

and extend an available system aiming to our needs. After doing some research on

open-source speech recognition engines, such as Google Text-to-Speech and Pocket-

Sphinx (Huggins-daines et al., 2006), we decided to use the high-performance speech

recognition engine JULIUS (Lee and Kawahara, 2009). Beside being open-source and

without charge, JULIUS provided good results during our offline tests that is import-

ant, for example, in large-scale dynamic outdoor environments. When working with

mixed human-robot rescue teams in outdoor environments, they often suffer from low-
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bandwith communications that extremely affect the success and performance of the

overall mission. Using JULIUS as an offline speech recognition engine, the human team

leader can naturally task her/his robotic teammates even with low-bandwidth condi-

tions. JULIUS was developed as a research software that can perform speech recogni-

tion based on written grammar. The grammar describes possible syntax or patterns of

words for a specific task. For example, when the human operator gives a speech input,

JULIUS searches for the most likely word sequence limited by its given grammar and

generates a textual output. For the purpose of our current research, we extended the

grammar in JULIUS with results of an empirical study (Yazdani et al., 2017a) that was

performed with human teams in an outdoor application in order to enable natural task-

ing of teammates. An exemplified outdoor terrain shown to the participants during the

study is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

FIGURE 4.3 A sketch of the outdoor scenario shown to the participants of the empirical
study.

The participants had the task to guide their human team through the environment to

the goal an arrow is pointed at by using written commands. The study was conducted

to see how humans semantically and syntactically structure their commands in order

to task other human teammates. By creating a complete new language model based
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on the JULIUS format, we were able to transform the instructions gained through the

empirical study into a textual form. A language model is a grammar of a language used

to define its linguistic property. It includes representations that are assigned to labels,

called phonemes. The recognition accuracy of sentences or a language largely depends

on these models. A sketch of our language model used in JULIUS is shown in Figure 4.4.

FIGURE 4.4 An illustration of a language model used in JULIUS to recognize and trans-
form speech into a textual form.

In JULIUS language models are defined in two categories, the VERB and the DESCRIP-

TION that include the words “Go” and “There”. Accessing the voca file for its acoustic

representation, this instruction would look like “g ow” and “dh eh r”.

In order to process and parse the words applied in human instructions, we equated the

grammar defined in JULIUS with the grammar given in the parser of our human-machine

interface. Based on this grammar, the parser defines rules to syntactically analyze the

instructions as a string of symbols and show their syntactic relations to each other.
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4.1.2 Parsing Human Instructions into Lexical Expressions

The parser is able to directly analyze human instructions that include various symbolic

constructs, e.g. linguistic and visual expressions. Humans often describe entities or the

terrain with visual descriptions in sufficient detail. Expressing entities with visual de-

scriptions and relations is an established field of research known as Qualitative Spatial

Reasoning (QRS) (Cohn et al., 1997) (Cohn and Hazarika, 2001). It is pursued in many

disciplines, e.g. geography, philosophy, computer science and artificial intelligence. The

term QRS subsumes both of the sub-fields of representation and reasoning. The rep-

resentation is concerned with different forms of spatial knowledge, such as topological

relations, or directional and distance relations between objects (Sjöö et al., 2012) (Kunze

et al., 2014). The reasoning is about using mechanisms and techniques for making in-

ferences and decisions. There are many applications where qualitative spatial relations

have been used, e.g. to recognize a document-structure or interact in a human-robot

team (Fujihara and Mukerjee, 1991), (Falomir and Angulo, 2017). Humans often use

qualitative spatial relations to represent and reason about terrains in order to commu-

nicate or contextually solve given tasks. Beside using qualitative spatial relations, hu-

mans often describe specific entities in the world by referential descriptions. They often

add references in their instructions, e.g. when they want to link their phrases or when

they visually point to directions or at objects. Various works focus on reference resolu-

tion that is often used, e.g. to describe known or unknown locations (Chen and Mooney,

2011), (Zender et al., 2009) (Matuszek et al., 2013), (Williams et al., 2013).

Resolving these references and relations in human instructions, common-sense and

contextual knowledge are required that humans naturally possess. Due to the robotic

systems’ lack of natural skills, we decided to use the temporal logic and dynamic logic

(TLDL) parser. This parser syntactically analyzes the written commands and generates

corresponding semantic lexical expressions. It has many benefits (Dzifcak et al., 2009),

such as it allows for quick responses for robots when they do not understand an expres-

sion (Brick and Scheutz, 2007); it enables robots to check consistency of new goals from

directives with existing goals; it allows robots to process action sequences to achieve

goals that can be further refined via planners; and it allows robots to detect and react

to important syntactic, semantic and pragmatic ambiguities in the natural language dir-

ective. During our research, we extended this parser to handle beside natural language

instructions also gestures. Gestures are often used when speech is ambiguous. They can

convey ideas that language cannot always express, and directly transfer mental images
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to visible forms (McNeill, 1992). They elaborate upon and enhance the content of ac-

companying speech, e.g. when geometric information is required (Kortenkamp et al.,

1996). The combination of language and gesture instructions is often covered by the

term multimodal instruction and is investigated in many works. In (Burke et al., 2013),

a multimodal interaction system was designed, developed and demonstrated where a

human operator interacts with a team of unmanned ground vehicles. This system in-

corporated multiple interaction modes, e.g. human gestures, voice commands and a

tablet interface the human operator could select depending on the situational demands.

Another work is presented in the industrial context, where beside a multimodal interac-

tion between humans and industrial robots a semantic approach is presented (Maurtua

et al., 2017). This approach focuses on processing the various interaction modes, first

independently, and later together in order to manage information that can potentially be

contradictory, e.g. redundant, or complementary. Beside the interpretation of semantics,

another essential key factor in interpreting multimodal instructions is the time. In (Wolf

and Bugmann, 2006), for example, the timing of gesture and natural language in a

multimodal instruction based on a learning project is analyzed. This corpus shows that

beside semantic information also timing is required in order to correctly pair and inter-

pret gesture and speech.

In order to correctly parse and interpret multimodal instructions into the context of

the task, we considered in this work the concept of the speech act theory (Austin et al.,

1975). This theory concerns with the way how words can be used, e.g. not only for

presenting information or describing things, but also for carrying out acts. Based on the

five classifications of speech acts (Searle, 1979), in this work, we focused on directive

speech acts. This form of speech act is often used to get someone to do something by

giving commands, orders, requests or asking questions. In our exemplary rescue scen-

ario, the human team leader employs speech acts, such as “Go there”, to instruct her/his

teammates to perform acts, e.g. by moving to regions, and receiving and visualizing in-

formation on the interactive visualizable belief-state map. In order to investigate how

humans naturally task other humans, e.g. which words they use or how the structure

of their instructions looks like, we formally analyzed and processed the results acquired

by our empirical study. The results of our study show that several instructions are com-

posed of a basic structure. We defined this structure as simple VOD-structure on which

rules can be generated to syntactically and semantically translate instructions directly

into robotic action plans. The VOD-structure can be split into

<VERB> <ORDER> <DESCRIPTION>.
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This structure was integrated into the TLDL parser in order to enable natural tasking

of robotic teammates. The VERB describes a physical action the team physically needs

to perform, e.g. going, walking or moving. In conjunction with the ORDER the team is

commanded to do something. An example might be the instruction “Go to the bridge”.

This instruction is generated based on the basic structure and denotes an action “Go”,

an order “to” and a description “the bridge”. The DESCRIPTION makes it possible to

describe an object in sufficient detail that the team is able to form a mental picture or

an understanding of it. By integrating this common structure into the human-machine

interface, humans can issue simple sentences the robotic teammates can understand.

This structure can also be extended, e.g. VODOD, or shrunk with VD. Examples might be

“Go to the right of the tree next to the rock” or “Go there” where the expression “there”

describes a target object or a region in the terrain.

Other results of the study, the parser was extended to, are based on the following

constructs:

• Sequences of Instructions: Instructions with various lengths and with pre- as well

as postconditions.

• Referential Descriptions: Instructions with referential expressions to describe task-

relevant real-world entities or different target objects in the terrain.

• Qualitative Spatial Relations: Instructions based on spatial relations to describe

how entities or target objects are related to each other, e.g. “right of”, “left of”,

“behind”, etc.

• Perspective: Instructions that are based on the viewpoint of the operator. Humans

often refer to objects that are in their own visibility range or located in front of

them.

Those results can be used as guidelines to improve dialogue systems in HRI in out-

door terrains. We have analyzed and integrated our results of the study into our human-

machine interface in order to enable natural interaction in human-robot teams. We ex-

tended the TLDL parser with those results to be able to parse and process human in-

structions based on the aforementioned constructs. After the parser receives the human

instructions, it generates lexical items that are types based on a combinatorial categorial

grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 2000) (Gamut, 1991). We extended this grammar with the

grammatical results generated from the empirical study into categories of lexical items.

These items are defined and their appropriate meanings are assigned based on lambda-

expressions (see Figure 4.5).
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FIGURE 4.5 Sketch of CCG’s types used within the TLDL parser.

One of the CCG characterization is the concatenation of syntactical (combinatorial)

rules to describe how words are combined and connected. After the instruction is parsed

and the concatenation process started, formulas based on the lexical items in the CCG

are generated. The exemplified instructions “Go there” and “Search that lake for a kite”

are parsed into formulas, such as

Go there → go(pointing_gesture)
Search that lake for a kite → search-for(pointed_at(lake),kite).

Both instructions are a mixture of speech and gesture, but differ in their meanings. While

the first instruction specifys a direction the human points to, the second instruction

describes an object the human visually refers to. The first instruction is ambiguous but

by using the corresponding pointing gesture, the direction can be calculated the human

operator pointed to. The second instruction can also be interpreted without taking the

human’s pointing gesture into account, e.g. by using the perspective where the human

operator is looking at, or by using the objects clicked on the interactive visualizable

belief-state map. The objects that are either in the human operator’s visibility range or

clicked on the map can be taken into account for further calculations.

After the human instructions are parsed into expressions, the corresponding expres-

sions are forwarded to the interpreter that calls the appropriate mechanisms to start

the reasoning. The interpreter and the parser are tightly coupled. The parser parses the

instructions into items that trigger and call the specific interpreter mechanisms.
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4.1.3 Interpreting Human Instructions into Robotic Plan Descriptions

When the interpreter receives the parsed formulas, it starts to process and reason about.

It consists of different sublayers (see Figure 4.6).

FIGURE 4.6 Overview of the human-machine interface interpreter’s sublayers.

After the interpreter receives the lexical items, it calls the different mechanisms within

the sublayers in order to fill knowledge gaps in instructions. These sublayers include vari-

ous mechanisms to store, process and reason about data. The monitoring layer includes

a mechanism calling and controlling all the other mechanisms and their data flows. It

is responsible for transmitting and controlling data shared between the other layers.

The reasoning and processing layer comprises mechanisms for processing and reasoning

about parsed instructions, and generating robotic action plan descriptions. The storage

layer includes mechanisms for storing and providing essential data to the processing

layer’s mechanisms during the runtime.

At the end of the interpretation procedure, the interpeter generates an action plan de-

scription comprehensible to robotic teammates. An exemplified action plan description

is shown in Listing 4.1.

LISTING 4.1 An exemplified action plan description.
(an action

(to go)
( receiver hawk)
( sender busy_genius )
( destination

( viewpoint busy_genius )
... ))
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This exemplified plan description includes information about an action needed to be

performed by a robotic teammate assigned to a task, a sender issued the instruction

based on a specific viewpoint, a receiver to perform the instruction and a destination

specifying the goal position. More information about action plan descriptions and their

structure can be read in Section 4.2.

In order to understand how the interpreter’s sublayers and their mechanisms work,

in the next section, we will present the different layers and their mechanisms in detail.

We will show based on exemplified instructions how the mechanisms interface with each

other and generate action plan descriptions comprehensible to and actionable by robotic

teammates.

4.1.4 Interpreter’s Monitoring Layer

The monitoring layer includes a mechanism, called monitor, that is able to call and con-

trol all other layers’ mechanisms. It schedules the control and data flows between the

layers, and provides the corresponding data. It interfaces with the interactive visualiz-

able belief-state map and the plan executives’ of different robots (see Figure 4.7).

FIGURE 4.7 Visualization of the data and control flows between the layers with focus on
the monitoring layer.

After the parser sends parsed expressions to the interpreter’s monitor mechanisms, the

monitor mechanism starts reasoning about these expressions by calling and retrieving

corresponding data from the other layers’ mechanisms, e.g. gesture data, names of ob-

jects clicked on the map, etc. An example, how the processing works when receiving the

parsed expressions, is shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.8.
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FIGURE 4.8 A flowchart of the monitor mechanism process.

After the monitor mechanism is called, it evaluates and processes the parsed expres-

sions. Depending on the parsed instructions, first, it checks whether the expression in-

cludes items specifying that the human operator used her/his hand to point at regions.

If so, the monitor would call the reason-on-gesture mechanism within the reasoning and

processing layer to reason about and process the gesture data, and additional mechan-

isms for generating the corresponding plan description. If the human operator did not

point by hand, but by clicking on interactive objects on the interactive visualizable belief-

state map, the monitor mechanism would call the mechanism reason-on-entity available

in the reasoning and processing layer. If she/he neither used her/his hand nor the map
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to click on objects, further mechanisms would be called, e.g. reason-on-viewpoint, for

processing, generating and passing the plan description to the corresponding robotic ex-

ecutive. If no plan is generated because some problems occured, e.g. the formula could

not be processed or the assigned robotic teammate is not capable of performing the

task, the interpretation procedure will be aborted and the failure will be displayed as

corresponding notification on the interactive visualizabe belief-state map to the human

operator. The human operator is, then, able to understand, e.g. why specific tasks could

not be translated or performed.

4.1.5 Interpreter’s Storage Layer

The storage layer is kind of a database that stores different kinds of information, e.g.

about the robots, the human operator, the terrain and about robotic action plan de-

scriptions. This information is accessible through the ROS interface that can directly be

accessed and stored into the corresponding storage layer mechanisms. Depending on

how the instruction is issued, e.g. via the interactive visualizable belief-state map, or

pointing at regions or to directions, the information is directly forwarded to the stor-

age layer where different mechanisms are available. These mechanisms are storage-
for-descriptions, storage-for-gesture, storage-for-entity, storage-for-robot and storage-for-
viewpoint, such as shown in Figure 4.9.

The mechanism storage-for-descriptions stores all robotic action plan descriptions that

have been generated during the mission. It serves as a kind of memory the teammates

have access on when being instructed by the human operator. They can use this inform-

ation, for instance, in order to check whether they are assigned twice with the same

instruction by the human team leader. After a plan description is generated within the

reasoning and processing layer, a copy will be stored within the storage mechanism ac-

cessible to other teammates for further reasoning purposes. The original description will

be sent to the corresponding robotic plan executive (see Figure 4.10).

The storage-for-gesture mechanism stores data of the human operator’s gesture during

the mission. When the human team leader instructs her/his teammates, e.g. by pointing

at a region or to a direction via a joystick, the gesture will be recorded as a 3D pose and

directly forwarded through ROS to and stored into the storage-for-gesture mechanism.

This gesture data can, then, be retrieved through the monitor mechanism and forwarded

to and processed by the reasoning and processing layer (see Figure 4.11).

The storage-for-entity mechanism stores information about objects clicked on the in-

teractive visualizable belief-state map. The human team leader can issue instructions to
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FIGURE 4.9 Visualization of the data and control flows between the layers with focus on
storage layer.

robotic teammates by clicking on interactive objects of the map (see Figure 4.12).

After the human operator clicks on an object, the data will directly be published and

sent through ROS to the storage layer’s mechanism. This data can, then, be processed

by the reasoning and processing layer.

The mechanism storage-for-robot saves information about the name of the robotic

teammate assigned to a specific task. When the human operator instructs her/his ro-

botic teammate and calls its name, the information about its name will directly be sent

to and processed by the human-machine interface’s recognizer that forwards the textual

input through ROS to the storage-for-robot mechanism. The robot’s name can, then, be

accessed during the interpretation process (see Figure 4.13).

The last mechanism of this layer is called storage-for-viewpoint that stores the agent’s

viewpoint. This information directly comes from the human operator when instructing

her/his teammates. Humans tend to use refential descriptions when referring to regions

or objects in their environments. These objects are often located in their own or their

teammates’ viewpoints. When the human operator instructs her/his robotic teammate,

such as shown in our exemplary rescue scenario, the viewpoint will directly be extracted

from the human instruction and processed by the recognizer that forwards the textual
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FIGURE 4.10 A visualization how the plan descriptions are sent by the plan description
generator and stored into the storage layer.

FIGURE 4.11 A visualization how the gesture data is stored into the storage layer.

input through ROS to the storage-for-viewpoint mechanism. Examples of different view-

points might be the human instructions “BLUE WASP, go right of the tree” or “BLUE WASP,

go to your right”. The first example focuses on the viewpoint of the human team leader

whereas the second example focuses on the viewpoint of the BLUE WASP. This informa-

tion can, then, be retrieved from the storage-for-viewpoint mechanism and processed by

the mechanisms of the reasoning and processing layer (see Figure 4.14).
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FIGURE 4.12 A visualization how the object/entity name is stored into the corresponding
mechanism of the layer.

FIGURE 4.13 A visualization how the robot’s name is stored into the corresponding mech-
anism of the storage layer.

4.1.6 Interpreter’s Reasoning and Processing Layer

The reasoning and processing layer is significant for the interpretation procedure of

human instructions. It provides appropriate mechanisms where human instructions can

be interpreted into the task context. These mechanisms are able to reason about and

process instructions, and generate action plan descriptions comprehensible to robotic

teammates. They are called reason-on-gesture, reason-on-entity, reason-on-viewpoint and

plan description generator (see Figure 4.15).
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FIGURE 4.14 A visualization how the agent’s viewpoint is stored into the corresponding
mechanism of the storage layer.

The reason-on-gesture mechanism calculates and reasons about the gesture data of the

human operator when tasking her/his robotic teammates where to move by pointing.

It queries the monitor mechanism for receiving the gesture data stored in the storage

layer. After it receives the data, it starts to calculate the direction the human operator

pointed to. By using the ray tracing approach (see Figure 3.19 on page 64), the human

operator sends rays starting from the value stored in gesture data to the direction she

has pointed to until one ray is reflected by an object. If one ray is reflected by an object,

this mechanism will visualize the corresponding object on the map. Otherwise, the last

calculated ray will be returned as goal position to the robotic teammate to move to. In

order to be able to do ray tracing in a large-scale outdoor environment, we implemented

and split our algorithm into three parts:

• calculation of the pointing direction based on the gesture data and the human

operator’s location (see Figure 4.16),

• calculation of all objects in front of the human operator given in the world (see

Figure 4.17),

• and calculation of all the bounding boxes of objects in front of the human operator

and of reflected rays for object detection (see Figure 4.20).

When starting the reasoning about the gesture, first, this mechanism calls the monitor
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FIGURE 4.15 Visualization of the data and control flows between the layers with focus
on storage layer.

mechanism in order to access and store the corresponding gesture data from the storage-

for-gesture mechanism into data (see Figure 4.16).

When no gesture data is available, this mechanism returns with a message “no gesture

data is available”. However, if the gesture data is available the transformation between

the gesture data and the human location will be accessed and stored into transformation.

For calculating the transformation between frames or 3D-poses, e.g. between the gesture

data and the human operator’s location, we use the tf -package of ROS (see Section 2.4

on page 37) that provides all transformations taken the world as origin. This transform-

ation is, then, taken as a starting position where the rays begin. Based on this position

till 200 meters in front of the human operator’s location, further rays as positions are

calculated and stored within the pointing_direction. After the calculation of the gesture

direction till 200 meters is done, the objects in the agent’s viewpoint are processed. The

monitor mechanism calls the reason-on-viewpoint mechanism to determine and reason

about the human team leader’s viewpoint (see Figure 4.17).

The reason-on-viewpoint mechanism calculates all the objects and their distances from

human’s location (More information about this mechanism can be read in the remainder

of this section). These objects are stored into objs_in_viewpoint and used for the calcu-

lation of the object detection. We decided to use for the object detection the bounding

boxes of each object that are calculated and stored into objs_bboxes. For calculating the
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FIGURE 4.16 A flowchart of the interpretation process using the reason-on-gesture mech-
anism (part1).

objects’ bounding boxes, we used their heights and depths (see Figure 4.18).

After all the bounding boxes are generated, the reason-on-gesture mechanism con-

tinues with the interpretation process. Depending on whether objects in the viewpoint

of the human operator exist and are calculated, this mechanism either proceeds with

the calculation or terminates. If no object was found and calculated in the human team

leader’s viewpoint, this mechanism would return and visualize the complete pointing

direction stored in the list pointing_direction on the map, such as shown in Figure 4.19.

In Figure 4.19, the position of the human team leader marked yellow, her/his instruc-

tion marked by a speech bubble and also her/his direction she/he points to marked red

is visualized. The pointing direction represents the rays that are target locations for ro-

bots where to move. When no object is reflected, this reason-on-gesture mechanism will

visualize all the rays on the map and return the last generated position as goal position
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FIGURE 4.17 A flowchart of the interpretation process using the reason-on-gesture mech-
anism (part2).

to the teammate where to move.

After all the bounding boxes for each object in objs_in_viewpoint are generated, the

calculation of reflected rays by objects is starting. Each ray out of the list of pointing

gesture is picked out and checked whether the ray hits the bounding box of the object.

If so, the corresponding object will be stored in the list of objs_hit (see Figure 4.20).

An example, how the reason-on-gesture mechanism calculates and visualizes the ob-

jects hit by the rays on the interactive-visualizable-belief state map, is shown in Fig-

ure 4.21.

The objects that are visualized on the map represent the reflected rays coming from
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FIGURE 4.18 Examples of bounding boxes around different entities in the simulated out-
door terrain.

the human pointing gesture. This gesture data is processed and set as a starting position

marked by a red arrow.

The reason-on-viewpoint mechanism is able to take teammates’ viewpoints into ac-

count during the command interpretation. Examples are the instruction “HAWK, search

that lake in front of you” where the viewpoint of the HAWK is considered, or the in-

struction “HAWK, search that lake” where the viewpoint of the human operator is taken

into account. This mechanism determines based on the teammate’s viewpoint for the

assigned teammate where to move. The ability of taking the viewpoint of teammates

into account is also known as perspective-taking. This ability enables robotic team-

mates to solve ambiguities in situations (Ros et al., 2010) and also understand tasks’

semantics (Pandey and Alami, 2011). The reason-on-viewpoint mechanism calculates

and reasons about all the objects in the terrain that are in front of the agent’s viewpoint

and is essential for the reasoning procedure of other mechanisms, e.g. reason-on-gesture

mechanism. The reason-on-viewpoint’s algorithm is split into two parts:

• calculating and extracting objects depending on a specific object type in the terrain

• and calculating objects in the viewpoint of the corresponding agent or operator.

In Figure 4.22, the first part of the reasoning procedure of this algorithm as a flowchart

is illustrated.
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FIGURE 4.19 Illustration of the calculated pointing gesture visualized by generated rays
and the robot colored in green.

This mechanism receives two parameters, the first is the teammate whose viewpoint

is taken into account and the second is the object type. After receiving these values, the

mechanism starts to access and store the location of the teammate based on the world

into transformation. Afterwards, all the objects of object’s type referenced in the human

instruction are calculated and stored into the list, named entities. The list of entities is,

then, used to specify whether the entities are located in the agent’s viewpoint. If the
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objs_hit = [ ]

... continue with part 3 ...

i = 0

j = 0

add
objs_in_viewpoint [j]

to objs_hit

i
<

|pointing_direction|

no

yes

j < |objs_bboxes|

pointing_direction[i]
hits

objs_bboxes[j]

j = j + 1

i = i + 1

0 < |objs_hit|

return
objs_hit

return
pointing_direction

yes

yes

yes

no

no no

FIGURE 4.20 A flowchart of the reason-on-gesture mechanism (part3).

list is empty, a failure as a notification with “no objects of type in viewpoint found” will

be visualized to the human operator on the interactive visualizable belief-state map.

Otherwise, for each entity in entities the transformation in the world and its distance

compared to the human operator’s location will be calculated and stored into objs_dist
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FIGURE 4.21 A visualization of regions that have been assigned by the human operator’s
instruction “Go there”.

(see Figure 4.23).

If there are objects in the viewpoint of the teammate located, those objects will be

returned and visualized on the map (see Figure 4.24).

While during our research, we worked with the cartesian coordinate system (such as

mentioned in Section 3.1.1 on page 54), we were able to calculate and determine the

objects located in front of the human operator by focusing on the x-values of the objects

and the human location. An example, how we used the cartesian coordinate system is

shown in Figure 4.25.

In Figure 4.25, the human team leader and her/his teammate is visualized. On the left

figure the cartesian coordinate system is indicated with arrows that symbolizes based

on the colors the different axes. The x-axis is marked red, the y-axis is marked green

and the z-axis is marked blue. The view of the human team leader is directly pointed

towards the x-axis that means, if the human team leader turns around, also her/his
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transformation = [ ]

get agent's location
in world and store

into transformation

call
reason-on-viewpoint

mechanism

agent's viewpoint

object type

entities = [ ]

get all objects based
on object's type

and store into entities

objs_dist = [ ]

... continue with part 2 ...

FIGURE 4.22 A flowchart of the interpretation process using the reason-on-viewpoint
mechanism (part1).

internal coordinate system is turning, such as illustrated in the right figure. Depending

on how the human team leader is located and standing in front of objects, these objects

are automatically referring to her/his viewpoint. In the middle figure the human team

leader looks at the rock surrounded by trees. The red dots symbolize the direction she/he

is looking at, her/his viewpoint. In the right figure the human team leader directly looks
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calculate & store distance
between location &

transformation into dist

i = 0 return failure

add entities[i] and dist
to objs_dist

i = i + 1

... continue with part 2 ...

i < |entities|

get entities[i]'s location
in world and store

into location

location -> x
<=

tranformation -> x

0 < |entities|

0 < |objs_dist|

return objs_dist

return
no objects of object type

in viewpoint found

yes

yes

yes

no no

no

no

yes

FIGURE 4.23 A flowchart of the interpretation process using the reason-on-viewpoint
mechanism (part2).

at the quadrotor next to her/him. Automatically her/his viewpoint is adapted to the

environment and the red dots, that mark the objects in front of her/his, are also turned

towards the direction of the quadrotor.

The mechanism reason-on-entity is able to reason about the clicked object stored

within the mechanism storage-for-entity in the storage layer. It is able to check whether
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FIGURE 4.24 A visualization of the lake that was selected based on the human team
leader’s viewpoint.

the type of the object within the parsed formulas correlates with the type of the stored

object. If so, the interpretation procedure will be continued. If not, a notification to the

human operator will be sent through the map (see Figure 4.26).

In Figure 4.26, the interpretation process using the reason-on-entity is shown. It takes

and stores the object type referred in the expression as parameter into object_type. In

order to decide whether an object was clicked on the map and whether this object is

of the same type as the object stored in object_type, this mechanism calls the monitor

mechanism to access the object clicked on the map. If no object had been stored and the

entity_name is empty, a notification would be sent out with “no clicked object”. But, if

an object is available, the object will be stored into entity_name. The type of the object

will be stored into entity_type. After evaluating the object types in object_type against

entity_type, this mechanism returns the entity name, e.g. when the objects are of the

same type, or it returns a failure as notification, e.g. when the objects are of different
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FIGURE 4.25 An illustration of the human team leader’s viewpoint in a simulated envir-
onment by using the cartesian coordinate system.

types.

The last mechanism plan description generator creates and processes based on human

instructions the corresponding action plan description comprehensible to robotic sub-

systems. The action plan description is a plan representation telling robotic teammates

who is assigned to and how to perform a task in order to achieve common goals. After

the plan is generated, a copy will be stored in the storage layer whereas the original will

directly be sent to the robotic plan executive (see Figure 4.27).

4.2 Examples for Interpreting Human Instructions

In this section, we will show the interpretation of vague formulated human instructions

by using the human-machine interface. Due to the different communication modalities

used by humans, these instructions can differently be interpreted, e.g. either using ges-

tures or referential descriptions via voice. Our human-machine interface is able to appro-

priately recognize the communication modality and to call the corresponding reasoning

steps for starting the task interpretation. According to the exemplified instructions “Go

there” and “Search that lake for a kite” (the HAWK was assigned to in the exemplary

rescue mission in Section 1.2), we will show how these instructions are translated into

action plans comprehensible to the robotic teammates in the remainder of this section.
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call
reason-on-entity

mechanism

object type

entity_name = " "

entity_type = " "

call
monitor mechanism

entity_name != " "
return

no object clicked on
map

store type of
entity_name

into entity_type

object_type
is equal to
entity_type

return
entity_name

return
object type and clicked

object do not match

no

no

yes

yes

access and
store clicked object

into entity_name

FIGURE 4.26 A flowchart of the reason-on-entity mechanism.
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call plan
description generator

mechanism

plan_description = [ ]

generate action plan
description and store
into plan_description

return
plan_description

viewpoint

receiver

sender

action

destination

FIGURE 4.27 A flowchart of the plan description generator mechanism.

Interpretation - Go there

After the human team leader instructs her/his teammates by pointing to the scene (see

Figure 1.6 on page 11), her/his gesture data and the name of the assigned robotic team-

mate are automatically passed to and stored as task-related data within the storage-for-

gesture and storage-for-robot mechanism. The complete instruction is, then, sent to the

recognizer for transforming speech into text and forwarded to the parser. The parser

parses the textual input into and forwards the parsed formulas to the monitor mechan-
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ism for further processing (see Figure 4.28).

Human
Instruction

Recognizer Interpreter
Human-Machine Interface

Parser

Speech-To-
Text

Parser

storage-for-
gesture

storage-for-
robot

reason-on-
gesture

forward robot name

forward gesture data

Robotic Action
Plan Description

send
command

forward textual
command

forward parsed formula

send plan description

send
plan

description

send
name

send
gesture

data

is
available Interactive

Visualizable
Belief-state Map

yes

no

store
plan

description

send
data

storage-for-
descriptions

monitor

plan description
generator

FIGURE 4.28 Interpretation procedure of a human instruction, e.g. Go there, where the
human operator pointed to a direction.

After the monitor mechanism receives the parsed expressions, it checks whether the

expressions include items that directly refer to a pointing gesture, such as pointed_at or

pointed_to. It calls the storage-for-gesture mechanism to evaluate whether any gesture

data is stored. If some gesture data is stored, the data and the formulas are fowarded

to the reason-on-gesture mechanism. If no data is available, the interpretation routine is

aborted and a notification to the human operator via the interactive visualizable belief-

state map is sent. A reason for a task failure or abortion might be that the pointing

gesture is not available or cannot be recognized. When some gesture data is available

and sent to the reason-on-gesture mechanism, this mechanism starts to reason about

and calculate based on the available data the direction the human operator pointed to.

It generates and sends rays for the robot where to fly starting from the position the

human operator points (see Figure 4.19).

After the final target location is generated, the monitor mechanism receives the loc-

ation and queries the storage-for-robot mechanism for accessing the robot name to dir-
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ectly forward all the required data, e.g. target location, robot name and parsed expres-

sions, to the plan description generator. After the plan description is generated, it is sent

to the robotic executive for task execution. A copy of the plan description is sent to and

stored into the storage-for-description mechanism.

The plan descriptio is a plan representation and tells robotic teammates who is as-

signed to and how to perform a task in order to achieve common goals. The teammate is

able to directly process and translate this plan into appropriate action parameters com-

prehensible to and executable by its executive system. An example of a generated plan

description for the instruction “Go there” is shown in Listing 4.2.

LISTING 4.2 Plan Description for the instruction “Go there”
(an action

(to go)
( receiver hawk)
( sender busy_genius )
( destination

( visible
( viewpoint busy_genius )
( destination

(pose ( transformation
[-0.29 -0.955 -0.019 436.58]
[0.920 -0.279 -0.274 159.06]
[0.256 -0.098 0.9614 310.84]
[0 0 0 1 ]))))))

This plan description contains designators provided by CRAM that are symbolic de-

scriptions and can easily be performed by the robotic plan executives. It includes an

action designator that consists of two nested location designators equated with destin-

ation. Those location designators include a transformation matrix that gives a target

position to the robot where to move. It is generated based on the gesture data of the

human operator. The designators also contain a set of symbolic constraints that describe

the action, the assigned robotic teammate, the conditions of the visibility of locations as

well as the viewpoint the instruction needs to be interpreted. The viewpoint is denoted

with the viewpoint-tag that considers, in this example, the human operator’s viewpoint.

This information is important for the interpretation of instructions with referential and

visual descriptions, such as given with the next instruction.

Interpretation - Search that lake for a kite

Humans tend to instruct their teammates by using different communication means to

refer to objects in the terrain. They use gestures or speech or when available a map with

interactive objects to click on. In order to determine which communication means were
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used for a specific instruction, we considered and implemented all three communication

modalities as use cases in our interface. After the human team leader instructs her/his

robotic teammates to search a specific lake for a kite, the human-machine interface starts

to analyze, parse and interpret this instruction appropriately. First, it starts calling the

mechanism reason-on-gesture to check whether a pointing gesture was used. If this fails,

it continues with the reason-on-entity mechanism to reason about the objects clicked on

the map. If this also fails, the reason-on-viewpoint mechanism is performed. However, if

this condition fails too, a notification will be send via the interactive visualizable belief-

state map to the human operator (see Figure 4.29).
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Human-Machine Interface
Parser

Speech-To-
Text
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storage-for-
gesture

storage-for-
robot
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FIGURE 4.29 Interpretation procedure of the human instruction, e.g. Search that lake for
a kite, where the human operator pointed at or clicked on an object.

If the human operator uses the interactive visualizable belief-state map to click on an

interactive object, the object’s name will be stored in the storage-for-entity mechanism

and directly sent to the mechanism reason-on-entity for further processing. If neither
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gesture data nor object name are stored within the mechanism, the monitor mechan-

ism directly calls the reason-on-viewpoint mechanism. This mechanism is able to reason

about the situation of the team leader’s viewpoint. Using this mechanism robotic team-

mates are able to perceive and understand the task from the human team leader’s per-

spective. They are able to understand her/his goals, plans, actions and decisions when

performing tasks. After the reason-on-viewpoint mechanism is called, it queries the inter-

active visualizable belief-state map through the monitor mechanism for all objects that

are of type lake. The map generates and returns a list of the corresponding objects. This

list is, then, forwarded to the reason-on-viewpoint that starts to reason about the list of

objects and checks whether any object is located in the viewpoint of the human team

leader. If within the list of objects no object is found in front of the human team leader,

the reason-on-viewpoint mechanism will send a failure to the monitor mechanism that

informs the human team leader about this situation by visualizing this information on

the interactive visualizable belief-state map. But, if within the list are objects available in

the human’s viewpoint, the nearest objects, that have the shortest distance to the human

operator, will be picked out and directly sent to the monitor mechanism that proceeds

with the interpretation of the instruction and the generation of the corresponding plan.

After the plan description generator generates the robotic action plan description for

the human instruction “Search that lake for a kite”, the plan is stored within the list of

plan descriptions storage and, afterwards, forwarded to the robot’s plan executive. The

generated plan description is shown in Listing 4.3

LISTING 4.3 Plan description for the instruction “Search that lake for a kite”
(an action

(to search )
( receiver hawk)
( sender busy_genius )
( viewpoint busy_genius )
( object kite)
(area FrozenLake_rFdy ))

This plan description includes an action designator to tell the robot what to do and

an object designator with the object “kite” to tell the robot what needs to be perceived.

The symbolic constraint :area refers to a region that is specified with geospatial data

and needs to be scanned by the HAWK. This data is stored as a polygon of the lake

“FrozenLake_rFdy” in the interactive visualizable belief-state map.
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4.3 Related Work for Human-Robot Interaction Modalities

As robots become more ubiquitous and capable of performing complex tasks, the im-

portance of robots working and interacting with humans has increased. Nowadays, two

classifications of interaction are obtained: remote and proximate interaction (Goodrich

and Schultz, 2007).

Remote interaction is often used when humans and robots are not colocated and are

spatially or even temporally separated. Remotely controlled robots are often used to ex-

plore remote environments or to interact with other people via long distances (Blueth-

mann et al., 2003), (Murphy, 2004b), (Maimone et al., 2007). This form of interaction

is often referred to as teleoperation or supervisory control. Even, when using a physical

manipulator, e.g. devices for body motion or gesture tracking, it is also referred to as tele-

manipulation. The idea of employing robots to keep humans out of the rubble in risky

situations, is of huge interest in many fields, from virtual games to space exploration

and rescue missions (Fong et al., 2006), (Pan et al., 2006), (Tsui et al., 2011).

Beside remote interaction, proximate interaction is often used when humans and ro-

bots colocate and work together in the same room, e.g. industrial robots working along-

side humans in manufacturing. One essential part of this form of interaction is the social

interaction where humans and robots accomplish interactive tasks as companions or

mates in different environments. Social interaction refers to social, emotive and cognit-

ive aspects in interaction between humans and robots in HRI. It is well studied in many

works of Cynthia Breazeal where she presents design issues for realizing the social intel-

ligence in robotics and the role of emotions and expressive behavior in social interaction

between human and robots in HRI (Breazeal, 2002) (Breazeal, 2003) (Breazeal, 2004).

Additional efforts, such as in (Hoffman and Breazeal, 2004), (Kruijff et al., 2014), have

focused on developing computational models of social intelligence for robots to allow

them to successfully interact in teams with humans in a natural and intuitive way.

Recently, much of the work in HRI focused on making robots more “human-like” part-

ners, e.g. successfully adjusting and coordinating actions with others. In research, many

works exist about developing robotic systems that perform human tasks (Nourbakhsh

et al., 1999), (Green et al., 2000), (Huang et al., 2011), possess human traits (Breazeal,

1998), (Admoni and Scassellati, 2017) and even interact via natural language and ges-

tures (Stiefelhagen et al., 2004), (Meena et al., 2012). For many potential application

areas, the integration of robots to work with human team structures on a common goal is

of huge interest. Examples in outdoor environments are search and rescue (Murphy and

Burke, 2005) and space mission operations (Fong et al., 2006). With the great increase
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of employing human-robot teams in different applications, user interfaces are required in

order to enable team members to interact with each other. There is a range of interface

technologies for interactions that are mostly divided in direct and indirect interaction

forms (Thrun, 2004). Indirect interaction is based on unidirectional communication.

The human tasks the robot and the robot performs the task. The communication flows

from the human to the robot and not vice versa. An example of a indirect interaction

between humans and robots is given in (Holly A. et al., 2005) where a robot is operated

remotely. A direct interaction is based on a bi-directional communication where humans

and robots are partners that interact and share information with each other. The robot

performs a task the human can respond to.

In HRI, humans can take different roles, e.g. supervisor, operator, peer (Scholtz, 2003).

Designing a user interface that satisfies the different roles of the human and enables a

smooth human-robot communication and interaction is still challenging. The literat-

ure shows that several challenges for designing an interface in human-robot teams ex-

ist (Driewer et al., 2007). Starting from displaying information from different sources,

e.g. raw sensor data and spoken language, to communication and interaction between

teammates to control, and navigation of teammates via joysticks or gamepads. One of

the most common forms of communication used between humans and robots are ges-

tures for direct communication or an approach introduced in (Skubic et al., 2006) that

uses sketches to control a team of robots. In order to face the challenges in user in-

terface design, many evaluations of user interfaes are performed and guidelines are

created. In (Scholtz et al., 2004), observations from the RoboCup Rescue and the corres-

ponding guidelines for displaying information are presented. Those guidelines are based

on the results and show the need for a reference frame relative to the environment, in-

formation about robot status, presentation of contextually-appropriate information from

robotic teammates, etc. In (Goodrich and Olsen, 2003) seven principles for efficient HRI

are introduced based on experimental evaluations. Some of those principles also refer

to information display, e.g. the use of natural cues.

A key requirement in HRI is the ability to understand natural spoken language. How-

ever, this is also a major barrier in human-robot teams. The current lack of natural skills

of robotic teammates, e.g. understanding and interpreting natural language instructions,

is challenging. Some robots are able to generate speech, but do not understand spoken

language (Thrun et al., 2000). While humans communicate by using natural language

and gesture instructions, robotic systems use specific action parameters, such as met-

ric poses in space, or effect-based parameterization to navigate. When guiding human

teams into partially known terrain to a location of interest, humans tend to utter instruc-
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tions based on action sequences with pre- and postconditions that need to be interpreted

as a whole. Their instructions often include linguistic and visual descriptions of the ter-

rain that specify their impressions of the current situation, their emotions and also their

activities that are not comprehensible to robotic systems. Beside linguistic and visual

descriptions in instructions, humans tend to give instructions that are vague, incomplete

and ambiguous. Those need to be interpreted within the context of the mission in order

to perform them correctly. Robots should be able to solve human language references

to the real world application context or, in abstract dimensions, reference resolution.

In (Krause et al., 2014), Krause et al. use natural language as a way of one-shot learning

of visual objects that enables the robot to immediately recognize the described object.

Another work based on natural language and resolving references to visual objects is

presented in (Williams and Scheutz, 2015) where an algorithm for reference resolution

is introduced. This algorithm identifies the referents of referential expressions and mod-

ifies the world model based on such expressions. In addition to reference resolution,

object identity resolution also received special attention. In (Blodow et al., 2010), Blow-

dow et al. present a framework that deals with references between observations and

entities in a human living environment. This framework enables the robot to detect a

wide variety of objects of daily use.

To generate and solve ambiguities and incompleteness in instructions, human teams

constantly interact with each other while performing joint activities. Understanding each

others impressions of the world, in terms of visual perception, spatial description and

beliefs, humans often use the mechanism of perspective-taking that is studied in psy-

chology literature (Flavell, 1992) (Tversky et al., 1999). They use this mechanism to

solve ambiguities by reasoning from the partner’s point of view during the interaction.

This is also an applied trend in HRI (Ros et al., 2010), (Lemaignan et al., 2012). In

(Trafton et al., 2005), for example, the perspective-taking mechanism is integrated into

a robotic system and applied to several kinds of problems. To improve the interaction

in human-robot teams and allow humans to effortlessly communicate with their robotic

teammates, an interface needs to be provided that enables robotic systems to understand

human words and the words order applied in their instructions, as well as to reconstruct

their actions and intentions.

Enabling natural communication between humans and robotic systems, and address-

ing the aforementioned problems in human instructions, in this chapter, we showed how

vague and incomplete instructions naturally uttered by humans can easily be translated

by the human-machine interface into action plan descriptions comprehensible to robotic

teammates. The human-machine interface serves as a language mediator between hu-
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mans and robots, and enables to bridge the gap between human instructions and robotic

comprehensible descriptions. It translates and interprets human instructions directly into

plan descriptions executable by robotic subsystems. Humans can effortlessly formulate

instructions involving natural language, gestures and written commands in a natural and

clear way, such as in human teams. This human-machine interface is designed, evaluated

and tested on a rescue outdoor scenario a team of different robots can be tasked. It is

able to handle different communication modalities, such as voice, gesture and touch on

a map, and it is able to process referential descriptions in human instructions by taking

the viewpoint of the assigned teammate or the operator herself/himself into account.

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented our human-machine interface for a mixed human-robot

team that supports humans in naturally instructing their robotic teammates. Humans

are able to use their favorite communication means, e.g. speech and gesture, to dir-

ectly communicate and interact with their robotic teammates to perform tasks. In Sec-

tion 4.1, we introduced the several human-machine interface’s components that com-

prise a speech recognizer (see Section 4.1.1), a TLDL parser (see Section 4.1.2) and an

interpreter (see Section 4.1.3). These components enable the direct translation of hu-

man instructions based on a specific predefined grammar into action plan descriptions

comprehensible to robotic executives. First, the speech instructions are transformed into

a textual output and forwarded to the parser to generate lexical items. These items rep-

resent semantical expressions that directly call the reasoning and inference mechanisms

within the interpreter. The interpreter receives and reasons about the expressions in or-

der to fill knowledge gaps in instructions and generate the corresponding action plan

description comprehensible to robotic teammates. These descriptions are forwarded to

the robot plan executive for task execution. In Section 4.2, we showed the interpreta-

tion and workflow of exemplified human instructions into action plan descriptions. In

Section 4.3, we presented relevant literature to define the scope of our work.
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CHAPTER 5

Plan Executive for Robotic Teams

In order to equip robotic systems with capabilities required for generating autonomous

behavior and optimizing task performance, we extended the plan executives of robotic

teammates with advanced inference mechanisms. These mechanisms allow robots to

understand and analyze their actions in the environment. They are able to be cognizant

about what they do and about the purpose of their actions. They are able to autonom-

ously reason about tasks and interact with other agents to distinguish themselves from

them. Beside supporting robotic teammates in being attentive and aware of their per-

formance, these mechanisms also support robots in recognizing and identifying joint

tasks when the help of other teammates is also required (see Figure 5.1).

FIGURE 5.1 An example how the advanced inference mechanisms support robotic team-
mates in being aware of their own abilities when receiving the action plan description.
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Using these mechanisms, robotic teammates are able to evaluate the generated plan

description and respond to questions, such as whether additional information is missing

to perform a task? Whether the assigned teammate is capable of performing the task?

Or, whether additional help of other teammates is required to correctly perform the

task? The mechanisms are added as a sublayer on top of and extend the robotics’ plan

executives with cognitive capabilities (see Figure 5.2).

FIGURE 5.2 An overview of the different layers the robotic plan executive consists of and
its interfaces to the other components of the mixed-initiative infrastructure.

The advanced inference layer consists of mechanisms that are able to consider the

relation of objects in the environment depending on the operator’s viewpoint. After the

generated action plan description is forwarded to the plan executive system of the as-

signed robotic teammate, the teammate starts to reason about and evaluate the descrip-

tion. By using its advanced inference mechanisms, the teammate is able to validate the

description’s correctness and retrieve additional information from the map, e.g. to fill

knowledge gaps within the description, and the human-machine interface, e.g. to query

for task-related mission information. After the plan description is evaluated and its cor-

rectness validated by the different layers of the plan executive, the robot autonomously

performs the task and updates with its plan executive the map’s belief-state to share in-

formation with all the other team members during the mission. Additionally, we exten-

ded CRAM with mechanisms to support robotic teammates in reasoning about spatial

relations humans often use in their descriptions to refer to different target objects in

outdoor terrains.
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In this chapter, we will present the advanced inference layer extending robotic team-

mates’ plan executives with cognitive capabilities. We will show the interpretation of

natural language instructions by deploying the robotic plan executives. In Section 5.1,

we will introduce our mechanisms in detail. We will show the mechanisms our layer

consists of and how these mechanisms support robotic teammates in task interpretation

and execution. In Section 5.2, we will present the interpretation of human instructions

when using our advanced mechanisms. We will show how robotic teammates are able

to use those mechanisms to generate corresponding action parameters required for their

subsystems when translating human instructions. In Section 5.3, we will present some

related works available in the literature, and define our work and contributions within

the scope.

5.1 The Advanced Inference Layer’s Mechanisms

The advanced inference layer, added as a sublayer on top of robotics’ plan executives,

includes mechanisms that equip robotic teammates with cognitive capabilities, e.g. to

intelligently operate. These mechanisms support robots in being cognizant by reasoning

about their own decisions and actions in order to autonomously perform complex tasks.

For example, when a robot is not able to perform a specific task on its own, it uses its

capabilities to search for another robot that is able to assist and perform the task. In

Figure 5.3, all the mechanisms in the advanced inference layer is illustrated.

The advance inference layer consists of a scheduler, a perception reasoner, a plan

description reasoner, a capability reasoner, a plan description generator and a spatial-

relation reasoner. In the next section, we will introduce the different mechanisms in

detail.

5.1.1 Scheduler: Monitoring and Controlling Mechanism

The scheduler serves as the core mechanism of the advanced inference layer. It is re-

sponsible for calling and controlling the data flows between other mechanisms, and

evaluating their results. After the human-machine interface generated the plan descrip-

tion, this description is sent to the scheduler that calls the different mechanisms and

interfaces with the components of the mixed-initiative infrastructure to validate the de-

scription’s correctness (see Figure 5.4).

It interfaces with the interactive visualizable belief-state map in order to fill know-

ledge gaps in the plan descriptions based on robot-related data. For example, in order
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FIGURE 5.3 Visualization of the different mechanisms, and their data and control flows
the advanced inference layer is equipped with.

to check whether dynamic objects have already been detected referenced in human in-

structions, the scheduler calls the perception reasoner. This reasoner checks whether

dynamic objects, e.g. the kite, have already been detected by another robotic teammate.

By querying the interactive-visualizable belief-state map for robots’ detections, the per-

ception reasoner is able to access this information and evaluate the description. In the

next sections, we will show how the different mechanisms evaluate and validate the

robotic plan descriptions.

5.1.2 Perception Reasoner: Reasoning about Detected Entities

The perception reasoner enables robotic teammates to reason about object’s data on a

symbolical and physical level in human instructions and teammates’ activities. It equips

teammates with the capability to process and link referenced objects in human instruc-

tions with detected objects in the terrain. They are able to reason about the object’s

existence and its location in the interactive visualizable belief-state map. When receiv-

ing the plan description, robotic teammates are able to validate and check the referenced

objects whether the objects have already been detected by another teammate. This pro-

cess supports teammates in being effective and more efficient by avoiding performing

the same action again or recognizing invalid tasks, e.g. task cannot be performed when
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FIGURE 5.4 A visualization of the scheduler as core mechanism of the advanced inference
layer interfaces with different mechanisms and components.

object not detected. When the scheduler receives the plan description, it forwards the

plan description to the perception reasoner. This mechanism starts to reason about the

description by investigating whether the description includes entities symbolically de-

scribed. In Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, the perception reasoner’s processes are visualized.

In Figure 5.5, the description generated from the human instruction “Take a picture

of the kite” is shown. This description includes the symbolic object hang glider equated

with kite which existence the robot does not know. By reasoning about the data within

the interactive visualizable belief-state map and accessing the corresponding label of the

detected object, the HAWK is able to evaluate the desciption’s correctness and update its

plan description, such as shown in Figure 5.6. The Prolog predicate owl_individual_of()
asks for a detected hang glider possibly stored as an individual in the map (More in-

formation about Prolog predicates have already been introduced and can be read in

Section 3.1.3). However, if this process fails, e.g. non-existence of detected object, a no-

tification will be sent to the human operator through the scheduler on the interactive

visualizable belief-state map. This feedback supports the human in understanding why

the specific instruction could not be performed, e.g. because no object of this type has
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FIGURE 5.5 A visualization of the perception reasoner interfacing the interactive visual-
izable belief-state map to fill knowledge gaps in the received action plan description and
check whether the dynamic object has already been detected.

been detected yet (see Figure 5.7).

5.1.3 Plan Description Reasoner: Reasoning about Plan Descriptions

The plan reasoner improves the team efficiency during rescue operations. This mechan-

ism allows robotic teammates to autonomously reason about the tasks they are assigned

to. When the robotic teammate receives the generated plan description, it is able to check

whether it has already performed this task. By querying the human-machine interface’s

mechanisms, the robot can access the list of plan descriptions (see Figure 5.8).

This list serves as a memory of tasks and includes all the actions that have already

been performed by all teammates during the rescue mission (More information about

the mechanisms, the human-machine interface is equipped with, can be read in Sec-

tion 4.1.3). After receiving this list, the robotic teammate is able to reason about and

check whether the generated plan description exists in the list (see Figure 5.9).

If the plan is already available in the list, the robot informs and asks the human oper-
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FIGURE 5.6 A visualization of the perception reasoner mechanism accessing knowledge
about dynamic objects stored within the interactive visualizable belief-state map to up-
date robotic action plan descriptions.

FIGURE 5.7 A visualization of the perception reasoner mechanism when the reasoning
process fails.

ator through the interactive visualizable belief-state map for a commitment to perform

the task again. However, if the plan does not exist in the list, the evaluation and reason-

ing processes will be continued with the scheduler calling other mechanisms.
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FIGURE 5.8 A visualization of the plan description reasoner accessing the list of plans
stored in the human-machine interface.

5.1.4 Capability Reasoner: Reasoning about Teammates’ Capabilities and
Responsibilities

The capability reasoner enables teammates to reason about their own capabilities when

assigned to tasks. They can check whether they are capable of performing specific tasks

and, if not, which capabilities they require. Take the example of the human operator

when tasking the RED WASP to take a picture of what it sees. While the RED WASP is

not equipped with a camera, but with a beacon device to receive beacon signals, it is

not capable of giving any visual feedback in form of pictures to the human operator. So,

when the human operator issues this instruction, the assigned robotic teammate uses

the capability reasoner to reason about whether it is capable of performing the task (see

Figure 5.10).

If it does not have the required capabilities, the robot will access the information about

which capabilities are required and which capabilities it misses to correctly perform the
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FIGURE 5.9 A visualization of the plan description reasoner reasoning about and compar-
ing all the plans of the human-machine interface with the current action plan descrip-
tion.

task through the map. The reason, e.g. not being able to perform the task, will be sent

to the interactive visualizable belief-state map visible to the human operator. But if the

assigned robot has all the required capabilities to perform the task, the plan description

will directly be forwarded to the scheduler to continue the evaluation procedure. How-

ever, sometimes additional help of other teammates is required, e.g. when the assigned

teammate has not all the required capabilities to perform the task alone. If such a situ-

ation arises, the scheduler will automatically call the plan description generator. This

generator mechanism generates the required plan for the corresponding robot capable

of assisting the assigned teammate during the task execution.

5.1.5 Plan Description Generator: Generating additional Plan Descriptions

The plan description generator supports robotic teammates in team assistance. When

teammates are not capable of performing specific tasks, e.g. missing capabilities, this

mechanism is called. For example, in the exemplary rescue mission the BLUE WASP is

assigned to take a picture of the scene where the victim was detected. While it is able to

take pictures, however, it still misses the ability of transmitting the picture data to the

map. Due to its missing capabilities, it still depends on the capabilities of the DONKEY. If

the BLUE WASP is in the DONKEY’s grasp, it will be able to transmit and visualize this data

over the network on the interactive visualizable belief-state map to the human operator

(More details about the capabilities of teammates can be read in Section 1.2). In order

to proactively support the BLUE WASP in performing the task, the capability reasoner
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FIGURE 5.10 A visualization of the capability reasoner mechanism when reasoning about
the capabilities of the assigned robotic teammate.

queries the interactive visualizable belief-state map for the corresponding robot able to

support the BLUE WASP in task execution (see Figure 5.11).

In this figure, information that the wasp requires a communication component and

which robot is equipped with to visualize the picture data on the map can be retrieved

with the query owl_individual_of(C, srdl2comp:’CommunicationComponent’). This query

includes the Prolog predicate owl_individual_of() to ask for the teammate that is equipped

with a communication component in order to support in performing joint tasks. After

the information is retrieved, the wasp’s plan description generator mechanism starts to
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FIGURE 5.11 A visualization of the capability reasoner mechanism reasoning about cap-
abilities of other teammates.

generate a new action plan description for the robot equipped, e.g. DONKEY, with the

component (see Figure 5.12).

The description will directly be fowarded to the plan executive of the DONKEY to per-

form the task and assist the BLUE WASP.

5.1.6 Spatial-Relation Reasoner: Reasoning about Spatial Relations of
Entities

The spatial-relation reasoner is able to reason about the relations of entities referenced

in human instructions. When instructing teammates, humans often use referential and

spatial descriptions to describe entities and their locations in the terrain, e.g. the rock

right of the tree or the tree behind the pile of rocks. In order to determine how ob-

jects are located to each other, it is important to know how they are located depending

on the operator’s viewpoint. To access the entities in the human operator’s viewpoint,

the mechanism reason-on-viewpoint of the human-machine interface is called (Inform-

ation about human-machine interface’s mechanisms can be read in Section 4.1.3). This
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FIGURE 5.12 A visualization of the plan description generator generating the correspond-
ing plan description for the robot.

mechanism calculates and reasons about all the objects that are of a specific type and

depends on the viewpoint of the agent. After the plan description is sent to the spatial-

relation reasoner, this mechanism queries the human-machine interface to access all the

objects referenced in the description that are in the agent’s viewpoint. In our example,

the agent’s viewpoint is the viewpoint of the human operator (see Figure 5.13).

Depending on the amount of objects stored in the plan description, the amount of lists

is returned to the reasoner that starts to reason about the relation of objects in the lists.

In Figure 5.14, a flowchart that illustrates the evaluation procedure of this mechanism

is shown.

Using this exemplified instruction “Go to the rock right of the tree”, this reasoner

mechanism starts to check and evaluate the relation for each object stored in both of the

lists list_1 and list_2. In order to express and calculate the relation of objects in outdoor

terrains, we used the cartesian coordinate system. For the calculation of the relation,

such as left, right, behind, in front of etc. we used the different axes of the coordinate

system. For example, in order to describe the relation right-of between the rock and the

tree, we used the y-axis and checked the condition whether the y-value of the tree is

smaller than the y-value of the rock on the y-axis, e.g. tree_y < rock_y in reference with

the location of the human operator. If this condition is true, both objects will be stored

as tuples into objs_list. However, if the conditions fail, the next two objects will be picked
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FIGURE 5.13 A visualization of the spatial-relation reasoner process.

out of the lists and proved. After the condition is proven for all objects within the two

lists, this mechanism returns the list of tuples that consists of all the objects satisfying

the condition.

5.2 Interpretation of Action Plan Descriptions by the Robot

Plan Executive System

In order to enable robotic teammates to comprehend and perform human instructions,

the human-machine interface generates robotic action plan descriptions. An action plan

description is a plan representation telling teammates who is assigned to the task and

how to perform the task in order to achieve common goals. The plan description contains

symbolic constraints in order to restrict the search spaces of environments. An example

of a plan description is shown in Listing 5.1.

This plan description is generated based on the human instruction “Land on helipad”

the HAWK was assigned to during the exemplary rescue mission (see Section 1.2). It

describes a location on top of the helipad Helipad01 the robot HAWK has to land on.

Robotic teammates are able to directly process and translate these plans into appropriate

action parameters comprehensible to and executable by their executive systems.
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FIGURE 5.14 A flowchart of the spatial-relation reasoner to reason about the exemplified
instruction “Go to the rock right of the tree”.

In the context of our research and the exemplary search and rescue mission, we have

written additional plan descriptions and corresponding Prolog rules to analyze, evaluate

and reason about those descriptions based on the CRAM plan language (Beetz et al.,

2010). After the plan description is generated and evaluated by the advanced inference

mechanisms, it will be directly forwarded to the CRAM instance of the respective robot.

CRAM contains representational reasoning mechanisms and tools that allow robotic

systems to autonomously perform reasoning and decision making. Those mechanisms

enable the reasoning about plan descriptions and the generation of target locations for

robots’ movements. Robotic teammates are able to ground such descriptions into con-

crete action parameters that their navigation routines can handle, e.g. metric poses in

space, in order to move. By using predefined Prolog rules this effect-based parameteriz-

ation can be applied on plans to analyze and check their correctness.

In Listing 5.2, an example of Prolog rules that we have defined for the instruction
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LISTING 5.1 An exemplified plan description for the instruction “Land on helipad”
(an action

(to land)
( receiver hawk)
( sender busy_genius )
( destination

( viewpoint busy_genius )
( visible

( destination
(on Helipad01 )))))

“land on helipad” is shown.

LISTING 5.2 Code snippet with Prolog rules to analyze and check the plan description
correctness based on the instruction “Land on helipad”
(<- (desig ?desig ? destination1 )

( desig-prop ?desig ( viewpoint ? actor ))
( desig-prop ?desig visible ))

(<- (desig ?desig visible ? destination2 )
( desig-prop ?desig (on ? location )))

In Listing 5.2, these rules are able to check and evaluate whether the plan description

is executable by the assigned robotic teammate depending on the available knowledge

stored in the interactive visualizable belief-state map. This rule-based generative model

approach has already been introduced in (Mösenlechner and Beetz, 2011) in CRAM.

This approach enables automatically querying the knowledge bases for filling knowledge

gaps in plans. It generates goal sampling-based solutions from a gaussian distribution

that satisfy the symbolic constraints defined in plan descriptions. After each call of this

description a new sample from the distribution is created that can be used for moving

the robot’s base. In Figure 5.15, the visualization of generated goal poses where the

HAWK can land on the helipad is shown.

In the (right) figure goal positions are generated on top of the helipad based on the

description (see Listing 5.1). Corresponding information about the helipad’s position is

obtained from the interactive visualizable belief-state map. After the instruction “land

on helipad” is interpreted, one sample out of the set of goal poses is picked out and sent

to the HAWK to perform the task by moving to this goal position.

During our research, we have also extended CRAM with symbolic qualitative descrip-

tions, e.g. on-top, left-of etc, to reason about spatial relations given in human instruc-

tions (Yazdani et al., 2014) (Yazdani et al., 2018). By combining these qualitative de-

scriptions with different target objects in the terrain, we have applied our advanced

inference mechanisms to process and reason about plans with nested descriptions. Ex-
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FIGURE 5.15 Visualization of the goal poses for the HAWK on top of the helipad where to
land: (left) before the calculation of the goal poses and (right) after the goal poses are
calculated and generated.

amples are “Go left of the victim” or “Go right of the pylon” that are shown in Figure 5.16.

FIGURE 5.16 Visualization of the sampling-based positions for different reference objects
in the terrain depending on the human operator’s viewpoint marked by a red arrow.
(left) shows the generated positions “left-of” a person marked red, (right) illustrates the
positions “right-of” a pylon also marked with red circles.
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In this figure the different reference objects in the terrain from the human operator’s

viewpoint is given. Based on these target objects (marked red) sampling-based positions

for the robots’ movements are generated. The left figure shows the generated positions

based on the instruction “Go left of the victim” that contains the description“left-of”.

The right figure illustrates the positions based on the instruction “Go right of the pylon”

with the corresponding description “right-of”. Using these advanced inference mechan-

isms, robotic systems are able to process symbolic qualitative descriptions with various

target objects. These target objects can also have locational dependencies. An exempli-

fied instruction where two target objects are given, is with “go to the rock that is right

of a tree”. This instruction consists of two target objects where the position of the rock

is relative to the position of the tree. The corresponding sampling-based positions are

visualized in Figure 5.17.

In this figure the human operator refers to two target objects, e.g. a rock and a tree,

where the rock is relative to the position of the tree. In order to correctly interpret this

instruction, our advanced inference mechanisms introduced in the section above are able

to consider these constraints. By using the spatial-relation reasoner, the objects in the

viewpoint of the human operator and the objects that satisfy the locational dependencies

are considered and processed.

5.3 Related Work for Proactive and Intelligent Behavior

When working in human teams and performing joint tasks, e.g. carrying a table from

location A to B, humans are able to guess the other partner’s intentions and act accord-

ingly. This mutual understanding of their partner’s intentions during team work gener-

ates proactive behavior during the task. Proactive behavior or proactivity involves acting

in advance rather than just reacting. It refers to anticipatory and self-initiated behavior

in future situations. Equipping robots with the ability to initiate interaction with oth-

ers, such as in human teams, is one major topic in HRI. The idea of supporting another

agent by predicting what the other agent will do, especially to understand its intentions,

is studied in psychology and philosophy literature in (Bratman, 1984). This idea is of

particular interest in human-robot teams that is applied on different kinds of scenarios.

An example is presented in (Rashed et al., 2015) that shows a robot proactively ap-

proaching humans when needing guidance or other services in a museum scenario. By

recognizing humans’ interests and their intentions based on their walking trajectory in

the museum, robots are able to proactively support humans when help is needed.

Another example is in (Fiore et al., 2015) that focuses on a robot guiding a human to a
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FIGURE 5.17 Sketch of the generated sampling-based positions for the instruction “go
next to a rock that is right of a tree” that has different target objects with a spatial
dependency. The positions are generated based on a rock (second target object marked
yellow) that is on the right side of a tree (first target object marked red).

destination by providing adaptive and proactive behavior. The robot is able to lead the

human to a destination by adapting its speed that pleases the human or by proposing a

new speed using environmental and task related stimulus.

The research on proactive behavior in robotics initially began with mixed-initiative ap-

proaches. Those approaches focused on building intelligent conversational agents that

are able to initiatively swap between human and robots, e.g. by taking over leadership.

In (Bussy et al., 2012), a humanoid robot is able to complete a complex transportation

scenario jointly with a human partner by guessing the human’s intention. After proact-

ively participating in the task, the robot takes the leadership role and completes the

task. There are many works where the focus is on human intention recognition in which
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robots are able to proactively execute an appropriate task without requiring additional

information or an explicit human command (Schrempf et al., 2005), (Schmid et al.,

2007). An example is shown in (Muhammad Usman et al., 2017) that is based on the

safety anticipation in human-robot workspace. By estimating humans’ intentions, the

robot is able to generate new target locations to avoid potential collision locations with

humans in the future.

Beside humans’ walking trajectories, in human teams cues, such as body language or

gaze shifts, are used to infer intentions to perform tasks. In mixed human-robot teams

similar cues can be used by the robot to infer each others’ goal and recognize the correct

timing for participating at the collaborative tasks. An example is presented in (Huang

et al., 2015) where a study was conducted with a robot preparing a sandwich by using

ingredients ordered by a human. By looking at the direction of the human’s gaze, the

robot is able to predict the next step before the verbal indication of the human. Another

work is presented by Chao et al. in (Chao and L. Thomaz, 2010) showing the impact of

human gaze with controlling robot’s turn.

Alongside human body languages and cues, an expressive way to refer to objects in the

environment is the use of natural language. Humans often use language to describe the

spatial arrangements and locations of objects in the space. An exemplified instruction

is “go to the tree right of the rock”. In order to resolve these references in the envir-

onment correctly, robots require reasoning methods. They need to be able to reason

about an object of type tree with respect to another object of type rock in a given ref-

erence frame. The reference frame might be the position where the human operator is

looking at. In the literature qualitative spatial relations are well studied and used in

various research fields. For instance, in (Kunze et al., 2014) restrictive spatial models to

provide more tightly defined viewing probabilities have been applied. By using informa-

tion about landmark objects and their spatial relationship to the target object, this work

shows how a searching task can be improved by directing the robot towards the most

likely object locations. In (McClelland et al., 2014) an extended version of the double

cross calculus (Zimmermann and Freksa, 1996) was used to express robot navigation

objectives including spatial relations in a Mars-like environment.

Humans and robots working together can complete tasks more efficient that are dif-

ficult for either to accomplish alone. By adding their different strengths and abilities to

the mission and understanding each others’ goals and intentions, humans and robots

can provide mutual support for coordinating their actions towards the shared goals. In

order to enable a fluid collaboration and enable robots to operate and understand their

teammates at the same level of their human counterparts, robots must recognize hu-
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mans’ intentions and appropriately adapt to their actions. However, when working in a

team of multiple robots as partners, robotic systems must also recognize the intentions

of other robotic teammates. They need to adapt their plans during task execution and

provide proactive support when required. An example shows industrial robots during car

manufacturing. There are different kinds of robots equipped with different capabilities,

e.g. mechanized welding or varnishing abilities, to construct a car. By autonomously per-

forming their subtasks and forwarding the subtasks’ results to other robotic teammates,

they are able to effectively achieve their common goal in a timely manner. Having robotic

teammates that are aware of their own and others’ capabilities, and provide proactive

support to others, e.g. in completing a joint task, is of huge interest when working with

multiple robots. In this chapter, we showed how the efficiency and the performance in

mixed human-robot teams can be improved. By being aware of others’ capabilities and

intentions, and employing their own abilities productively during the task execution, ro-

bots are able to proactively approach other teammates and automously perform tasks.

Without being teleoperated, they are able to support other teammates in improving the

mission performance by using our advanced inference mechanisms. These mechanisms

equip robots with intelligent behavior by allowing them to reason about their own and

their teammates’ decisions, actions and behaviors when performing complex tasks. They

support the team in understanding their behavior and being aware of their own and

each others’ capabilities for flexibly and adaptably performing common tasks. By being

able to reason about tasks, e.g. whether the corresponding object referred to in the in-

struction is already detected or available in the terrain, or whether the assigned robotic

teammate is equipped with the required capabilities to perform the task, a robot can

be more attentive and act with foresight. This leads to an optimized and timed rescue

mission in dynamic outdoor terrains.

5.4 Discussion

When working with a big team in outdoor terrain, sometimes wrong decisions are made

by team leaders that decrease the performance of the overall mission. Examples are,

tasking teammates that are not capable of performing the tasks or referring to dynamic

objects in instructions that have not been detected yet.

In this chapter, we introduced our advanced inference mechanisms for robotic team-

mates added as a sublayer on top of the robots’ plan executive systems. Those mech-

anisms support robotic teammates in reasoning about teammates’ decisions, behaviors,

intentions, actions and capabilities, as well as provide support to perform joint tasks
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during rescue missions. In Section 5.1, we introduced the different mechanisms: sched-

uler, perception reasoner, capability reasoner, plan description reasoner, plan description

generator and spatial-relation reasoner in detail. In Section 5.2, we showed how robots

are able to perform tasks by performing the robotic plan descriptions and generating

appropriate action parameters comprehensible to their plan executives. These plan de-

scriptions are representations of action tasks in order to tell robotic teammates who is

assigned to the task and how to perform the task. We extended these plan descriptions

with symbolic qualitative descriptions to reason about spatial relations given in human

instructions, and developed appropriate inference mechanisms. These mechanisms are

able to process and reason about various plans, e.g. with nested descriptions. We also

showed how our inference mechanisms are able to consider locational constraints in hu-

man instructions, e.g. objects that are in the viewpoint of the human operator or objects

that satisfy locational dependencies. In the last section, we defined the scope of our work

by presenting some related literature.
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluation

The complete cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure has been tested and suc-

cessfully demonstrated live during the final review of the SHERPA project (Yazdani et al.,

2018). Some components of this infrastructure, e.g. the human-machine interface or

subcomponents of the plan executive installed on the SHERPA box, have already suc-

cessfully and separately been shown during the different project reviews. In Deliverable

D5.1 (del, 2015) of the SHERPA project, we showed the reasoning about ambiguous mul-

timodal commands. We described how we extended the framework with mechanisms to

handle human commands given as a mixture of speech and gesture, and bridge the gap

between high-level and low-level commands comprehensible to robotic teammates. In

Deliverable D5.2 (del, 2016b) of the project, we introduced the SHERPA knowledge base

that combines heterogeneous knowledge representations coming from different sources,

e.g. OSM, KNOWROB, the knowledge representations of different agents and the Robot

Scene Graph. Furthermore, we implemented and described the mechanisms to query the

knowledge base to reason about robot and human activities and capabilities. The Robot

Scene Graph is an approach for representing and maintaining a shared 3D world model

for robotic applications (Blumenthal et al., 2013). It was added to our framework during

our SHERPA project reviews (Blumenthal et al., 2016) (Yazdani et al., 2019), but is not

considered in our thesis. In Deliverable D5.3 (del, 2016a), we introduced mechanisms

for lightweight and fast reasoning added to the robotics’ plan executives that integrate

qualitative and quantitative reasoning. We also introduced and showed that the plan

language, for generating action plan descriptions comprehensible to robotic teammates,

provides an interactive control mode where the human team leader is able to interrupt

the plan execution of her/his teammates at any time, give a specific task to quickly check

a hypothesis, e.g. about possible locations of victims, and continue with the execution of

the original plan afterwards.

In this chapter, we will show the feasibility of our contributions within the mixed-

initiative infrastructure based on an exemplary rescue scenario performed in a large-
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scale simulated environment. In Section 6.1, we will show the reasoning and interpret-

ation of human instructions with our human-machine interface. We will show the dif-

ferent instructions our human-machine interface can translate into robotic action plan

descriptions. In Section 6.2, we will show the reasoning about human-robot team ac-

tions with the interactive visualizable belief-state map. We will introduce queries that

enable to call inference mechanisms in order to reason about, process and evaluate the

data stored within the map. We will show how these queries can be used to support

teammates in gaining awareness during the mission. In the last section, we will compare

related systems with the mixed-initiative infrastructure and show its benefits with our

contributions.

6.1 Interpretation and Reasoning using the Human-Machine

Interface

In the scope of the mixed-initiative infrastructure (see Chapter 2), we were able to in-

struct robotic teammates by using natural language and gesture instructions. By applying

our human-machine interface the robotic teammates were able to interpret and perform

complex instructions into the context of the task. A list of instructions employed in the

context of the SHERPA project our human-machine interface can handle is shown in

Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

As shown in the tables, our human-machine interface is able to interpret a set of

various human instructions and generate the corresponding action plan descriptions. It

can process multimodal instructions, e.g. a combination of gesture and natural language,

instructions with referential descriptions, e.g. “Go there”, “Go to that bridge” or “Search

that lake for kite” and nested instructions, such as action sequences, that include pre-

and postconditions. An example shows the instruction “Take a picture of the kite”. In

order to correctly perform this instruction, first, the robot needs to fly to the location

where the kite was detected before taking the corresponding picture. Moving to the

kite is a precondition and depends on the postcondition “take a picture”. Besides, the

system is also able to handle instructions that include qualitative spatial descriptions.

For instance, the instruction “Land on helipad” (see Figure 5.15 on page 126). This

instruction refers to a specific helipad the HAWK can land on. To correctly interpret and

perform this instruction, the HAWK needs to take care of the helipad’s surface. It needs to

generate goal poses that are on top of the helipad in order to determine where to land.

The corresponding symbolic description for the helipad’s location is
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(a location (on “Helipad01”)).

Another example is given with the instuction “Go next to the rock right of the tree”

where the robot needs to take the semantical order of the spatial relation descriptions

into account (see Figure 6.1).

FIGURE 6.1 Visualization of the goal poses for the instruction “Go next to the rock right
of the tree”.

This instruction refers to a tree available in the viewpoint of the human operator. In

order to correctly perform this instruction, the robot needs to take care of the human op-

erator’s viewpoint by searching for a specific tree given in the human’s visibility range.

This tree has a rock located on its right. The symbolic description for this location is

given with

(a location (right-of “tree02”) (next-to “rock04”)).

Another exemplified instruction is given with “Go to the victim left of the tree” where
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the robot needs to use its perception system in order to correctly execute the action (see

Figure 6.2) .

FIGURE 6.2 Visualization of goal poses for the instruction “Go to the victim left of the
tree”.

Beside the viewpoint of the human team leader and the environmental knowledge,

the robot system requires knowledge coming from its perception systems to correctly

perform the task. First, it needs to search for the victim located in the viewpoint of the

human operator and, then, to choose the tree with the victim located on its left side. The

corresponding symbolic description is presented with

(a location (of (type victim))

(a location (left-of “tree03”))).

The qualitative spatial relations the system can handle are: behind, in-front-of, left-of,

right-of, next-to and on-top. The human operator can use these relations in order to

refer to landmarks in the terrain e.g. “Search behind that tree” or “Land on helipad”, or

to locations depending on robot’s perception, such as “Go to the victim”.
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6.2 Reasoning with the Interactive Visualizable Belief-State

Map about Human-Robot Team Actions

As described in Chapter 3, the interactive visualizable belief-state map provides a query

interface to both the human team leader and her/his robotic teammates. Through quer-

ies they are able to access this interface that returns the corresponding answers as pos-

sible solutions for unbound variables to the team. The answers are visualized on the

interactive visualizable belief-state map to the whole team in order to gain an under-

standing of the mission. They are able to receive information about the terrain, their

teammates’ capabilities, actions and behaviors.

Based on the exemplary rescue scenario, we have defined and extended KNOWROB with

a set of queries. Some of our queries are shown in Table 6.3.

The queries provide a full working interface to the human team leader and her/his

teammates they have unlimited access on. They are able to directly call the queries that

refer to inference mechanisms to retrieve, reason about and process data stored in the

map. This data can, then, be visualized on the interactive visualizable belief-state map

comprehensible to the human team leader. In the remainder of this section, we will

introduce a few queries. For the simplicity of the readability, we will mainly describe the

queries with bare variables represented with the underscore _.
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Instruction Task Meaning Plan Description

Go next to the
rock right of the
tree

Go next to the referred object
that is on the right side of an-
other referred object

(an action (type going)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(target (a location
(next-to “rock123”)
(right-of “tree123”))))

Go there Go to the location pointed at in
the scope of the team leader’s
viewpoint

(an action (type going)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(target (a location
(pointed-at (a gesture
(agent team leader))))))

Go to
BLUE WASP

Go to the location of agent (an action (type going)
(target (a location
(robot BLUE WASP))))

Go to that tree Go to the referred object (an action (type going)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(target (a location
(of “tree123”))))

Go to your right Go continuously right based on
own viewpoint

(an action (type going)
(viewpoint agent)
(direction right))

Land on helipad Land on referred object (an action (type landing)
(target (a location
(on “helipad123”))))

Look for a victim Continuously perceive until
found

(an action (type looking-for)
(object (an object
(type victim))))

Come back Go back to agent’s starting po-
sition

(an action (type coming-back)
(viewpoint agent))

BLUE WASP

take off
Land (an action (type landing))

TABLE 6.1 (1) A subset of human instructions comprehensible to and executable by ro-
botic systems.
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Instruction Task Meaning Plan Description

RED WASP charge Land near charging location;
mount agent

(an action (type landing)
(target (a location
(near (agent DONKEY)))));
(an action (type mounting)
(agent RED WASP))

Search that
bridge for
a victim

Search referred location for re-
ferred object

(an action (type searching)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(area “bridge123”)
(object (an object (type vic-
tim))))

Search that lake
for a kite

Search area for referred object (an action (type searching)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(area “lake123”)
(object (an object (type kite))))

Stop Stop action execution (an action (type stopping))

Take a picture Take a picture based on
current view

(an action
(type taking-picture))

Take a picture
of kite

Go to detected object;
take picture

(an action (type going)
(target (a location
(of “kite123”))));
(an action (type taking-
picture))

Unmount
BLUE WASP

Unmount agent from
docking station

(an action (type unmounting)
(agent BLUE WASP))

Go right Go continuously right from the
team leader’s viewpoint

(an action (type going)
(viewpoint team-leader)
(direction right))

Go to the kite Go to the referred object (an action (type going)
(viewpoint BUSY GENIUS)
(object (an object (type kite))))

TABLE 6.2 (2) A subset of human instructions comprehensible to and executable by ro-
botic systems.
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Queries and their Meanings

add_arrow(Object, Result)
Query to visualize an arrow pointing on top of an object and returning whether this
process was successful or not.

add_marker(Pose, Marker)
Query to visualize a specific marker, e.g. arrow, sphere etc., on a specific location.

add_stext(Object, Result)
Query to visualize and return the object’s name on the interactive visualizable belief-
state map.

get_all_detected_regions(CamLink, StartTime, EndTime, Result)
Query to calculate and visualize based on the robot’s camera position (the Link) the
unscanned regions during a specific time period. The result is a list of the scanned
regions.

get_previous_timepoint(Timepoint, TimepointList, Result)
Query to retrieve and return the previous timepoint from a list of timepoints.

get_regions(Gesture, Result)
Query to visualize regions that are assigned by a gesture. The result is the list of
regions assigned by the gesture.

regions_not_scanned(CamLink, StartTime, EndTime, Result)
Query to calculate and visualize based on the robot’s camera position (the Link) the
regions that have not been scanned during a specific time period yet. The result is the
list of unscanned regions.

get_tpose(Action, Pose)
Query to retrieve and visualize the pose of an action, e.g. the gesture action is split
into many poses.

visualize_meshes(Regions)
Query to highlight the 3D models of specific regions.

show_gps_location(Time, Link, Result)
Query to visualize the location of the last gps signal at a specific time. The result is
the location.

TABLE 6.3 A set of additional queries defined to support teammates in understanding the
mission.
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6.2.1 Reasoning about the Environment and Mission Knowledge

In order to understand the environment and its conditions, the human team leader as

well as her/his robotic teammates are able to query the interactive visualizable belief-

state map for corresponding information. They can query the map to receive information

about the environment, such as showing all the forests within the terrain (see query in

Listing 3.3 on page 60) or about its objects. An exemplified query to receive and visualize

information about objects in the environment is shown in Listing 6.1.

LISTING 6.1 Query to show all areas the missing person could take shelter from the rain.
?- findall (_M ,

( owl_individual_of (_M , knowrob :’Roofing ’),
add_arrow (_M , _),
add_stext (_M , _)),

Areas ).

Areas = [
0 = unreal : SM_Bridge_A_4Hu2t
1 = unreal : Bridge_2lAmu
2 = unreal : Bridge_3SXCA
3 = unreal : Bridge_4N1YI
4 = unreal : Bridge_00Cxh
5 = unreal : Bridge_6ByRn
6 = unreal : Bridge_54QgL
7 = unreal : Bridge_7e1xC
8 = unreal : Tunnel_22bRR
9 = unreal : Tunnel_1pMeo

10 = unreal : Cottage_1R5kR
]

The human operator can ask for locations that serve as roofings where the missing per-

son possibly took shelter from the rain. This query searches for all regions that serve

as roofings in the interactive visualizable belief-state map. These regions are marked by

arrows and visualized with their corresponding names on the map (see Figure 6.3). The

solutions are described with the unbound variable Areas.

6.2.2 Reasoning about Human Instructions

The human operator is also able to issue multimodal instructions in order to point at

regions. These instructions can also be processed, interpreted as well as visualized on

the interactive visualizable belief-state map. An example shows the multimodal instruc-

tion “Go there” that consists of gestures and natural language. In order to visualize the
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FIGURE 6.3 Visualization of regions the missing person could take shelter from the rain.

direction on the map where the human team leader points to, we can use the query in

Listing 6.2.

LISTING 6.2 Query to visualize the complete direction of the pointing gesture “Go there”
?- findall (_Actions ,

( owl_individual_of (_Action ,
knowrob :’GestureReasoning ’),

get_tpose (_Action , _Pose),
add_marker (_Pose , ’arrow ’)),

_List ).

true.

This query searches for all actions that are part of the gesture and calculates as well

as visualizes the corresponding poses with arrows on the interactive visualizable belief-

state map. These actions can be accessed with GestureReasoning and are stored into a

list with _List. The visualization of every gesture’s position is marked by an arrow, such

as shown in Figure 6.4.

Beside querying and visualizing the pointing direction, the robotic teammates are also
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FIGURE 6.4 Visualization of the pointing gesture based on the instruction “Go there”.

able to retrieve information about the entities or regions assigned by the human oper-

ator’s pointing gesture. By extending the query above with the two predicates, such as

get_regions and visualize_meshes, regions can be visualized that have been assigned

by the human’s pointing gesture. The corresponding query is described in Listing 6.3.

After the list of poses is stored within a bare variable _Poses, this list is forwarded

to the subquery get_regions(). This query calculates for each pose a path to the sur-

face of the terrain and checks whether it is reflected by any object. If so, the object

will be returned and stored within the variable Elems. The visualization of the query

is already presented in Figure 4.21 on page 96. For the calculation of reflected rays

triggered by obstacles we have used the ray tracing approach (see Chapter 4). During

our research, we have used this technique for interpreting human pointing gestures and

also for determining scanned and unscanned regions of the robotic teammates (see Sec-

tion 3.1.3.2).
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LISTING 6.3 Query to retrieve assigned regions by human’s pointing gesture.
?- findall (_pose , ( owl_individual_of ( _Individual ,

knowrob :’GestureReasoning ’),
get_tpose ( _Individual , _Pose )),

_poses ),
get_regions (_Poses , Elems),
visualize_meshes ( Elems ).

Elems = [
0 = unreal : FrozenLake_rFdy
1 = unreal : RoadSegment_test033
2 = unreal : RoadSegment_Axra
3 = unreal : RoadSegment_9C91
4 = unreal : PineTree_MdHM
5 = unreal : PineTree_Biez
6 = unreal : PineTree_wbme
7 = unreal : PineTree_sCU6
8 = unreal : PineTree_NnbD

]

6.2.3 Reasoning about Team Members Roles and Capabilities

When performing missions with teams, it is important to know who the actors are, which

roles do they have and which capabilities they provide in order to improve the mission.

With the query in Listing 6.4, the team leader and also her/his teammates are able to

gain a better understanding about each others, their roles and their responsibilities.

LISTING 6.4 Query to retrieve information about the roles of the different teammates.
?- findall (_H ,

( owl_individual_of (_H , knowrob :’TeamMate ’)),
TeamMates ),

owl_individual_of (TeamLeader , knowrob :’TeamLeader ’).

TeamLeader = ’unreal : BusyGenius_2PCw9 ’
TeamMates = [

0 = unreal : BusyGenius_2PCw9
1 = knowrob : SherpaDonkey_ETJM
2 = knowrob : SherpaHawk_POdy
3 = knowrob : SherpaWaspBlue_ILQN
4 = knowrob : SherpaWaspRed_H9cB

]

This query scans through all the teammates and team leaders that are part of the mission

and are described with unbound variables TeamMates and TeamLeader. As a result, the

interactive visualizable belief-state map returns all the corresponding solutions for the
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unbound variables.

To access information about teammates’ capabilities, the team can ask via the map

which teammate has which capability, e.g. which teammate is equipped with a camera

to take pictures of regions or objects. Using different queries the human team leader

and her/his robotic teammates are able to retrieve corresponding information about the

available physical abilities within the team. An example for accessing all the teammates

equipped with a camera is shown with the query in Listing 6.5.

LISTING 6.5 Query to get all agents equipped with cameras.
?- findall (_Mate ,

( sub_component (_Mate , _C),
owl_individual_of (_C , srdl2comp :’ColorCamera ’)),

Agents ).

Agents = [
0 = knowrob : SherpaHawk_POdy
1 = knowrob : SherpaWaspBlue_ILQN

]

This query scans through all the teammates that are equipped with a camera device to

take pictures. The solutions are returned and described by the unbound variable Agents.

Beside retrieving information about teammates equipped with cameras, also information

about teammates equipped with beacon receivers can be accessed. This information is

relevant when finding the missing person after his kite was found (see exemplary rescue

mission in Section 1.2). The appropriate query to ask for teammates equipped with

beacon receivers is shown in Listing 6.6.

LISTING 6.6 Query to list all agents equipped with beacon receivers.
?- findall (_Mates ,

( sub_component (_Mates , _Component ),
owl_individual_of (_Component , knowrob :’Beacon ’)),

Agent ).

Agent = [
0 = knowrob : SherpaWaspRed_H9cB

]

This query scans through all teammates equipped with a beacon component. The solu-

tions are stored in and described by the unbound variable Agent.
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Another exemplified query that asks for the teammates equipped with recharging

devices is shown in Listing 6.7. This information is required in order to be aware of

which teammate is able to help when batterys need to be recharged because of their

limited capacity, e.g. the battery of the BLUE WASP during the mission.

LISTING 6.7 Query to retrieve information about agents equipped with charging abilities.
?- owl_individual_of ( ChargerDevice , knowrob :’BatteryCharger ’),

sub_component (Agent , ChargerDevice ).

Agent = ’knowrob : SherpaDonkey_ETJM ’
ChargerDevice = ’knowrob : SherpaBox_7gFrt5ls8ZE5t ’

This query scans all the agents that are equipped with a charging device to charge other

teammates. By using the unbound variables Agent and ChargerDevice, the interactive

visualizable belief-state map returns all the corresponding solutions about the specific

teammate with the specific capability.

In addition to asking for teammates equipped with a specific capability, also a list of

all teammates’ capabilities can be asked. The human operator, for instance, can ask for

the RED WASP capabilities to understand its strengths, e.g. required for future tasks. In

Listing 6.8, the query can be used by the human team leader to retrieve corresponding

information about the RED WASP’s abilities.

LISTING 6.8 Query to retrieve all the capabilities of the RED WASP.
?- owl_individual_of (_Agent , knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed ’),

sub_component (_Agent , Component ).

Component = knowrob :’AirPropeller_cslWeopDf87r ’ ;
Component = knowrob :’Battery_au36TsDGweo3 ’ ;
Component = knowrob :’Beacon_aiWrelkW2poi ’;
...

This query searches for all components the RED WASP is equipped with and returns the

solutions described by the unbound variable Component.

6.2.4 Reasoning about Teammates’ Action Executions

Based on the exemplary search and rescue scenario, the human operator is able to re-

trieve information about the progress and performance of her/his teammates’ action
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executions. For example, when tasking the HAWK to search the lake area for a kite, the

human operator is able to follow the route of her/his teammate on the interactive visual-

izable belief-state map. By asking the map with the instruction “Show me the trajectory

of the HAWK when searching the lake for the kite”, the human can visually pursue the

route of the HAWK (see Figure 6.5). The corresponding query is shown in Listing 6.9.

FIGURE 6.5 Visualization of the HAWK’s trajectory on the interactive visualizable belief-
state map when searching the lake for the kite.

This query visualizes the trajectory of the HAWK (e.g. SherpaHawk_POdy) when it

searches the lake for the kite. It searches for an action referred by SearchArea that was

performed by the HAWK during a specific time intervall. After the corresponding action

was found, the trajectory and the HAWK will be displayed on the map.

In addition to performing tasks, the teammates are also able to evaluate the task

executions, such as how specific tasks have been performed, which areas have been

scanned or could not completely be scanned because of obstacles. An example is given

by the query in Listing 6.10. This query asks for the parts of the lake that have already

been scanned by the HAWK.

This information is very important for the teammates in order to not scan these parts

twice and concentrate on other parts of the lake when reinstructed by the human team

leader. This query searches for all SearchArea actions, on a specific time slot with start-
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LISTING 6.9 Query to visualize the trajectory of the hawk.
?- owl_individual_of (_Act , knowrob :’SearchArea ’),

rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’startTime ’, _Begin ),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, _End),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaHawk_POdy ’),
rdf_has ( knowrob :’SherpaHawk_POdy ’,

srdl2comp :’succeedingLink ’, _Lnk),
rdf_has (_Lnk , srdl2comp :’urdfName ’, literal (_L)),
show( trajectory (_L),
interval (_Begin , _End , dt (0.5))) ,
marker ( trajectory (_L), _M),
show( knowrob :’SherpaHawk_POdy ’, _Begin ).

true.

LISTING 6.10 Query to visualize the regions of the lake the HAWK has already scanned.
?- owl_individual_of (_Act , knowrob :’SearchArea ’),

rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’startTime ’, _Begin ),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, _End),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaHawk_POdy ’),
rdf_has ( knowrob :’SherpaHawk_POdy ’,

srdl2comp :’succeedingLink ’, _Lnk),
rdf_has (_Lnk , srdl2comp :’urdfName ’, literal (_L)),
show( trajectory (_L),
interval (_Begin , _End , dt (0.5))) ,
get_all_detected_regions (_L , _Begin , _End , _).

true.

Time and endTime, the HAWK has performed. By using the transformation of the HAWK’s

camera, accessible by its camera link, this query can calculate the parts of the lake the

HAWK was able to detect. The solutions are visualized on the interactive visualizable

belief-state map, such as shown in Figure 1.8 on Page 13.

Beside the visualization of trajectories, the human operator is also able to ask whether

her/his robotic teammates have correctly interpreted her/his instruction. For instance,

after the HAWK has found the kite, the human operator tasks the RED WASP and the BLUE

WASP to fly to different bridges in order to look for the missing person or any signal of

beacon devices. In order to ensure the correct task interpretation, the human operator

can ask to which bridge her/his teammates have been sent to. She/He can ask which

bridge they have chosen in order to search for the missing person. The whole query is

given in Listing 6.11.
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LISTING 6.11 Query to ask for the bridge RED WASP was sent to.
?- findall (_S ,

( owl_individual_of (_Act , knowrob :’SearchArea ’),
rdf_has (_Objs , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaWaspRed_H9cB ’),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’objectActedOn ’, _S)),

_Objs),
last(_Objs , E), visualize_bbox (E),
current_object_pose (E, _Pose),
add_arrow (E, _), add_robot (’RedWasp ’, _Pose ).

E = ’unreal : Bridge_2lAmu ’

This query returns for all objects that have been scanned by the RED WASP during the

action SearchArea. These objects are described by the bare variable _Objs and visualized

by their corresponding bounding boxes on the interactive visualizable belief-state map

(see Figure 6.6). The solution is described by the unbound variable E. For better under-

standings an arrow pointed at the bridge and a robot place marker on top of the bridge

are displayed, too.

The teammates are not just able to perform tasks, they are also able to respond to tasks.

For instance, when the human team leader notices that her/his instructions have not

been performed by her/his robotic teammates, she/he can ask via the interactive visu-

alizable belief-state map for the reasons. The query to ask whether specific commands

exist that could not be executed by any robotic teammate and why, is given with the

Listing 6.12.

By using this query, the human team leader gets information about which of her/his

instructions have not been performed and especially what the reason was. This query

searches for actions the robotic teammates were assigned to, but could not perform,

and returns the reasons, e.g. why the tasks could not be performed. The solutions are

described by the unbound variables Agent, CMD and Reason.

In order to explicitly shrink the reasons why tasks could not be performed towards

a specific use case, such as the object has not been detected yet or it has already been

detected, the human operator can explicitly ask with a specific query. In Listing 6.13,

the corresponding query to ask for information about aborted tasks related to already

detected or non detected objects is shown.

Using this query, informaton about robotic teammates, the instructions and the reas-

ons, e.g. why tasks could not be performed, can be retrieved. By using the terms taskEx-
ecutable and objectAvailable, the human is able to explicitly shrink the range of instruc-
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FIGURE 6.6 Visualization of the location of the bridge the RED WASP was assigned to.

tions that could not be performed by the teammates related to the questions are the
objects already available or do they need to be found, first. The solutions are described by

the unbound variables Agent, Cmd and Reason.

Alongside asking for information about instructions not performed by the teammates,

the BUSY GENIUS can also query for information about which capabilities were required

to perform a specific task and which capabilities does the robotic teammate provide.

An example shows the query that extends the query above with subqueries asking for

information about the required and available capabilities to perform the task in List-

ing 6.14.

This query returns all the actions that could not be performed by the robotic team-

mates because of their missing capabilities. Especially, this query also asks about the
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LISTING 6.12 Query to ask if and why a specific command could not be executed by the
robotic teammates.
?- entity (Act , [an , action ,

[type , knowrob :’AgentCommunication ’]]),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’agentAssigned ’,

literal (type(_X , Agent ))),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’taskInformation ’,

literal (type(_X , CMD ))),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’inferredReason ’, Reason ).

Agent = ’hawk ’
CMD = ’take␣ picture ␣of␣ victim ’
Reason = ’unreal : NoObjectFound ’
Act = ’unreal : AgentCommunication_4087332381 ’

Agent = ’blue_wasp ’
CMD = ’search ␣that␣ bridge ␣for␣kite ’
Reason = ’unreal : FoundObject ’
Act = ’unreal : AgentCommunication_1527471469 ’

Agent = ’red_wasp ’
CMD = ’take␣ picture ’
Reason = ’unreal : Capabilities ’
Act = ’unreal : AgentCommunication_235253046 ’

available capabilities and the required capabilities of the teammates. The interactive

visualizable belief-state map returns all the solutions described by unbound variables

Agent for the specific robotic teammate, HasCap for the available capabilities, NeedCap
for the required capabilities. By using this query, the human operator cannot just ask

which agent was not able to perform the action, but also what capabilities are required.

6.2.5 Reasoning about Proactive Behavior of Teammates

When performing tasks in teams, it is often required that the teammates are able to take

the initiative on their own. They should be able to act foresightful without waiting of

new instructions of their team leader. This would not just improve the team and mission

performance, it would also support the human team leader in being more focused on

her/his role as team leader. Robotic teammates that take the initiative would support

the team leader in explicitly focusing on the mission and not on instructing teammates.

In order to check whether our robotic rescue team was able to act proactively and take

the initiative for specific tasks, we can use the query in Listing 6.15.

This query scans and returns all actions for plan descriptions that have been generated
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LISTING 6.13 Query to retrieve information about the availability of objects and whether
tasks are aborted.
?- entity (_Act , [an , action ,

[type , knowrob :’AgentCommunication ’]]),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’taskExecutable ’,

literal (type(_X , ’no’))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’agentAssigned ’,

literal (type(_Y , Agent ))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’taskInformation ’,

literal (type(_F , Cmd ))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’objectAvailable ’,

literal (type(_X , Reason ))).

Agent = ’hawk ’
Cmd = ’take␣ picture ␣of␣ victim ’
Reason = ’object -not -found ’

Agent = ’blue_wasp ’
Cmd = ’search ␣that␣ bridge ␣for␣kite ’
Reason = ’object -already - found ’

and marked by the type logging-proactive-designator. The contents and solutions of the

corresponding descriptions will be retrieved through the MongoDB and described by the

unbound variables Agent and Operator.
In order to understand why the DONKEY acted proactively and which teammate did

it support, the human operator can query the map for additional information (see List-

ing 6.16).

This query extends the query shown in Listing 6.15. Similar to the query above, it

scans all the actions for the specific plan description but also asks for the previous ac-

tion that has been performed before this action was triggered. By using the parameter

previousAction, the human operator is able to retrieve corresponding information. For ex-

ample, information about which teammate or which instruction was the reason for the

robotic teammate to take the initiative of completing tasks without being reinstructed by

the human operator. Based on the performed action and the generated plan description,

the action that was performed and the corresponding agent, that performed the action

at the given timepoint, can be returned by the above query. The solutions of this query

are described by unbound variables.

For visualizing the corresponding trajectory of the DONKEY taken to support the BLUE

WASP, the human operator can use the query shown in Listing 6.17.

The visualization of the DONKEY’s trajectory on the interactive visualizable belief-state

map can be seen in Figure 6.7.
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LISTING 6.14 Query to ask for the specific robotic teammates not capable of performing
a task
?- entity (_Act , [an , action ,

[type , knowrob :’AgentCommunication ’]]),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’taskExecutable ’,

literal (type(_X , ’no’))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’agentAssigned ’,

literal (type(_Y , Agent ))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’taskInformation ’,

literal (type(_F , Cmd ))),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’availableCap ’, HasCap ),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’neededCap ’, NeedCap ).

Agent = ’red_wasp ’
HasCap = ’knowrob : Beacon ’
Cmd = ’take␣ picture ’
NeedCap = ’srdl2comp : ColorCamera ’

LISTING 6.15 Query to ask whether any robotic teammate exist that autonomously per-
formed an action without being instructed by the team leader.
?- task_end (_Task , _Endtime ),

task_type (_Task , knowrob :’CRAMAction ’),
rdf_has (_Task , knowrob :’taskContext ’,

literal (type(_X , ’logging -proactive - designator ’))),
rdf_has (_Task , knowrob :’designator ’, _Desig ),
mng_designator_props (_Desig , ’RECEIVER ’, Agent),
mng_designator_props (_Desig , ’SENDER ’, Operator ).

Agent = ’donkey ’
Operator = ’ACMS ’

6.3 Comparison to Related Systems

In this section, we introduce and evaluate our contribitions in our infrastructure with

respect to other cognitive architectures.

DIARC DIARC is a distributed integrated affect, reflection, cognition architecture for

robots to naturally interact with humans. It provides features for quickly and robustly

dealing with natural language dialogues in human-robot interactions. It comprises a

robot-middleware, implemented in ADE, a JAVA-based infrastructure for design, devel-

opment and execution of agent architectures (Scheutz et al., 2005). The ADE infrastruc-

ture provides functional components, called ADE Servers providing and/or making use

of services when connected with other components . This abstract functional infrastruc-
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LISTING 6.16 Query to ask when a specific task was performed and which agent it sup-
ported.
?- findall (_T , ( entity (_Act , [an , action ,

[type , knowrob :’Communicating ’]]),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, _T),
rdf_has (_Act , knowrob :’communicationToken ’, _Token ),
rdf_has (_Token , knowrob :’containsInformation ’,

literal (type(_X , _Z )))) , _E),
rdf_has (_Task , knowrob :’taskContext ’,

literal (type(_X , ’logging -proactive - designator ’))),
task_type (_Task , knowrob :’CRAMAction ’),
rdf_has (_Task , knowrob :’previousAction ’, _Prev),
rdf_has (_Prev , knowrob :’designator ’, _Desigprev ),
rdf_has (_Task , knowrob :’endTime ’, _End),
atomic_list_concat (_L , ’_’, _End),
last(_L , _S),
get_previous_timepoint (_S , _E , _Times ),
owl_individual_of (_Bct , knowrob :’Communicating ’),
rdf_has (_Bct , knowrob :’endTime ’, _Times ),
rdf_has (_Bct , knowrob :’communicationToken ’, _Zoken ),
rdf_has (_Zoken , knowrob :’containsInformation ’,

literal (type(_F , Cmd ))),
rdf_has (_Bct , knowrob :’infoCommunicatedTo ’, Agent ).

Agent = ’knowrob : SherpaWaspBlue_ILQN ’
Cmd = ’take␣ picture ’

LISTING 6.17 Query to visualize the trajectory of the DONKEY.
?- owl_individual_pf (Act , knowrob :’Driving ’),

rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’startTime ’, Begin),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’endTime ’, End),
rdf_has (Act , knowrob :’performedBy ’,

knowrob :’SherpaDonkey_ETJM ’),
rdf_has ( knowrob :’SherpaDonkey_ETJM ’,

srdl2comp :’succeedingLink ’, Lnk),
rdf_has (Lnk , srdl2comp :’urdfName ’, literal (L)),
show( trajectory (L),
interval (Begin , End , dt (0.5))) ,
marker ( trajectory (L), M),
show( knowrob :’SherpaDonkey_ETJM ’, Begin ).

true.
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FIGURE 6.7 Visualization of the trajectory of the DONKEY how it performed an action
without being instructed or teleoperated by the human operator.

ture is implemented as a multi-agent system (MAS) where each component assume the

role of agents forming an integrated agent architecture together. DIARC had been under

development in the HRI lab of Prof. Matthias Scheutz for several years and had a lot

architectural changes and novel capabilities in areas, e.g. social behaviors, goal-oriented

cognition and robust intelligence (Scheutz et al., 2013) required for natural HRI. An

example shows POWER, a domain-independent algorithm for Probabilistic Open World

Entity Resolution (Williams and Scheutz, 2015). This algorithm handels reference resol-

ution for robots in order to be able to discuss, reason about or perform actions involving

any people, locations or objects in their environments. In the context of the DIARC archi-

tecture, this algorithm was incorperated into its natural language processing component

and has run on a simulated robot. As an experimental tool (Yu et al., 2010), (Yu et al.,
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2012) and a computational model (Cantrell et al., 2010), (Scheutz et al., 2011), DIARC

has been run on various robotic platforms, e.g. to study joint attention processes, spoken

natural language and dialogue interaction, etc.

Tell Me Dave In (Misra et al., 2016) a model was developed that directly generates

executable manipulation actions for robotic systems from natural language expressions

issued by humans. It takes into account and grounds the variations in natural language

and ambiguities to robotic instructions with appropriate environment context and task

constraints. This model is built on a data set of task descriptions collected by free-form

natural language and corresponding grounded task logs of the tasks performed in an

online robot simulator. Based on this data set, a library of verb-environment instructions

was built, representing possible instructions for each verb in that environment. At the

end, the system was verified, tested and executed on a PR2 to demonstrate this approach.

In comparison to the systems described above, the mixed-initiative infrastructure and

our contributions enable human-robot teams to naturally interact with each other, such

as in human teams. It provides a complete system to human-robot rescue teams and

handles the different interaction levels from high-level to low-level by integrating nat-

ural language processing, cognition-enabled reasoning, and plan parameterization and

execution. By having an interactive visualizable belief-state map, the team is able to

directly communicate and understand each others’ behaviors, intentions and decision

makings during the mission. On the one hand, the human operator is able to use speech

acts in form of natural language and gesture instructions to instruct her/his teammates

without thinking of whether her/his teammates understand her/his instructions. She/He

is able to instruct many robotic systems at the same time to perform tasks in parallel. On

the other hand, the robotic teammates are able to directly perform human instructions

and fill knowledge gaps when instructions are ambiguous and vague. By asking and re-

trieving information through the interactive visualizable belief-state map, they are able

to autonomously make decisions about human instructions. They are able to correct the

human by explicitly visualizing this corresponding information on the interactive visual-

izable belief-state map. They can also inform the human via the map when they are not

capable of performing specific tasks. The human operator can use this information as a

form of feedback in order to improve her/his decision making. The robotic teammates

are also able to visualize the state of their action executions and display regions on the

map that could not be scanned. They are able to take the initiative and proactively act

in order to support other teammates in performing joint tasks and improve the perform-
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ance of the mission.

By introducing and employing our contributions in human-robot rescue teams, we en-

able shared mission awareness between the teammates; we ensure effective and natural

taskability of teammates in rescue operations; and we enable robotic teammates to flex-

ibly and adaptively behave in rescue missions.

The mixed-initiative system and our contributions have been implemented and re-

leased as an open-source software framework accessible to the public on the software

development platform github. The infrastructure has jointly been developed with re-

searchers of the Institute for Artificial Intelligence at the University of Bremen.
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Related Work

Robots are an essential part of our society, and interact and work with humans in ways

taken for granted by many people, e.g. in household chores. The word robot was origin-

ally introduced in a science fiction play, called Rossum’s Universal Robots (R.U.R.) (Čapek

and Selver, 1928) by the Czech writer, Karel Čapek in 1920. In his work, robots are rep-

resented as humanoids and serve humans. The definition of the term robot was different

at that time. They were living flesh and blood creatures rather than machines. With the

“Three Laws of Robotics” also known as “Asimov’s Laws”’ (Asimov, 1942) introduced

by Isaac Asimov, research and technology in robotics have a huge impact. In 1941, he

coined the term robotic in his works and presented a code of ethics for humans living

with robots and vice versa. Those three laws of robotics specify the idea of safe HRI that

covers different topics based on knowledge of human communication, natural language

understanding and processing, artificial intelligence, design, etc.

In the past, robotic systems were applied as machines in automation inside struc-

tured factory assembly lines where they performed tasks for humans with more speed,

precision and reliability. They did not interact or work with humans directly, but auto-

matically performed a task based on a description. Nowadays, robots migrated from

fixed fully automation to unstructured and unpredictable worlds of space, e.g. under-

water, in the air and on the ground. They take over different roles as companions or

assistants and are able to support humans in different scenarios, e.g. from industrial to

daily tasks. They perform tasks either automated, e.g. as collaborative robots (cobots),

or together with humans by sharing the same workspace and objects to accomplish com-

mon goals. There are several applications for robots interacting with humans in teams.

An example shows the application of the humanoid robot Robonaut working shoulder-

to-shoulder with astronauts in space (Bluethmann et al., 2003). Other areas covered by

the research of human-robot team interaction start from multiple human-single robot

interaction (Malysz and Sirouspour, 2011), to multiple human-multiple robots interac-

tion (Franchi et al., 2012) to single human-multiple robots interaction (Cummings et al.,
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2012).

A persistent trend in HRI is robot autonomy which varies widely across robot plat-

forms. The different levels of robot autonomy range from teleoperation to fully autonom-

ous systems and describe the robot’s ability to accomplish tasks and implement its own

actions independent from a human (Goodrich and Schultz, 2007).

Teleoperation is the most developed topic and is excellently introduced by Thomas B.

Sheridan in (Sheridan, 1992). Sheridan shows that progress in robotics does not only

depend on change in technology, but also on advances in humans’ relationships to ma-

chines. However, teleoperation is still not the most effective approach in HRI because of

communication delays occuring between humans and robots in outdoor missions, e.g.

network performance limitations and cable breaks or loss of the wireless network con-

nection (Nagatani et al., 2013) (Murphy, 2014). To deal with these issues, concepts like

supervisory control and adjustable autonomy are used. Supervisory control was intro-

duced by Ferrel et al. in (Ferrell and Sheridan, 1967) and sparked interest in the next

years. This form of control implies that humans instruct robots at a very high level where

a substantial intelligence or autonomy of robots is required. The goal of this approach is

to design ways to shift more responsibility from human to robot. The notion of adjustable

autonomy was, first, introduced by Goodrich et al. in (Crandall and Goodrich, 2001).

This enables robots to change their autonomy depending on the situational demands. For

example, when a situation occurs where human input is required, the robot can transfer

the decision making control to the human operator in order to get the required input

while minimizing costs. Determining when and whether such a transfer of control needs

to be executed, is one of the research questions in the field of adjustable autonomy. Sev-

eral works exist where fundamental research in adjustable autonomy is made. In (Scerri

et al., 2002), an optimization approach based on Markov Decision Processes for transfer-

ring control between agents is proposed. Schermerhorn and Scheutz (Schermerhorn and

Scheutz, 2009) conducted an empirical study and showed that adjustable autonomy en-

hances human-robot performance for HRI. They also showed that adjustable autonomy

reduces the human cognitive load. Another strategy of autonomy between adjustable

and full autonomy in HRI is called mixed-initiative. This strategy is often employed in

teams of multiple humans or robots sharing the control of the interaction. It is succinctly

described by Allen in (Allen et al., 1999) who refers to mixed-initiative as a flexible inter-

action where humans or robots can contribute to the task according to their capabilities.

By taking the initiative at any one time, each of them is able to control the interaction

while other teammates provide assistance and contribute to the interaction as required.

At other times, the roles are reversed and the members might work independently as
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long as one is taking the initiative. The use of mixed-initiative interactions is studied in

several team settings, starting from single human and single robot, to multiple robots

managed by an equal number of operators during urban search and rescue missions to

a group of robots to promote the emergence of swarm intelligence (Kortenkamp et al.,

1997), (Murphy et al., 2000a), (Bruemmer et al., 2002).

Autonomy in robotics is often used to equip robots with intelligent behavior to be

able to acquire information about their environments, and to work for an extended

period of time without any human intervention or control. They are highly represented

in different areas, from industrial and space applications up to urban-like and domestic

environments (Freund and Rossmann, 1994), (Lahijanian et al., 2009), (Breuer et al.,

2012). Autonomy in HRI is important and influences robot design, human perception

towards human and robot performance, e.g. workload and situation awareness (Beer

et al., 2014).

A major application and an important field in research is the use of autonomous ro-

bots in search and rescue operations. Autonomous robots are able to assist humans in

risky situations and to work in environments that are dangerous to humans, e.g. en-

vironments with high nuclear radiation concentration, avalanche accidents in the Alps,

collapsed or unstable buildings, deep under the sea, etc. The deployment of autonomous

rescue robots in large-scale disasters has great potential. A lot of efforts from different

researchers world-wide are still ongoing. In (Vasilyev et al., 2015) general principles

for organizing rescue missions in extreme conditions by dividing a group of rescue ro-

bots into subgroups with different functions and characters are presented. Aziz et al.

present in (Aziz et al., 2011) a general formulation based on three layers of software

components (e.g. elementary, secondary and high-level layers) in order to design frame-

works for autonomous rescue robots. They developed and tested a robot system GETbot
organized and configured according to the proposed design. Another work is presen-

ted in (Polverari et al., 2007), where a simulated rescue robot was used to improve its

obstacle avoidance based on mapping algorithms in a 3D virtual environment. In the

scope of swarm robotics, many studies are conducted using autonomous rescue robot

swarms for first responders in order to perceive and assess the scene of a disaster during

the critical first hours (Stormont et al., 2004), (Stormont, 2005). Due to the unstructured

nature of search and rescue domains, the interactions between humans and robots are

manifold. There are several ongoing competitions that encourage robotic researchers to

participate in order to improve the interaction in heterogeneous teams in HRI (Kitano

et al., 1999), (Murphy et al., 2000b), (Yanco et al., 2004).

There is a growing need for robots that intelligently, autonomously and safely inter-
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act with humans in structured and unstructured environments. These robots need to be

able to anticipate the effects of their own actions as well as the actions and needs of

humans around them. In order to be able to autonomously interact with humans in a

context where robots would have to continuously adapt to novel and unstructured scen-

arios, cognition is established as a significant milestone in HRI. It is often associated with

equipping autonomous robots with cognitive capabilities to naturally perform tasks, in-

teract with humans and generate autonomous behavior. The development and design of

cognitive architectures focus on artificial intelligence and natural human intelligence.

Those architectures are inspired by the human mind as robots work together along

with the necessary resources to obtain intelligent behavior in complex environments.

The term cognitive architecture can be traced to works on cognitive science and cognit-

ive psychology by Allen Newell who worked on unified theories of cognition (Newell,

1990). He formulated the hypothesis that the same computational structures are used

across all human mental activity, including language processing. Based on this hypo-

thesis, several cognitive systems are developed that are different in their goal definitions,

e.g. Soar (Laird et al., 1987) and ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004).

Soar can be seen as a pioneer system in artificial intelligence. It is the first problem

solver that is able to create its own subgoals and continuously learn from its own ex-

perience. Its goal is to provide cognitive functions required to implement a generally

intelligent robot. Soar is able to dynamically decide on relevant knowledge. Decisions

are based on the current interpretation of sensory data, contents of working memory ac-

cumulated through previous experiences, and knowledge retrieved from the long-term

memory.

ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational) is a cognitive architecture that ad-

dresses the theory about how human cognition works. It serves as a basis for several

cognitive architectures of the cognitivist type. Based on this type, cognition is enabled

by the interaction among a set of integrated knowledge modules in the human mind.

Each module is associated with a distinct cortical region in the human brain. Some mod-

ules represent declarative knowledge, e.g. encoding facts the system knows, whereas

others represent procedural knowledge, e.g. encoding rules for processing declarative

knowledge.

Additional findings on cognitive architectures that focus on natural human interaction

and robot actions in unstructured environments are presented in (Kramer and Scheutz,

2006) and (Haber and Sammut, 2012).

In (Kramer and Scheutz, 2006), DIARC is a distributed integrated affect, reflection, cog-

nition architecture for robots. It enables natural human-robot interaction and integrates
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typical (lower level) robotic capabilities, e.g. visual perception, laser-based mapping and

localization, etc., with (higher level) cognitive capabilities, e.g. robust incremental nat-

ural language processing and understanding, one-shot learning of actions and plan op-

erators, etc. (Brick and Scheutz, 2007) (Cantrell et al., 2011) (Cantrell et al., 2012). It

allows robots to naturally interact with humans by including human emotion recognition

and by expressing appropriate emotional responses tested through HRI experiments.

In (Haber and Sammut, 2012), Mala is introduced that is a multi-entity cognitive

architecture and bridges the gap between robots’ sensorimotor and cognitive compon-

ents. It was developed for robots that must work in dynamic unstructured environments.

It supports modular and asynchronous processing, specialized representations, transla-

tions between representations, relational reasoning as well as multiple types of integ-

rated learning.

The area of cognitive systems is well studied and most of the mentioned above ar-

chitectures are still under development. A huge impact for formalizing cognitive archi-

tectures, however, represents the classical paradigm, the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)

approach. This approach was proposed in Artificial Intelligence (Bratman, 1987) to rep-

resent agents and their way of performing complex reasoning processes. First, it was

formalized by using Modal Logic (Cohen and Levesque, 1990) to disambiguate the sev-

eral concepts and the logical relationships between Belief, Desire and Intention. The idea

of developing BDI architectures was to support the development of Multi-Agent Systems.

Some of the BDI architectures are integrated in frameworks for directly use in different

applications. Examples are the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) (Myers, 1997) and

the agent-based simulation platform GAMA (Grignard et al., 2013). The PRS framework

consists of three main processes, e.g. the perception, the central interpreter and the ex-

ecution of intention, that was used as a base for many other frameworks. GAMA is a

modeling and simulation platform for building spatially explicit agent-based simulation.

It provides a complete modeling language, called GAML (GAma Modeling Language),

to support the definition of large scale models easily usable even by non-computer sci-

entists. A first application of this architecture was presented in (Caillou et al., 2017)

as concerning in the land-use change in Vietnam by simultaneously simulating multi-

agent systems. The development of cognitive architectures for building intelligent sys-

tems is essential. Intelligent systems, including a variety of capabilities, modules and

subsystems, require theories of cognition and understanding of intelligence gained from

studying the human mind. Therefore, designing principles for systems to generate in-

telligent behavior and make decisions on their own is in high demand. Several works

exist providing principles in form of guidelines for how to or not to design cognitive
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architectures (Vernon, 2016). A very essential work is presented in (Vernon, 2014) by

David Vernon who investigated many efforts in different areas ranging from industrial

to service robots (David and Marcus, 2016) (Vernon et al., 2007). In (Vernon, 2014),

he presents a primer for artificial cognitive systems that can be seen as a guidebook.

It aims at constructing systems that can act on their own to achieve goals: perceiving

their environment, anticipating the need to act, learning from experience, and adapting

to changing circumstances. Vernon was also involved in the construction of a humanoid

robot called iCub (Vernon et al., 2007) that was developed as part of the EU project

RobotCub. This humanoid is actively used and developed by more than 20 laboratories

worldwide, e.g. with automatic speech recognition systems, with mechanisms for pre-

dicting human intentions during collaborative tasks, and with convenience wrappers for

social interaction (Higy et al., 2018) (Dermy et al., 2017) (Fischer et al., 2018). This

robot is the size of a five-year-old child and is able to crawl on all fours, sit up, bal-

ance, walk, interact physically with the environment, and recognize objects. Its platform

integrates state-of-the-art robotics research results that includes the whole spectrum of

AI-related areas ranging from control to machine learning, human-robot interaction, and

language acquisition.

For many of the applications in HRI where supervisory control, adjustable autonomy

and even mixed-initiative interaction are appropriate, it is important to allow humans to

interact with robots as naturally as possible. This leads to numerous works of advanced

interfaces in HRI research. Examples are gesture recognition (Kortenkamp et al., 1996),

eye gaze recognition (Palinko et al., 2016), interfaces based on natural language (Eppe

et al., 2016), interfaces for augmented and virtual reality (Fang et al., 2014) (Steele

et al., 1999), etc. Additionally, this also leads to research in robots learning from hu-

mans (Vogt et al., 2016). Most of these interfaces are developed by designers that have

used human-to-human interaction as a model for human-robot interaction. This is a de-

fault approach in order to investigate how humans behave and naturally communicate

when interacting with each other.

Employing human-robot teams in search and rescue operations is of high demand.

Due to their complementary capabilities they are equipped with, e.g. cognitive capabil-

ities of humans or motoric skills of robotic systems, there is a huge impact in deploying

mixed teams for performing complex tasks in dynamic changing environments. Humans

possess natural abilities to communicate with others, e.g. natural language and gesture

instructions, etc. They are able to change and take the perspective of another human

being when analyzing and interpreting their vague and ambigious instructions. Robots

are able to create and visualize 3D models of the terrain on screens or displays. This
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visual representation helps humans to understand the view or the perspective of their

robotic teammates. By combining their strengths, human-robot teams achieve a higher

perfomance in rescue operations than any human alone or robot autonomy could. De-

veloping humans and robots effectively working together as teammates that can com-

municate and interact with each other in a natural way, such as in human teams, is

in the interest of our research. Referring to and grounding objects in human instruc-

tions to robots’ own perception and action loops, seamlessly facilitate the coordination

and interaction in mixed teams. The cognition-enabled mixed-initiative infrastructure

provides a platform human and robot teammates can interact and share knowledge on.

Humans can use the human-machine interface or the interactive visualizable belief-state

map to task other teammates via natural language or written queries. Robotic systems

can access the required information about human instructions or their surrounding from

the interactive visualizable belief-state map that provides a knowledge platform to the

different teammates.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we focused on improving the interaction in a mixed human-robot rescue

team. We investigated how humans and robots can naturally work together als team-

mates, such as in human teams. In an empircal study with human teams, we have

reported on how humans formulate their instructions, and what kinds of contextual

knowledge is required to correctly interpret and perform tasks. For example, to under-

stand human instructions robotic teammates require natural skills to link words applied

in human instructions with objects they perceive in the terrain.

For enabling a natural interaction between the human team leader and her/his ro-

botic teammates, such as in human teams, we proposed a novel interface. This interface

enables the human operator to naturally interact with her/his robotic teammates using

different means of communications, e.g. voice and gesture. It consists of a speech re-

cognizer, a parser and an interpreter to analyze, process and translate words applied

in human instructions into action plan descriptions comprehensible to and executable

by robotic teammates. The action plan description includes semantical information that

robotic teammates need for their subsystems in order to correctly understand human

instructions and perform their tasks. Our interface consists of various mechanisms to

reason about and fill knowledge gaps in human instructions. The mechanisms, for ex-

ample, are able to take the perspective of the human team leader into account, e.g.

to solve ambiguities in her/his instructions. Using this interface humans are able to

naturally task their robotic teammates without considering about the structure of their

sentences, the applied words in their instructions and even without thinking about the

common-sense knowledge robotic teammates are not equipped with. By integrating our

results acquired from our empirical study with human teams into this interface, we

showed how robots are able to understand and correctly perform natural formulated

human instructions into the context of the task. We showed that our interface was able

to reason about and translate a set of human instructions with various length including

pre- as well as postconditions into action plan descriptions.
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Furthermore, we concentrated on improving the communication between the team-

mates. We investigated how humans and robots can share their activities, behaviors and

actions in order to have mutual understanding of each other. For providing a platform

the human team leader and her/his robotic teammates can exchange their knowledge

and any other kind of information on, we investigated, designed and realized an inter-

active visualizable belief-state map. This map serves as a common vocabulary for the

human-robot team where they can share, access and retrieve information to successfully

perform tasks. It comprises information about the mission, the terrain and the team. It

includes a semantically annotated world map with interactive objects modeled in 3D.

These interactive objects are sematically annotated and associated with poses and other

attributes, e.g. shape or size, in the terrain. The map also combines various data ori-

ginating from geographical and geometrical data that robotic teammates can use to un-

derstand the terrain and to perform actions. For example, they can use this geographic

information to make decisions about the traversibility of paths and to navigate around

obstacles.

In order to enable teammates to reason about each others’ activity and update the

interactive visualizable belief-state map with new information during task execution, we

introduced and extended the map with a set of queries. The teammates can use these

queries to understand environmental conditions, such as regions covered with trees, and

also each others’ task execution or interpretation, e.g. to which bridge did the robot fly to

search for the victim. During our research, we have developed, integrated into the map

and tested a set of inference mechanisms that enabled to make computations, inferences

and even decisions about tasks and teammates’ activities for supporting the team. With

these mechanisms robotic teammates were able to reason about their own or about oth-

ers’ tasks in order to understand each others’ activities and the mission’s progress. We

showed how teammates were able to use the set of queries to call these mechanisms.

For instance, the teammates could ask questions like which areas could not be scanned

by other teammates, in which direction did the human team leader point to or which

regions were assigned by the human instruction. By calling these mechanisms, the cor-

responding information could be accessed by the teammates to consider this information

for further or future actions and tasks.

Furthermore, we focused on having robotic teammates that are able to support the hu-

man team leader in autonomously reasoning about and performing tasks when required.

In search and rescue operations, humans are often affected by stress and work overload

that lead to wrong decision making and decrease the performance of the whole mission.

Having robotic teammates that are aware of and employ their skills productively during
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the task execution, e.g. responding to task interruptions, is necessary.

For supporting the team leader in deploying robotic teammates that apply their capab-

ilities in the most effective way, e.g. acting and responding flexibly to changes during the

task executions and the mission, we extended the robotic plan executive by investigating,

designing and introducing a set of advanced inference mechanisms. These mechanisms

enable robotic teammates to do reasoning on a symbolic and physical level as well as

to make decisions about next actions. We showed how robotic teammates were able to

adapt their behavior and actions to support other teammates in performing joint tasks.

They reasoned about whether information about the task execution is available or is

missing, and distinguished whether the human team leader instructed the same robot

twice. By equipping robotics’ plan executives with these advanced inference mechan-

isms, we showed that robotic teammates were able to autonomously reason about their

decisions and actions. They were able to generate additional plans in order to support

in jointly performing complex tasks in rescue operations. We also showed that they were

able to support the human team leader in making decisions by reasoning about their

capabilities and their detections and in keeping her/him up to date through visualiza-

tions of information or failures on the interactive visualizable belief-state map, e.g. when

a robot is not capable of performing a task.

By accessing and linking information stored in the map with words applied in human

instructions, we showed, how the human operator can use the human-machine interface

and the interactive visualizable belief-state map to naturally interact with her/his robotic

teammates without considering their language and understanding barriers. We showed

how complex human instructions can be filled with knowledge accessed through the

map to support robotic teammates in understanding the meaning of human instructions.

By providing robots information about their own and each others’ decision making and

action executions, we showed how they are able to use the set of advanced inference

mechanisms to improve the progress and the performance of the overall mission. We

showed how the teammates were able to improve the decision making of the human

team leader by acting and responding flexibly to changes.

We believe that the mixed-initiative infrastructure, comprising the interactive visu-

alizable belief-state map, the human-machine interface and the extended robotic plan

executives, described in this work, represents an essential paradigm and approach for

achieving shared awareness, enabling optimal team work and increasing the perform-

ance of human-robot team collaborations in the search and rescue domain. There are

many systems that focus on different parts, e.g. the development of cognitive archi-
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tectures, maps and natural language processing systems. However, to the best of our

knowledge, there is no system available yet that covers the whole pipeline introduced

in this thesis, starting from vaguely stated natural-language and gesture instructions,

disambiguating and filling knowledge gaps in human instructions to generating and ex-

ecuting robotic action plan descriptions on various simulated robotic systems in a large-

scale simulated environment. This system provides a complete and common platform

that integrates knowledge and cognitive mechanisms to support robotic teammates in

intelligently behaving and being cognizant that is a big gap in rescue missions, such as

stated in Chapter 1. Providing such a system with our contributions to rescue teams in

real world outdoor missions would facilitate and improve the interaction between the

teammates. For instance, robotic teammates are able to structure and analyze their data

on their own before sending to devices of human rescuers. They are able to intelligently

and proactively act, and are able to take the initiative when required. Humans are able

to handle and evaluate the filtered robot data faster and easier, and are able to be more

focused on making decisions and inferences in a short time.

This complete infrastructure with our contributions were tested in a simulated res-

cue mission. Also some parts of this system have been tested on the real robots on the

SHERPA project reviews. The human-machine interface has already been tested on the

BLUE WASP and the plan executive system on the DONKEY. Of course, more tests and

evaluations are required with real robots and different user groups to present a com-

plete system also implementable in real environments. However, the mixed-initiative

infrastructure shows a first approach how rescue missions can be improved, how hu-

mans are able to understand their teammates without even knowing how rescue robots

work, and how robots are able to analyze, evaluate and share their data on their own

with humans on different abstraction levels. This system does not just handle the inter-

action barriers in rescue missions, it also shows what is required to generate reliability

and awareness, e.g. on different levels, in rescue teams.
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